
VJe need •pur help I
If we have not included either >(our group, or a group >(ou Know of, in this edition of 
The Agitator please fill in the form below and return it to us - addresses inside. 
Likewise if ^our group s information has changed, or >(our group has ceased, or split, 
can >(ou also let us Know. This wa>( we can give people up to date information if the>( asK 
us for contacts in their area/town/cib(/village/etc. The Agitator can ONLY worK with 
>(ours and others support - as it's >jou lot who give us the information.

Name of >jour group:

Contact address:

Contact phone number (if applicable):

An>( Fa*/£-mail/Web site addresses:

What sort of things are >jou campaigning around/ fighting against/ demanding?

What area do >(ou cover (eg local area, village, county, etc). This is mainly so individuals 
reading the directory can contact groups etc in their area.

Do >(ou have an^ leaflets/ newsletters/ magazines/ etc people can get from >pu? If so what 
address should the>( write to and what sort of mone^ (if an>() do >jou want for them?

If there are an>( other groups/ campaigns/ in >(our area which would also broadly fall 
into the category of autonomous and non-hierarchical could >jou give us their name and 
contact address so we can contact them.

Continue on another sheet il needed
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New improved edition two with contacts 
throughout the known world.

Plus all the original contacts more throughout 
Britain & Ireland



So You Want to Change the World?
You are not alone!

Here it is - the new, improved, bigger, louder, issue two of The Agitator. This directory, created 
by people from Counter Information, Haringey Solidarity Group & Anarchist Distribution 
Service, contains details of autonomous non-hierarchical, libertarian activist groups, 
magazines, bookshops, and others. Details have been provided by the groups themselves (unless 
otherwise stated).

Due to popular demand we have added extra sections. There is now a section called "further 
info" giving details of groups within movements we/you work closely with. There is also a list 
of "Alliances" - which is probably very incomplete. And lastly we have now gone 
International. If you want to make international links this is a place to start - no more, no lev. 
Because we have expanded the amount of information in edition two, we emphasis again 
Inclusion in this directory does not necessarily mean we support everything each group dot \ 
Further, we have not checked out any of the groups in other movements directories - mt /<</»• 
this to your judgement and choice.

We created this directory as a way of encouraging information sharing, solidaiiiv anil 
networking between those of us who are actively involved in the struggle again I iln 
oppressive & exploitative society we live in. Groups and individuals who are agitating Im • 
society based on freedom, equality, co-operation, self organisation, and mutual aid. We wimi 
be part of creating a culture of resistance and encouraging people to organise to reclaim th* n 
lives.
Use this directory to get in touch with other activists in your local areas and get involved n 
there to enable similar groups around the country to swap skills, information and anytlmii 
else - it’s up to you. It's there so we realise we are not alone doing what we are doing II . mu 
movement and we want to see it grow and become f**king unstoppable. If there is no gump 
listed in your area, we may be able to put you in touch with other individuals in your area willi 
everyone’s consent of course.
The Agitator can only work properly with your support. Let us know of groups in your area and 
we will then include them in the next edition. All we ask is that they agree with the view 
something along the lines of "Our aim is to promote solidarity, mutual aid and linking working 
class struggles. We can't rely on politicians or leaders to do things for us - we've got to organist 
and do it ourselves". There is a sheet at the back of this booklet - please fill it in. If your groups
details have changed or gone into hibernation - let us know. There are 1000's of us doing stull 
to change the conditions we live in - unfortunately very few of us know anybody else outside 
our small circle of mates. It's about time start linking up with all others trying to do likewise

Lets get organised, get active and go change the world - 
rather than just talking or dreaming about it!

All information in this directory is, to the best of our knowledge, correct as of May 2000. Howcv i • 
the case with our "movement", groups come & go - that's our beauty, strength & also weakness
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Local Groups
5TH MAY GROUP
Contact: P. O. Box 2474, London, N8 
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: Can he contacted via 
Haringey Solidarity Group - see page 13

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are a group of Turkish & Kurdish 
anarchists in exile in the UK. We mostly campaign 
around local issues within the Haringey Solidarity 
Group. However, we also campaign against 
Compulsory Military Service in Turkey, with 
Turkish & Kurdish anti-militarists (under the name 
of ZAK). As a group of Turkish & Kurdish anarchists, 
we support the struggle going on in Turkey against 
the state and oppression. In addition, we try to 
propagandise anarchist ideas amongst Turkish & 
Kurdish immigrants. We are also involved, both 
locally & nationally, in the radical struggle in the UK. 

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Based in North London, but 
contacts both in other parts of UK and Europe.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have several pamphlets concerning Turkey and the 
situation there (editors note - they have also 
translated a number of anarchist books, and the 
"Claimant's Survival Guide" into Turkish).

56A INFOSHOP
Contact: 56 Crampton Street, London, SEI 7
E-mail: 56a@safetycat org
We bsite: mm safety cat. org/5 6A ■

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: 56A is a do-it-yourself space, run 100% 
by local people without any funding or interference. 
Open for 8 years they have kept a bookshop open 
Thursday & Friday from 2 - 8pm. We also run a DIY 
bicycle workshop, hold an open access ARCHIVE 
of international radical info (with emphasis on 
anarchism, squatting, radical history & queer) with 
over 3,000 items, plus squatters advice and the 
Fairshares wholefood store. We want donations of 
any newsletters, magazines and zines from radical 
groups anywhere. We also ask for donations of your 
old books.
Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Based in South London but we have 
contacts internationally.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them We 
stock books, zines, tapes, records, patches and t/shirts 
for sale. We don't do mail order but send them a SAE 
if you would like to receive free newsletters and 
information.

ADVISORY SERVICE FOR SQUATTERS
Contact: 2 St Pauls Road, London, N1 2QN 
Phone number: 020 7359 8814
Fax number: 020 7359 5185
E-Mail: advice@squatfreeserve. co. uk
website: www. squatfreeserve. co. uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Housing and in particular squatting. We 
give legal and practical advice to homeless people 
and squatters. We try to encourage and support local 
squatting groups.
Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: We will give advice to people 
anywhere in England and Wales
Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce the “Squatters Handbook”. If you want a 
copy send us £1.39 for a copy. The price comes down 
if you want bulk orders of it. We will also reduce the 
price if you are a local squatting group.

ANARCHIST GRAPHICS
Box 5, 167 Fawcett Road, Southsea, Hants, PO4 
Phone/Fax/E-mail/website: None
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: "Anti-copyright graphics for working 
class solidarity and social revolution". We seek to 
produce and distribute easy-to-reproduce anti
copyright graphics for the anarchist press and local 
campaigns. We need more stuff especially class 
struggle, anti-boss, prisoner support, anti-fascist, 
industrial and mutual aid material.
Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: The "artists" are non-professional 
and are based in Brighton, London, Portsmouth and 
Reading. Other contributors are welcome. We are a 
loose association of individual anarchists from around 
the country who draw, paint, do collages, etc.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have a "pack" of graphics for use in zines, stickers, 
leaflets, etc. Send A5 SAE and stamps for a copy.

ANARCHIST IN FORMA TION NETWORK
Box EMAB, 88 Abbey Street, Derby,DE22 3SQ 
E-Mail: a_i_n@hotmail.com
Website: http://freedom. tao. ca/ain/index. html

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: To bring information about anarchism 
to the attention of the non-anarchist public, and to 
enable anarchists from different ideological viewpoints 
to work together.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: 120 contacts in most of the UK.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a quarterly newsletter and mailing via box 
EMAB Send a book of 12 x 2nd class stamps. We 
also have a free mini leaflet on anarchism - send SAE. 

ANARCHIST TEAPOT MOBILE KITCHEN 
c/o Box B, 21 Little Preston St, Brighton 
Phone number: 01523 101729
E-mail: via savage@easynet co. uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: After doing a run of squat cafes we've 
set ourselves up as a mobile kitchen to support 
anyone contributing to the class struggle. We can cook 
for up to 400 people, vegan, mostly organic food and 
try to charge not more than £3 a day, or often only 
ask for donations. We're non-profit making.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: We are up for cooking at as many 
radical events as need cooking for in our region 
(Brighton, South East, London). Events that involve 
further travel should be larger to make it economical. 

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
haven't really published much ourselves, but some 
people in the collective have formed the "Love & Rage 
Infoshop Project" (same contact details) with the long 
term aim of renting a space as an infoshop in Brighton. 
In the meantime, we have been selling books & 
pamphlets on stalls at our local car boot sale, at gigs 
and most events we cook at.

ANARCHIST TEAPOT - WORTHING
P.O. Box 4144, Worthing, W. Sussex, BN 14 7NZ 
E-mail: teapot@worthing. eco-action. org

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We run an info stall in Worthing every 
Saturday from I lam(ish) to 1pm (ish).

Parts of the ( ountry the group cover, or where 
they are active: Worthing in East Sussex.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Contact us for details.

ANARCHIST TRADE UNION NETWORK
Box EMAB (ATU), 88 Abbey St, Derby, DE22 
E-mail: williamgodwin 7@hotmail. com
Website: http://atu.listbotcom

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We exist to provide a network of 
contacts and information for anarchists mainly in 
reformist and revolutionary trade unions but not 
excluding those anarchists outside of these 
organisations who are interested in workplace issues. 

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: We are mainly a Brisith mainland 
network but have e-mail subscribers/contributers 
worldwide. Some subscribers have made contact with 
others locally, especially in the east midlands through 
the Nottingham Association of Subversive Activities. 

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a monthly newsheet and leaflets when we 
feel like it. Our newsheet is called "Rank & File".

ANARQUIST
c/o 56 Crampton Street, London, SEI 7
Phone/Pax/E-mail/Website: None we know of

Agitators description: We are not sure if this group 
is still in existence. The last time we heard from them 
they said this about themselves"We are fighting for 
the pink pound - for a place in society for queers of 
all sexualities/genders... whatever. Against the 
commodification of queerness. For diversity within 
gay/les/bi/trans/etc community. Produce "Anarquist" 
magazine."

ANIMAL LIBERATION FRONT
SUPPORTERS GROUP
B.M. 1160, London, WCIN3XX
Phone Fax website: None
E-mail: 100302.161@compuserve.com

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We want an end to bloodsports, 
vivisection, factory farming, and all Promotion of 
veganism, support for animal liberation prisoners, and 
the publication of A.L.F. raids & actions.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Although the contact address is in 
London, the ALF supporters group has contacts both 
nationally and internationally.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Leaflets and prisoners list are free from the above 
address. Membership is £24 a year, for which you get 
a quarterly newsletter and prisoners information We 
also have a leaflets and merchandise list
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ANTI-RACISM CAMPAIGN
c/o 10 Upper Camden Street, Dublin 2
Phone number: 088 21297700
Website: http .//flag. blackened net/revolt/arc. html

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Fighting racism and deportations.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Dublin.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Contact them for details.

A-SPIRE
c/o Cornerstone Resource Centre, 16 Sholebroke 

Avenue, Chapeltown, Leeds, LS7 3HB
E-mail: A-Spire@geocities.com
Web: www.geocities. com/CapitolHill/Parliament/3344 

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are a collective that squats buildings 
to set up temporary autonomous zones, providing 
space for political agitation, food on donation, library, 
info shop and the odd medieval banquet!

ASSOCIATION OF AUTONOMOUS
ASTRONAUTS (EASTLONDON BRANCH) 
Box 15, 138 Kingsland High St., London, E8 2NS 
E-mail: aaa@junpopular.demon.co.uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: "Community based space exploration". 

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: In their words "Mars & beyond".

A UTONOMOUS CENTRE OF EDINBURGH & 
EDINBURGH CLAIMANTS
17 West Montgomery Place, Edinburgh, EH7 5HA 
Phone number: 0131 557 6242
E-mail: lothian@J>urn.ucsdedu
Website: http .'//burn, ucsd edu/~lothian/

or: http://wwyv.autonomous.org.uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Claimants struggles & struggles for 
social justice. We have a resource centre with 
information shop, book & magazine library, 
computers, internet & e-mail access. We hold 
discussion meetings & video showings. The Edinburgh 
Claimants Solidarity Network provides mutual 
solidarity against dole harassment/benefit cuts - new 
members welcome. The Mutiny Collective organises 
fundraising gigs for A.C.E. We believe the many 
struggles for justice need drawing together to create 
one fight against the whole system of exploitation.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Edinburgh area, but have contacts 
in other parts of Scotland who we work with. 

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
publish "Information is Strength" (ACE's newsheet) 
& several claimants leaflets & posters on the New 
Deal, Dole Snoopers, the Claimants Solidarity 
Network, etc. Our info shop stocks publications from 
many groups including free leaflets plus mags, 
pamphlets & books for sale. We welcome exchanges 
of publications. Send SAE for more info or to go on 
our mailing list.

BETWEEN THE LINES
Box 32, 136 Kingsland High St, London, E8 2ND 
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We want a 3 day week, redistribution of 
wealth & power and a lovely future. We organise the 
loony left football tournament. We don't demand 
anything - it's not nice.
Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Mainly Hackney & Ealing

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a newsletter called "Between the Lines" and 
have a few other leaflets - from the address above.

BIRMINGHAM RACIAL A TTA CKS
MONITORING GROUP
339 Dudley Rd, Winson Green, Birmingham, Bl 8 
Phone number: 0121 454 9500
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Casework - racial discrimination in 
employment, schools, problem estates, police. 
Campaigning work - black deaths in police & prison 
custody, Alton Manning Campaign.
Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Birmingham

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: Yes 
we have, from address above - no charge.

BRADFORD 1 in 12 CLUB
21/23 Albion St, Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD1
Phone number: 01274 734160
E-mail: linl2@Jegendco.uk
Website: http://www. legend org. uk/~lin!2
Anarchist collective running social club, venue, 
library, bar and cafe. Our main "political" campaign 
over the last year has been around CCTV. We also 
organise a week long series of events around May 
Day in Bradford. The main priority & objectives of 
the club is to promote and then sustain all activities

based on mutual aid, co-operation & solidarity. We 
also produce an occassional magazine called KDIS 
(Knee Deep In Shit) which you can get from us or 
download from our website.

BRIGHTON A GAINST BENEFIT CUTS 
Brighton & Hove Unemployed Workers Centre,
4 Cresway Parade, Hollingdean, Brighton, BN1.
Phone number:
Fax/E-mail/website: See below

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Fighting attacks on benefits - JSA, New 
Deal, Welfare to Work, etc, and for dole autonomy.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Active around the Brighton area. 
Weekly meetings in Brighton. Our activities include a 
newsletter, pickets, occupations, etc.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Publications are available from "www:// 
www.muwc.demon.co.uk/", or e-mail: 
BABC99@yahoo.co.uk

BRIGHTON UNEMPLOYED CENTRE LTD
4 Cresway Parade, Hollingdean, Brighton, BN1. 
Phone number: 01273 540717
Fax: 01273 540797
E-mail: BHUWC@hotmail.com
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We campaign around claimants issues 
such as the New Deal and Project Work, and at
tacks on claimants generally. We work with 
Brighton Against Benefit Cuts.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Active around Brighton & Hove area. 

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have leaflets about Welfare to Work and the New Deal.

BRISTOL HOUSING ACTION GROUP
Box 56, Greenleaf Bookshop, 82 Colston St,

Bristol, BS1 5BB
Phone: 0797 9872047
Fax/E-mail/website: None

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are involved in housing rights, 
squatting, community facilities, environmental & 
planning issues. Fighting evictions and campaigning 
against privatisation of social housing. We support 
co-ops and DIY housing.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: We are mainly active in the Bristol 
and surrounding areas.
Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have a number of leaflets which you can get free 
(postage would be useful) from the above address.

BROUGHTON SPURTLE
Broughton Books, 2A Broughton Place,

Edinburgh, EH1 3RX
Phone number: 0131 556 0903
Fax number: 0131 557 6752
E-Mail: dickie@edguest demon, co. uk 
Web: http://www.tpuntis.demon.co.uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are involved in traffic issues, use of 
urban open spaces, funding of local schools, 
conservation/appropriate use of local buildings, 
support for local action groups.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: The Broughton area in Edinburgh. 

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a monthly (except January) community 
paper, for free. Contact us for a copy. For regular 
mailings send us a donation of £1 per month - for this 
you become a "spurtie supporter".

CAFIN
c/o P.O. Box 257, Sittingbourne, Kent, ME10 1PN 
Phone: 01227280512
E-mail: archangel99@jukonline. co. uk 
Website: web. ukonline. co. uk/archangel2003/cafin/ 
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: CAFIN is the Canterbury Freedom 
Information Network. We produce a regular update 
of list of events. If you want to write for CAFIN or 
get involved with actions etc don't hesitate to contact 
us. Phone, e-mail or write and we will get back to 
you. We also offer free websites to minority groups 
without a voice on the web or the resources to 
maintain one. We also offer free training on 
multimedia, DTP and web applications.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Kent

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce CAFIN - a regular free newsheet with news, 
views and info - send as many stamped addressed 
envelopes as you want issues. We also have back 
issues - again send a SAE.
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CAGE
c/o 180/188 Mansfield Rd, Nottingham, NG1 3HW 
E-mail: CA GE@veggies. org. uk
Phone/fax/website: None

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: From their leaflet "to trample on us they 
(the state) need concrete and consent. We see that 
they don't get either by physically resisting the prison 
building programme. CAGE is a network that is being 

' set up to oppose the prison building programme, the 
locking up of asylum seekers and the police state. We 
would like to work with groups campaigning on these 
issues and communities affected by the state 
clampdown and provide information for action against 
the Prison State.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Groups in Leeds, Sheffield, Brighton, 
Swansea and the South east - and probably more. 

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Contact them for details.

CAMFIN
c/o Arjuna, 12 Mill Road, Cambridge, CB1 2AD 
E-Mail: camfin(afbigfoot. com
Phone/fax/website: None

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: CAMFIN is a shapey space in which 
info & ideas are gathered & distributed throughout a 
wider realm. It clones & spreads weekly SchNEWS 
locally & produces its own magazine somewhat 
erratically. CAMFIN operates on a "need to know" 
basis - if you find/have written/created something that 
has a need to be known more widely, CAMFIN will 
cultivate its further propogation throughout the 
network.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Cambridge.
Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
publish "Camfin" magazine - £1 donation.

CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE ARMS TRADE 
Contact: 11 Goodwin St., London, N4 3HQ
Phone number: 020-7281-0297
Fax number: 020-7281-4369
E-mail: enquiriesfajcaat. demon, co. uk
Website: www. cant, demon, co. uk

Agitator's description: As their name suggests they 
are campaigning against the arms trade. They pro
duce a newsletter and use a number of different tac
tics to highlight the crap of the arms trade.

CAMPAIGN AGAINST CHILD SUPPORT ACT 
Contact: P.O. Box 287, London, NW6 5QU 
Agitator’s description: As their name suggests they 
are campaigning against the Child Support Act. 
Contact them for more details about themselves.

CARE - Anti Monsanto Community Group 
Rose Cottage, Dolydd Rd, Cefn Mawr, Wrecsam. 
Phone number: 01978 820 819
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: They campaign for environmental rights 
and against the chemical industry.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Not sure but based in Wales. 

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: They 
produce a bi-monthly magazine, which you can get 
from the above address.

CATALYST COLLECTIVE
P. O. Box 5, Lostwithiel, Cornwall, PL22 0 YT 
Phone number: 0870 733 4970
E-mail: catalyst/agreenline. clara. net

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are generally working for a 
co-operative and sustainable future. Particularly 
helping people to set up radical co-ops. We also have 
a green library & resource centre.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Campaigning on different levels from 
local to international.
Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Greenline magazine: subs £15 for 10 issues, £12 for 
unwaged, £18 supporters subs. Also publish "howto 
set up a housing/workers co-op" booklet for £5 each. 

CHIAPASLINK
Box 19, 82 Colston St, Bristol, BS1 5BB 
E-mail: chiapaslink(a)yahoo. com

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We aim to provide information to 
people acting in solidarity with the Zapatistas either 
by going to Chiapas or getting involved in stuff in the 
UK. We hope to support the revolution in Mexico 
and use the inspiration of the Zapatistas "Zapatismo", 
to inspire and encourage grass roots autonomy in the 
UK. We are therefore a link between struggles in 
Mexico and the UK. We are also doing prisoner 
support work for the hundreds of Zapatista 
supporters in jail and more recently for the students 
in jail for standing up to the Mexican state and saying 
Ya Basta! - Enough is Enough!
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Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Bristol, but can cover a much wider 
area if needed.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have leaflets, newsletters, videos and speakers.

CL YDESIDE ANARCHIST CIRCLE
Cl (AC), c/o Transmission, 28 King St, Glasgow,
G1 5QP - don't mention group on envelope 
Phone/fax/website: None
E-mail: radfest@yahoo. com

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are a network of anarchists involved 
in various groups & struggles.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Glasgow, Clydeside and West of 
Scotland.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: To 
go on our mailing list or to be informed of activities 
and receive any leaflets produced then drop us a line. 

CORPORATE WATCH
16 B Cherwell Street, Oxford, 0X4 1BG.
Phone number: 01865 791391
E-mail: mail@corporatewatch. org
Website: www. corporatewatch, org

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We exist to support activists fighting 
large corporations and corporate power generally (eg 
free trade agreements, deregulation, government 
collusion). If you want infomation on a company start 
with our website. We have produced activist 
briefings on genetics companies, the oil industry, 
global finance and other sectors.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: UK

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce "Corporate Watch" a quarterly magazine, on 
corporate power & social & environmental impacts. 
Subscribe for 4 issues - £8 unwaged/£12 waged/£20 
organisations. We also have a publications list avail
able on request.

DELTA
Box Z, 13 Biddulph St, Leicester, LE2 1BH
Phone number: 0116 270 9616
E-mail: lynx@gn. ape. org
Website: www.oneworld.org/delta

Agitator's description: The group provides news and 
information on Ogoni, Shell and Nigeria.
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DIRECT ACTION AGAINST APATHY 
c/o Green Action, QUBSU, University Road,

Belfast, Northern Ireland, BT7 INF 
E-mail: daaa@hotmail com
Web si te: www. geocities. com/RainForest/Vines/5944 

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We celebrate local & global groups & 
individuals involved in the struggle for a world centred 
around people not profit Our aim is to inform, empower, 
entertain, and push aside the tide of apathy that prevents 
people from being active in shaping a more sustainable, 
equitable, and positive future for our local and global 
communities. We helped set up "BARC 101.4FM 
(Belfast Autonomous Radio Collective)" & have a 1 
hour show every week promoting activism and global 
solidarity with other anti-capitalist movements.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Belfast

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: Our 
zine (DAAA) is our current main focus, but we are 
expanding into other publications and areas like web, 
video, etc. issues include: environmentalism, social 
justice, mass actions, gender issues, events, etc.

DO VER RESIDENTS A GAINST RA CISM 
c/o Refugee Link, P.O. Box 417, Folkestone,

Kent, CT 19 4GT

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We campaign against the rasiem and 
fascism pushed by the media, locals and groups like 
the National Front against Asylum seekers in Dover. 

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Dover

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Editor's note: we are not sure if they have peroduced 
any publications - contact them to find out. There is 
also the "Campaign Against the National Front in 
Dover" who can be contacted via their website at 
"www. canterbury, u-net. com/Dover. html"

DUBLIN ABORTION RIGHTS GROUP
Contact: P.O. Box3327, Dublin 8.
E-mail: choice_irl@tao. ca
Web: http://flag. blackened, net/revolt/darg. html 

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are against the constitutional ban on 
abortion. We want free, safe, legal abortion in 
Ireland. We demand a woman's right to choose. 

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Dublin.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Contact us for details.

http://www.oneworld.org/delta
http://flag


EARTH CIRCUS NETWORK
Create Centre, Smeaton Road, Bristol, BS1 6XN. 
or try: P.O. Box 2679, Brighton, BN2 2DN 
Phone number: 0117 9074074/9250505
E-mail: ECN@yadicalfluff. demon, co. uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are an umbrella support group of 
people who promote and explore environmental & 
social issues through our work in arts, education, and 

• creative action. We organise MOOTS which are low 
cost skill sharing residencies.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: We are open to people from 
anywhere in the UK.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Membership is currently £5 per year which entitles 
you to our newsletter and MOOT invites.

EARTH LIBERATION PRISONERS 
c/o Cornerstone Resource Centre, 16 Sholebroke

Avenue, Chapeltown, Leeds, LS7 3HB 
Phone number: 0113 2629365
E-mail: earthlibprisoner(a)hotmail. com 
Web: www.geocities.com/RainForest/Jungle/1664

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in:We produce a free quarterly newsletter/ 
prisoners updates including ecological & animal rights, 
indigenous resistance and other political prisoners. We 
have a regularly updated website and aim to produce 
a longer more detailed prisoner magazine with longer 
articles.

EAST ANGLIAN ANARCHIST NETWORK 
Contact: (1) C/o P.O. Box 87, Ipswich, Suffolk.

(2)C/o P.O. Box 13 5-, Basildon, Essex 
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are involved in the following, hunt 
sabbing; anti-fascism; industrial actions; class 
struggles; environmental issues; etc.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: East Anglia. The network is in place 
to link like minded groups & individuals throughout 
the region.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce "Quidnunc" information sheet which is 
available irregularly from the Ipswich address. Please 
send stamps.

EAST MIDLAND ANARCHISTS
Box EMAB, 88 Abbey Street, Derby, DE22 3SQ 
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None given try "AIN"

Agitators description: All the information E.M.A. 
gave us was "we have a small number of local 
contacts". Check out the "Anarchist Information 
Network" listing in "local groups" as we think they 
are closely connected - or contact the group.

ECOTRIP
P.O. Box 22019, London, SW2 2WF
Phone number: 020 7737 2365
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are a not-for-profit collective putting 
on parties and visiting festivals, universities, 
demonstrations, clubs and protest sites. We network 
information and provide a space for activists and 
performers to use, develop and pass on their skills. 
Our aim is to empower and inform: by drawing 
attention to all the positive action that can and is being 
taken in response to the social and environmental 
breakdown being experianced across the globe.

EDDIE GILFOYLE CAMPAIGN 
c/o 5 Heygarth Drive, Greasby, Wirral, Merseyside 
Fax number: 0151 522 0627
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are campaigning for the release of 
Eddie Gilfoyle who has been wrongly convicted of 
killing his wife in 1993.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Based in Merseyside, but trying to 
publisise his case throughout the country.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce the "Eddie Gilfoyle Campaign Newsletter", 
which you can get from the above address.

EDINBURGH FRIENDS AGAINST
CAPITALISM (E-FAC)
4/16 Robertson Avenue, Edinburgh, EH 11 1 PT 
Phone number: 0131 346 8501
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: All aspects of the struggle against 
capitalism & authoritarianism. We aim to facilitate and 
encourage the development of other small 
libertarian, anti-establishment (dis)organisations, and 
to help integrate them into the revolutionary 
movement. The idea is that many small groups of 
friends carry more revolutionary potential & remain 
truer to their libertarian ideals than one centralised 
organisation.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: For the purpose of meeting up for a 
drink or whatever, mainly east/central Scotland but 
we'd be delighted to share information & publications 
with comrades everywhere.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce an irregular newsletter; leaflets about our 
objectives/philosophy; and the un-published 
masterpiece "a guide to insurrection".

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCOTLAND 
RANK & FILE
c/o RD.G., P.O. Box 512, SWDO, 4 Falcon Road

West, Edinburgh, EH10 4AB
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None given

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We believe in reclaiming the union for 
the membership. We are opposed to New Labour's 
managerial offensive. We believe in defending public 
education for all.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Lothian - in touch with similar groups 
elsewhere in Scotland.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have bulletins & leaflets - send donation for postage. 

EQUI-PHALLIC ALLIANCE
33 Hartington Road, Southampton, SO 14 OEW 
Website: http://www. digital-magic, co. uk/epa

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We expose the falseness of places. We 
are against landscape. We demand the equal 
redistribition of phallic "matter" and "imagery", 
regardless of class, gender, race, etc.

Parts of the country the group cover, or where they 
are active: The realm of distraction - or Wessex.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: "The 
Listening Voice" - newsletter - free for stamps. " 1 Oth 
Muse" - magazine - non-ism, poems, reviews, etc - 
£3 each - cheques to "10th Muse".

EXETER LEFT
c/o Flying Post, P.O. Box 185, Exeter, EX4 4EW 
Phone fax: none
E-mail: davepta/’xeterleft.freeserve. co. uk 
W: bsi te It ftp .//exeterl eft.freesen 'e. co. u k

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: At present anti JSA/New Deal stuff, 
Workfare, AFA stuff'and anarcho stuff'. Generally, for 

people taking control of their lives and environment 
through direct action; against capitalism, exploitation, 
oppression and fascism. We are a non-sectarian 
association of Trotskyists, Anarchists and 
ex-members of the Labour Party. Also contacts for 
Exeter Anti-Fascist Action, Exeter Claimants, 
Workers Aid for Bosnia, and Exeter Environmental 
Network.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Exeter is the effective limit of our 
range, but we network with other campaigns like hunt- 
sabs, squatters, "Reclaim the Streets", and anti-rascist 
organisations, as well as with other parts of Devon, 
such as Plymouth, Totnes, Torbay and have contacts 
in Cornwall, Somerset, Bristol and nationally through 
AFA and other groups.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce two magazines, "Red Rag" and "The Flying 
Post" as well as some leaflets.

FASLANE PEA CE CAMP
Shandon, Helensburgh, Dumbartonshire,

Scotland, G84 8NT
Phone number: 01436 820 901
Fax/E-mail/website: None

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are a permanent protest site in 
occupation for 15 years. We are in opposition to the 
Faslane nuclear missile base at Shandon, Helensburgh, 
which is 15 miles from Glasgow. We campaign against 
the use of Scotland as a base for missiles. Trident 
submarines and nuclear warheads. We work closely 
with CND. We are actively supportive of the local 
community and issues that affect it We invite people 
to go to the camp to see what we are doing and also 
to get involved on whatever level of commitment you 
can offer. We do regular actions ranging from direct 
actions such as turning back nuclear convoys on our 
roads, to benefit gigs for ourselves and local & 
national issues.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: As a protest site, mainly active 
around Glasgow, but also involved in campaigns both 
in other parts of Scotland and throughout Europe

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a magazine called " Faslania" (formerly 
Faslane Focus) 4 times a year and will willingly put 
people on their mailing list,'but we rely on donations 
to keep it going.
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FOOD NOT BOMBS
Box 23, 56 Crampton Street, London, SEI 7
Phone: 020 8766 8813
E-mail: fnb@safetycat org

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Free food, poverty, homeless, war, defence 
spending, human rights, genetically engineered food, etc. 

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: London.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have information sheets, booklets, posters and details 
about setting up your own group. Donations needed.

FREE SATPAL CAMPAIGN
Contact: c/o 101 Villa Road, Handsworth,

Birmingham, Bl 9 INH 
Phone number: 0121 414 7003
Fax number: 0121 554 4553
E-mail: g. s. bh atta-charyya(af)zells. swinternet. co. uk 

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Our initial aim is the release of Satpal 
Ram and to publicise his case. Also campaign against 
racism, the police, the courts, and government. We 
want justice for black people. We work with many 
other anti-racist campaigns.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Birmingham, West Midlands & 
Midlands- but we are well known for travelling around 
England to gain support & to support others.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have lots of different material, from above address. 
Everything is free (donations appreciated - editors).

FRIENDS, FAMILIES & TRAVELLERS
Community Base, 113 Queens Road, Brighton, East

Sussex, BN1 3XG 
Phone number: 01273 234 777
Fax number: 01273 234 778
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What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We campaign for a more equitable 
society where everybody has a right to travel and stop 
without constant fear of persecution because of their 
lifestyle. Currently our main goal is to liaise with local 
authorities to reopen traditional stopping places. Our 
main work is carried out by our national advice & 
info unit - this invloves advice, support, mediation, 
representation, advocacy, policy development, 
research, monitoring and project development and 
delivery. Our main areas of work are evictions, 
access to services (health, education, welfare & 
training) and policy development.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: National.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have a number of publications and leaflets - either 
write to or call us.
Other contacts: The Travellers Law Research Unit, 
Cardiff Law School, Museum Avenue, Cardiff - 01222 
874 580.

GROUNDSWELL PROJECT
National Homeless Alliance, 5/15 Cromer Street,

London, WC1H 8LS
Phone: 020 7833 2071
Fax: 020 7278 6685
E-Mail: groundswell@home-all. org. uk
Website: http.7/www. oneworld org/groundswell/

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Groundswell promotes practical 
solutions - that involve homeless people - to tackling 
homelessness and social exclusion. Groundswell’s 
work is about helping people to make informed 
choices about their lives and find solutions to their 
own problems. It is our belief that homelessness can 
only be tackled by involving homeless people, and by 
helping people to take control of their own lives. 
Groundswell’s aims are to promote and develop 
self-help initiatives with people who are homeless, 
landless or socially excluded. We work together with 
groups, projects and individuals that are operating at 
a grass roots level, to alleviate homelessness and 
determine their own agendas

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Based in London, but link with other 
groups throughout the country.
Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Groudswell produces a number of publications, 
including our quarterly newsletter, the Groudswell 
Self-Help Directory, and our annual Forum Report.

HARINGEY SOLIDARITY GROUP
Contact: P.O. Box 2474, London, N8
Phone & fax number: 020 8374 5027
E-Mail address: hsg@clara. net
Web: http.7/home. clara. net/hsg/hhome. html

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Formed out of the anti poll tax 
campaign in Haringey, to campaign around more wide 
ranging issues & campaigns. Since 1991 we have been 
involved in issues such as : JJ Fast Food dispute & 
local textile workers disputes; JSA and other

claimants issues; Asylum & Immigration Act; anti
fascist & anti-racist activities; education & council 
cuts; support of Tottenham Law Centre; disability 
direct action; Red Routes; No Mil & other roads 
issues; VAT on Fuel; Hillingdon Hospital & 
Liverpool Dockers disputes; to name a few. We want 
to see similar groups to ours in every part of the 
country and ultimately a network of such groups.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Haringey (North London). But we 
support campaigns throughout this country & abroad. 

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have leaflets about suing the police, and local issues; 
a number of leaflets about benefits, the JSA and New 
Deal - both in English & Turkish; and we produce a 
regular newsletter which we distribute free to between 
6/12,000 homes in Haringey.

HIDDIN KULTURZ
Contact: 174 Deeside Gardens, Mannofield,

Aberdeen, AB15 7PX
Phone number: 01224 311086

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Focusing primarily on struggles that 
benefit claimants and homeless people face. Aiming 
to start campaigning for fringe interests to be 
recognised as worthy causes for volunteering that do 
not effect benefit claimants in losing money.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Global.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Aiming to have litreature available specifically for 
benefit claimants who wish to do volunteer work that 
the government doesn't recognise. We can distribute 
free litreature for groups (100 to 300) - so send them • *

HOMELESS INFORMATION PROJECT
612 Old Kent Road, London, SEI 5 1JB
Phone number: 020 7277 7639
Fax: 020 7732 7644

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We deal with issues such as social 
housing and squatting.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: England & Wales - emphasis though 
on South London.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
distribute leaflets on entitlement to local authority 
accommodation, hostel lists, HA lists, solicitors lists. 
Send a SAL (and donations if possible) for copies. 
( ontact us for up to date information.

HULL SYNDICALISTS
39 Shekiff Highway, Hedon, East Yorkshire, HUI2 
Phone number: 01482 898775
Fax number: 01482 898775
E-Mail/website: None

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We work inside the local Trade Union 
movement, and produce anarchist syndicalist 
propaganda. We have been involved with Liverpool 
Dockers Support Group and international solidarity 
work.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Hull and surrounding area.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have a number of leaflets; write for Freedom; and help 
edit "Trade Union News" which is the local Trades 
Council monthly paper which has a strong anarchist 
flavour.

IMMIGRANT SOLIDARITY
P. O. Box 178, Cork, Ireland
Phone/fax/E-mail numbers: None
Web site: http://flag.blackenednet/revolt/is.html

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Fighting racism and deportations.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Cork

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Contact us for details.

INCAPA CITY A CTION
104 Cornwallis Circle, Whitstable, Kent, CT5 I AT 
Phone: 0122 276159
Fax/E-mail/website: None
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What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are fighting cuts to the welfare state, 
with particular focus on disability benefits. We are an 
organisation of disabled claimants opposed to the 
Welfare Reform Bill and the new Immigration & 
Asylum laws.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: London and South east. There is 
also a group in Derbyshire and one in Newcastle, Walls 
End.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a newsletter 3 times a year. Send us £2.50 
payable in stamps or cheque/postal order to join 
mailing list. Donations welcome and payable to 
Incapacity action.

http://flag.blackenednet/revolt/is.html


INFORMATION FOR SOCIAL CHANGE 
Contact: c/o John Pateman, 32 Petten Grove,

Orpington, Kent, BR5 4PU
Phone: 020 8545 3 770
Fax: 020 8545 323 7
E-mail: John.Pateman@Mcrton.gov.uk
Website: http://libr.org/ISC

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We aim to: address the issues of 
freedom of information and censorship as they affect 
library & information workers; promote alternatives 
to mainstream library & information provision; 
provide a forum for the exchange of radical views on 
library & information issues; debate ethics & 
freedom with the library & information professions; 
challenge the dominant paradigms of library & 
information work.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: UK and beyond.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: Our 
journal "Information for Social Change" comes out 
twice a year and yearly subs are £5.

INNOCENT
Dept 54, 255 Wilmslow Road, Rusholme,

Manchester, Ml4 5LW
E-mail: innocent@uk2. net
We bsite: ww. innocent, org. uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are a campaigning and support 
organisation for fitted up prisoners and their families 
& friends. We meet fortnightly. Anyone willing to help 
or who needs help with cases of fitting up should write 
to us and somebody from the group will arrange a 
contact.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Fitted up prisoners, their friends or 
families from the Greater Manchester area.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have leaflets from the above address.

JAM74
P.O. Box 3751, Glasgow, G42 8WR
E-mail: donald. matheson@strath. ac. uk
www. strath, ac. uk/Students/Environment/JAM74. htm

Agitator’s description: JAM74 stands for "Joint 
Action against the M74 (proposed motorway 
extension). They are a coalition of community, 
environmental and sustainable transport groups 
fighting against the proposed extention of the M74 
motorway. Contact them to offer support and get 
involved in stoping the extension.

JUSTICE?
P.O. Box 2600, Brighton, East Sussex, BN2 2DX
Phone & fax number: 01273 685913
E-Mail address: schnews@brighton. co. uk
Web: http://www.schnews.org.uk/

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We report on & support direct action 
campaigns; social justice, ecology, animal rights, 
overthrowof industrial and otherwise capitalism, 
inhabitants of this planet more important that money/ 
control/ abuse of power, etc, etc.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Justice? works in the Brighton area, 
plus wherever SchNEWS goes. We have an info nexus 
on the phone.
Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a weekly direct action newsheet. Send stamps 
or £15 for a years subs. We also have webasite & 
e-mail subs. Free to prisoners.

JUSTICE FOR ALTON MANNING
See entry for West Midlands Anti Deportation
Campaign.

JUSTICE FOR MARK BARNSLEY CAMPAIGN 
c/o 145/149 Cardigan Road, Leeds, LS6 1LJ, and 
P.O. Box 1290, Belfast, BT12 7BW, N. Ireland 
Phone/fax/website: None
E-Mail address: barnsleycampaign@hotmail. com 

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Mark Barnsley is a long time political 
activist from Sheffield. He was stitched up and given 
a 12 year prison sentance in 1994. We are campaign
ing to get this conviction overturned and Mark freed. 

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: The campaign has supporters all over 
Britain and throughout the world. We encourage the 
formation of local support groups and can put people 
in contact with other supporters in their area/ 
country.
Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have leaflets covering all aspects of Marks case and 
how people can support and get involved in the 
campaign. We also produce a regular campaign 
bulletin. Forthese send a SAE. We also sell campaign 
badges & T/shirts to raise funds and awareness.

KENT SOCIALIST ALLIANCE
c/o 63 Lynton Road South, Gravesend, Kent,

DAll 7NE
Phone number: 01474 566701

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are a very broad (socialist, anarchist, 
anti-fascist, animal rights, trade unionist) network of 
activists aiming to co-ordinate & stimulate activity in 
Kent. We meet monthly.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Kent.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a monthly newsletter. You can get a copy 
from the above address.

LANCASTER ANARCHIST GROUP
c/o The Basement, 78a Penny Street, Lancaster 
Phone number: 07932 694615
Fax/E-Mail/website: None

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are a class struggle anarchist group, 
although we operate within a wider network of local 
anarchist & libertarian socialists. We get involved in 
national anarchist mobilisations as well as local 
campaigns and community issues - especially anti- 
council/election. We are forming the "corrupt party" 
- enquire for more details. Stunts - the Dead Diana's. 

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Lancaster and around. We meet every 
Friday at 7.30pm - write for details.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: Back 
issues of "blag" - a bulletin. Supporters newsletters - 
"SLAG". Anti-council stickers, and occassional 
posters & leaflets.

LEEDS MAYDAY DISCUSSION GROUP 
c/o 21/23 Albion Street, Bradford, BD1 2LY 
E-mail: maydaydiscuss@hotmail
Phone/fax/website: None

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We grew out of the May day 98 
conference held in Bradford. We have monthly 
meetings on different themes, sometimes with 
speakers or videos. Our meetings are open to anyone 
into chatting about radical/revolutionary ideas in an 
accessible way. Party lines are to be left at the door. 

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Leeds and surrounding area.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
None mentioned.

LEEDS ANTI-FASCIST FEDERATION
P.O. Box 127, Leeds
Phone: 07970 398933

Agitator’s description: As the name implies they are 
an independant anti fascist group active in the Leeds 
area. Contact them to get invloved.

LEEDS CLAIMANTS UNION
158 Hyde Park Road, Leeds, LS6 1AG
Phone number: 0113 275 3160
E-Mail address: maxben@fhecafe. co. uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are against poverty, discrimination, 
cuts in benefits. We are for disability rights and 
improved conditions for all claimants. We run a 
telephone benefit advice line.We do tribunal 
representation and disability rights advice.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: We are mainly active in Leeds but 
will take phone calls from anywhere.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
None at the moment.

LEICESTER INDEPENDENT
LABOUR NETWORK
26 Macaulay Street, Leicester, LE2 7NJ
Phone: 0116 2440956
E-mail: tjh5@Jleicester.ac.uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: In Leicester we have something which 
is currently called the Leicester Independent Labour 
Network - it draws together a large chunk of the 
people in Leicester who are politically active - 
socialists, greens, anarchists and feminists, etc. We 
put out a regular newsletter and do campaigning work. 
We should have a website up soon.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Leicester.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a regular newsletter - contact us for details. 

LEICESTER RADICAL ALLIANCE
Dept Z, Littlethorn Books, Humberstone Gate,

Leicester, LEI 1WB
Phone: 0116 2440956
E-mail: leicesterradical@hotmail. com 
Website: www.plebs. com/leicester-radical

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: All the usual stuff - social justice, the 
environment, anti-racism, anti-fascism, direct action.
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Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Leicester and less convincingly 
Leicestershire.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
publish a monthly newletter called Grass Roots which 
people can get by writing to us. It's free but stamps or 
donations would be much appreciated.

LEGAL DEFENCE & MONITORING GROUP 
' BM Haven, London, WIN 3XX

Phone: 020 7713 1269 (temporary - call HSG) 
What the Group does: The original idea was to 
provide legal back up on demonstrations, especially 
in the light of the Criminal Justice Act. The main 
LDMG roles are: to observe police behaviour on 
demos; to give unconditional support to any 
demonstrator arrested or injured; to provide good & 
sympathetic solicitors to those people arrested who 
want one; to assist anybody assaulted by the police 
or wrongly arrested to sue the police; to monitor court 
cases and provide support to those held on remand. 
The group was inactive for quite a while but was 
resurrected for legal monitoring of the J18 Carnival 
Against Capitalism. We are presently involved in the 
defence campaign for those arrested at J18.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: London.

LESBIAN A VENGERS
Contact: P.O. Box 501, London, SE21 7DS 
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None we know of

Agitator's description: They are a Direct Action and 
street theatre group fighting sexism and heterosexism. 
They are raising the visibility of lesbianism and 
lesbian issues using a sense of humour.

LIB ED
157 Wells Road, Bristol, BS4 2BU
Pax number: 0870 052 4683
E-Mail address: editors(a Jibed demon, co. uk 
Website: www. libeddemon, co. uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We examine positive alternatives to the 
present authoritarian system of education and how 
we can change it from what it is into what it might be. 

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: We are a small collective with 
members in’-different parts of the country. Our 
contacts and readership are international.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
publish "Lib Ed", a magazine for the liberation of 
learning as well as various books - write for details.

LIVERPOOL ANARCHISTS
Contact: P.O. Box 110, Liverpool, L69
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None

Agitator's description: All we know is that the group 
is a local anarchist group. Contact them for more 
details or to get involved.

LONDON ANARCHIST FORUM
Contact: 4 Copper Beeches, Witham Road,

Isleworth, Middlesex, TW7 4AW
Phone: 020 884 7 0203
Fax/E-mail/website: None
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are an open Weekly Anarchist Dis
cussion group. Hold talks by invited speakers and gen
eral discussion on a wide range of anarchist and lib
ertarian ideas, methods and structures.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: London & South East.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
None - but will distribute anything we receive.

LONDON GREENPEACE
Contact: 5 Caledonian Road, London, N1 9DX 
Phone number: 020 7713 1269 or 020 783 7 7557 
Fax: 020 7713 1269
E-mail number: lgp@envirolink.org
Website: http://www. mcspotlight.org/

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: London Greenpeace (separate from 
Greenpeace International) has existed since 1971 as 
an independent group of activists, without leaders 
We campaign against all forms of exploitation and 
oppression of people, animals and the environment, 
and for creating an anarchist society based on strong 
and free communities, the sharing of precious resouces 
and respect for all life. We have recently emerged vic
torious from the "McLibel" court case, when 
McDonald's failed to stop the distribution of millions 
of our leaflet "What's Wrong with McDonald's".

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: London - but network countrywide 
& worldwide.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have leaflets on McDonald's, Shell, Body Shop, An
archism, etc. We do a mailing every 6 months which 
you can join. Send SAE for details.
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MANCHESTER EARTH FIRST!
Dept 29, 255 Wilmslow Road, Manchester, M14 
Phone: 0161 226 6814
E-mail: mancefiafiematode.freeserve. co. uk

(phone first)

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Earth First! is a convenient banner for 
people who share similar philosophies to work 
under. The general principles behind the name are 
non-hierarchical organisation and the use of direct 
action to confront, stop & eventually reverse the 
forces that are responsible for the destruction of the 
earth and its inhabitants.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Manchester.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Newsletters: Earth First! Action Update, West Papua 
Action Update, Do or Die, The Loombreaker, Genetix 
Update, Spirit of Freedom. Leaflets: Guide to Public 
Order situations, Whats Wrong with Supermarkets?

MERTON CLAIMANTS ACTION GROUP 
c/o 88 High St, Colliers Wood, London SW19 2BT 
Phone: 020 8401 1895
E-mail: mcag@muwc. demon, co. uk 
Website: www.muwc.demon.co.uk/

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are a group of claimants who are fed 
up of being pushed around and waiting for the next 
round of benefit cuts. The group gives a voice to the 
unemployed, single parents, the sick, and the 
disabled who claim benefits. We do not just campaign 
around the issue of benefits but are also here to act as 
a resource centre for Claimants to become active. For 
example we helped some claimants who wished to 
set up South London Community Radio Group.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Merton in South London.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have a number of leaflets about benefit issues - 
contact us for details and price.

MID- WEST A GAINST RA CISM
Kings Island Youth Centre, Verdant Place, Kings 
Island, Limerick.
Website: www. geocities. com/CapitolHill/Congres/1451/ 
What the Group does, or campaigns they are in
volved in: Fighting racism and deportations.
Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Limerick & Ennis.
Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Contact us for details. 17

NATIONAL CAMPAIGN AGAINST CS SPRAY
P.O Box 273, London, E7 8NS
Phone/fax number: 020 8555 8151
Fax number: 020 8555 8151
E-mail: nmp@gn. apc.org

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: With the support of local anti-racist group 
Newham Monitoring Project, we were set up by the 
family of Ibrahima Sey, who died in Ilford police 
station in 1996 after being "restrained" with CS.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Based in London but deal with 
issues/uses of CS nationwide (we think - editors)

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Agitator - They produce a brilliant "press digest" 
detailing police use of CS throughtout the country. 
Contact them for a copy - donations desperately 
needed.

NATIONAL COALITION OF ANTI
DEPORTATION CAMPAIGNS (NCADC)
110 Hamstead Road, Birmingham B20 2QS
Phone number: 0121 554 6947
Fax number: 0870 055 4570
E-mail: ncadc/aficadc. demon, co. uk
Website: http://www. ncadc. demon, co. uk/

For details of NCADC see "National Networks" 
section of this directory.

NEWHAM & DISTRICT CLAIMANTS UNION 
Contact: Durning Hall, Earlham Grove, Forest

Gate, London, E7
Phone/Fax/E-mail/website: None

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Fighting for our rights! Income 
Support, Incapacity Benefit, Housing Benefit, 
Council Tax Benefit and a really tough one - repairs 
to so called social housing. We work as a 
co-operative, write letters for and represent each 
other.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Newham and East London, but we 
won't refuse help from/will do our best to help, 
anyone who turns up.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
share out information at our meetings - alternate 
Thursdays at above address, from 7.30pm.
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NEWHAM MONITORING PROJECT
P.O Box 273, London, E7 8NS
Phone &fax: 020 8555 8151
E-mail: nmp@gn. apc.org

Agitator’s description: They are a community 
organisation providing support, advice & campaign
ing on issues of racial harassment and civil injustice.

NO OPENCAST
28 Wandle Road, London, SW17 
Phone: 020 8672 9698

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: No more open cast mining. We work 
closly with local campaigns against opencast schemes 
and organise national actions from time to time. 

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: England & Wales. SOAG is an 
equivalent campaign in Scotland.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get: Not regularly. 

OLDER FEMINIST NETWORK
c/o Astra, 54 Gordon Road, London, N3 1EP 
Phone number: 020 8346 1900 (evenings)

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Challenging both the ageism and sexism 
that older women suffer, and aim to counter the 
negative stereotypes older women suffer. We provide 
mutual support and exchanges of ideas, and are 
mobilising skills & experiences of older women in 
campaigning for a better deal.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: London, elsewhere in UK & abroad. 

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a Bi-monthly newsletter It's £6 for 1 year (6 
issues), or £3 concessions. We also have a leaflet. 

Other groups: (1) Older Lesbian Network, 6 - 9, 
Manor Gardens, London, N7 61 A. (2) Association 
of Greater London Older Women, 6-9 Manor (idns. 

OXFORD UNEMPLOYED WORKERS &
CLAIMANTS UNION
East Oxford Community Centre, Princes Street,

Oxford, 0X4 I HU
Phone number: 01865 723750
Lax number: 01865 724317

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We organise amongst claimants, 
unemployed and the low waged We provide advice 
and direct support and aim to encourage collective 
action We're not a "protest" group and our 
organisation is class based

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Oxfordshire. But we will provide 
advice & info to people anywhere in the country.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Local quarterly newsletter and lots of information and 
stuff re: benefits, employment rights, etc.

PENZANCE ANARCHISTS
P.O. Box 19, Penzance, Cornwall, TRI8 2YP 
Phone: 01736 711378
Agitator’s description: They are an active locally 
based anarchist group. Contact them for more 
information, as we do not know much about them.

PORTSMOUTH ANARCHIST NETWORK
Box A, 167 Fawcett Road, Southsea, Hants,

PO4 ODH
Phone: 023 9281 8786
If you contact the group PLEASE only use initial 
of ”P. A. N. " when contacting them.
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Anti-fascism; national & local workers 
disputes; McLibel; prisoners support; RTS; animal 
rights; hunt sabbing.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Portsmouth area.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: Free 
leaflets available on various issues from above address.

PORTSMOUTH MA Y DA Y COLLECTIVE
Box M, 167 Fawcett Rd, Southsea, Hants, PO4 ODH 
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None at present.

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Annual "Reclaim May Day" event to 
mark & celebrate international workers day. To bring 
together a range of radical groups. To promote 
anarchist ideas. To raise funds for workers in dispute 
Other events are organised or supported between 
"MayDays" with fund-raising for strikers and/or pris
oners being the main focus.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Portsmouth and the surrounding area 
(Gosport, Fareham, Cosham, Havant, etc) ideally! But 
just Portsmouth at the moment.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have copies of leaflets used to promote the last 
"MayDay" and other events we are working towards 
next. Send SAE for copies.

PROLES FOR MODERNISM
33 Hartington Road, Southampton, SO 14 OEW 
Website: http.7/www. digital-magic, co. uk/epa

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We aim to save the Tricorn shopping 
centre (Portsmouth) from demolition. We wish to 
promote class consiousness through a critique of 
architecture. We are against the planned extension of 
the cascades shopping centre onto the site occupied 
by the Tricorn.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Portsmouth & Hampshire.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them:We 
produce occasional leaflets - usually relating to events 
at the Tricorn - free but stamps needed.

RAIN BO W CENTRE
180-182 Mansfield Rd, Nottingham, NGl 3HW 
Phone number: 0115 958 5666

See their entry under the "centres" section of this 
directory.

RECLAIM THE STREETS (LONDON) 
Contact: P.O. Box 9656, London, N4
Phone & Fax number: 020 7281 4621
E-mail: rts@gn.apc.org
Website: http://www.gn.apc.org/rts/
See their entry under "National Networks" section 
of this directory.

RED & BLACK CLUB
Contact: P.O. Box 17773, London, SE8 4WX 
Phone number: 020 7358 1854
E-Mail address: black.flag@gnet org,uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are involved in strike support work, 
propoganda, and organising against privatisation of 
council housing and benefits, local employment 
agencies and dodgy land developments.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Broadly in South East London (ie 
the boroughs of Lewisham, Southwark and 
Greenwich), but are most active in Deptford and 
Lewisham.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have a free newsheet called "The Heckler". It comes 
out 3 times a year (A3 doublesided). It includes 
"survival guide to daily life", news from South East 
London, campaigns, etc. Send a SAE for a copy.

RE VOL UTIONA R Y SOCIALIST NETWORK
180 Mansfield Road, Nottingham, NGl 3HH 
Phone number: 01638 669551

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: RSN is an informal, open & non
sectarian discussion group, straddling the boundaries 
between marxism & anarchism, looking for a way 
forward for activists.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: UK wide.
Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a newsletter called "RSN News" which you 
can get from the above address. Subs are £3 for 4 
issues. Cheques payable to "RSN"

SCOTTISH OPENCAST ACTION GROUP 
c/o 42 Woolfords, by West Calder, EH55 8LH 
Phone number: 01501 785202
E-mail: andy. meikle@virgin. net
Agitator's description: They are a campaigning 
group set up to defend communities from inappro
priate opencast development, focussing on health and 
the environment.

SHEFFIELD ANARCHIST GROUP
82 Andover Street, Pits moor, Sheffield, S3 
E-mail address: sheffa.demon.co.uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are an autonomous local anarchist 
group involved in claimants issues, strike & prisoner 
support, local struggles/campigns, etc. We believe in 
the promotion of solidarity, mutual aid and linking 
working class struggles

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Sheffield.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have an assorted selection of leaflets.

SIMON JONES MEMORIAL CAMPAIGN
P.O. Box 2600, Brighton, BN2 2DX
Phone: 01273 685913
E-mail: action@ysimonjones. org. uk
Website: www. si mo njones. org. uk/

Agitator's description: They are campaigning for 
justice for Simon Jones, killed on his first day as a 
casual worker on a Shoreham dock, and to expose 
the dangers of casualisation.
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SOUTHALL BLACK SISTERS
52 Norwood Road, Southall, Middlesex, UB2 4DW 
Phone: 020 8571 9596
Fax: 020 8574 6781

Agitator’s description: They are a resource centre 
and black women's group involved in struggles over 
racism, domestic violence, forced marriages, 
prisoners and more.

STONEHENGE CAMPAIGN
c/o 99 Torriano Avenue, London, NW5 2RX

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We exist to lobby, campaign, attend 
meetings, raise public awareness and maintain links 
with interested parties for the reinstatement of the 
Stonehenge Peoples free festival and religious access 
to Stonehenge itself, and to protect the Stonehenge 
landscape and environment. The campaign holds 
monthly meetings in London from Sept to May - all 
welcome.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Based in London, but will work, 
attend meetings, speak, wider afield.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a free newsletter about Stonehenge and 
related issues (festivals, etc). It also includes an 
extensive contacts list - we welcome letters or 
articles or info, dates of events, gigs, demos, 
festivals, gatherings, etc for inclusion in the 
newsletter.

TA POL
111 Northwood Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey
Phone: 020 8771 2904
E-mail: tapol@gn.apc.org
Website: www.gn. ape. org/tapol/

Agitator's note: Tapol campaigns against human 
rights violations in Indonesia and East Timor, 
providing up to date information and detailed 
analysis in English.

THIRD BATTLE OF NEWBURY
P.O. Box 5642, Newbury, Rd 14 5WO
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None

Agitator's note: We are not sure what this group are 
up to at the moment but we know they are still in 
existence. The last we heard they were "fighting the 
inevitable infill (along the Newbury Bypass) and of 
course, Vodafone who want to build on a protected 
greenfield site" Write to them for more information. 20

TRA VELLER AD VICE TEAM
Community Law Partnership, Ruskin Chambers, 191

Corporation Street, Birmingham, B4 6RP
Phone: 0121 685 8595
Fax/E-mail/website: None
Editor’s note: These are not really a local group. In 
fact they are a grouping of solicitors. However, as 
they say "we are concerned with all areas affecting 
the Traveller community - both traditional and new, 
housed and on the road. We are happy to help other 
groups if we can". With so little support for travellers 
we thought it useful to include this group.

TYNESIDE ACTION FOR PEOPLE & PLANET 
Contact: P.O. Box ITA, Newcastle, NE99 1TA 
Phone/fax/E-mail: None
Web: www. sandy ford techie, org. uk/think_index99. htm 

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: TAPP is really a forum allowing people 
wiht different politcal views but with a blief in direct 
action to come together over certain 
issues. Whilst there is no single ideology for the group 
(there are socalists, anarchists and greens in it) it does 
operate in an anarchist way (no hierarchy, collective 
decision making etc etc.) Due to the heterogenous 
nature of the group, we do a lot 
of diverse things including: anti genetics and other 
environmental action, anti fascist, anti rascist, anti 
capitalist activites, peace stuff (anti trident, Menwith 
hill, etc) prisoner support, animal 
rights, etc etc. Recently we’ve been organising against 
the Terrorism Bill

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Tyneside, North Durham & South 
Northumberland

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a monthly newsheet called "Think Globally 
Act Locally" available from the address above - stamps 
please.

VALUES & VISIONS
Personal address given - contact HSG for details. 
Phone number: 020 7328 3709

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We want community regeneration in 
London. We believe in non-party politics. We 
campaign around: Northern Ireland, elections to the 
Greater London Authority; decentralisation; group 
development; credit unions.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Kilburn, Camden and Wandsworth

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have a few leaflets - send a S AE to HSG and they will 
forward it.

VEGGIES
180 Mansfield Road, Nottingham, NG1 3HW 
Phone number: 0115 958 5666
E-Mail address: veggies@jnnotts. co. uk
Website: http://www. innotts. co. uk/~rainbow/

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Veggies provides vegan catering at 
campaign events and raises funds to support human 
and animal rights, environmental, world issues, 
social justice, etc, including the running of the 
Rainbow Centre, which provides resources for local 
groups and individuals working on these issues.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: We are based in Nottingham but 
provide catering (and support) nationwide.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have a catalogue of veggie and animal rights leaflets. 
We also produce a monthly events calendar and 
annual contacts directory. Send a stamped addressed 
envelope for details.

VOICES IN THE WILDERNESS
16b Cherwell Street, Oxford, 0X4 1BG
Phone number: 01865 243 232
E-Mail address: voices@viwuk.freeserveco.uk 
Website: www. nonviolence org/vitw/

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Voices breaks the economic sanctions 
on Iraq by taking medical supplies and toys to Iraqi 
children's hospitals without applying for export 
licences. We also produce regular newsletters and 
briefings about sanctions, and organise civil 
disobedience.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: We cover the UK (also have a sister 
organisation based in Chicago USA).

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce regular newsletters and briefings, which are 
available from the above address - no charge, but 
donations (eqs to voices in the wilderness") welcome.

WARZONE COLLECTIVE
Contact: 1-5 Donegal Lane, Belfast, BT1

At present we have no further information on this 
group.

WESTLONDON ANARCHISTS & RADICALS 
Contact: c/o BM Makhno, London, WC1N 3XX 
E-mail: WAR1921@altavista. com

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We want a future society without 
hierarchies, bosses, landlords, cops, wage slavery and 
environmental destruction. That is a long way off, 
but if we all begin to act now then at worst we can 
maybe make them feel uncomfortable, and at best ... 
who knows!?

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: West London - we are estalishing a 
network of like minded people for practical 
solidarity, exchange of ideas, local & national actions, 
and to have fun. We also, as WAR, get involved in 
London wide initiatives.

Leaflets/Magazines you can get from them: We 
have an introductory leaflet to WAR. We mailout a 
bi-monthly newsletter to contacts, and include a 
variety of publicity for events we support. We 
download information from the internet. Write to the 
above address and we will respond.

WEST MIDLANDS ANTI DEPORTA TION 
CAMPAIGN
101 Villa Road, Handsworth, Birmingham, Bl9 INH 
Phone number: 0121 414 7003

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are an anti rasict group. We try to 
keep information about on going campaigns nation 
wide and work with many other groups.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Nationwide

Leaflets/Magazines you can get from them: 
Contact us for details.

WOL VES HUNT SABOTEURS
BoxH, UWSU, Wulfruna Street, Wolverhampton. 
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Involved in "Reclaim the Streets", 
Direct Action against bloodsports & animal abuse' 
Direct Action against the destruction of our 
environment, arms companies, and human rights 
abuses. Direct Action against the police by wasting 
their resources when they do actions & by suing them 
& wasting money on trials, prison etc.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Wolverhampton & surrounding area. 

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: Send 
them a SAE for WOLFIN (free information zine).
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WOMEN’S ACTION GROUP
Contact: P.O. Box 9384, London, SW9 7ZB 
Phone: 020 7978 8214

Late entries

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are a bunch of London women 
committed to taking Direct Action to challenge 
oppression and change the world.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Mainly London, but others welcome. 

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a magazine called "Kick" which you can get 
from the above address. Donations appreciated.

WOMENS INFORMATION COLLECTIVE 
c/o ACE, 17 West Montgomery Place, Edinburgh, 

EH7 5HA

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are an umbrella collective for 
individual and groups of women looking at ways in 
which women can really take control of their health 
(in the broadest sense of the word). Spring 2000 sees 
work on some zines and publications and a day of 
free DIY health workshops in Edinburgh. The 
collective is fairly new, so we've yet to see what 
occurs beyond these plans and projects.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: At the moment mainly Edinburgh, 
although there are also women involved from 
Glasgow, Lanarkshire, Fife and the borders.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have some publications - send SAE for current 
details. If any women readers have DIY health info/ 
leaflets/zines to share or sell get in touch. It would be 
good to hear from you.

WORKERS SOLI DA RITY MO VEMENT
('onlact: P.O. Box 1528, Dublin 8, Ireland 
E-Mail address: wsmireland(a geocities. com 
Web: http://flag. blackened, net/revolt/wsm. html

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Specifically: wages; union solidarity & 
recognition; abortion & equal rights for women; end 
of British presence in Ireland.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Workers Solidarity - £4 for 3 copies a year. Red & 
Black Revolution - £1.50 for one issue a year. 
Anarchism & Ireland - a pamphlet - £1 each. Other 
pamphlets - send for list.

Addresses of their regional groups: Mainly Dublin 
& Cork Contact them for details of regional groups.

Sorry to these three groups. We have only just 
realised we missed them out, but have included them 
here.

BRISTOL BENEFITS ACTION GROUP
Box 77, Greenleaf Bookshop, 82 Colston Street, 
Bristol, BS1 5BB
Agitator's description: As there name states, they are 
a claimants group for people in and around Bristol. 

CROSSROADS WOMENS CENTRE
230A Kentish Town Road, London, NW5
Phone: 020 7482 2496
Agitator's description: Crossrodas (ex Kings Cross 
Women's Centre) have been going strong for years. 
Very ative womens centre involved in loads of 
campaigns - to many to mention here - so contact 
them for lots more information.

HACKNEY SOLIDARITY GROUP
136/138 Kingsland High Street, London, E8 2NS 
Agitator's description: Local (anarchist based) 
group. Were campaigning heavily around New Deal 
and crap employment agencies last we heard.

I
 CASH NEEDED I
We want to produce and distribute 2,000 
copies of this directory, and post it out to all 
the groups, in an attempt to induce greater 
co-operation and links between us all. We also 
hope to distribute it to places where those not 
"in the know" are - ie. bookshops, newsagents, 
anywhere in fact. You can help - take copies. 

But this will cost roughly £2,000. Some will 
come from sales of The Agitator, but the rest 
will come out of our pockets (3 of us). On top 
of that we need to raise funds to produce 
edition three. To do this we will either have to 
put the price up considerably - which we don't 
want to do, or donantions are needed.

If you have any cash you can spare and you 
support what we are doing, please send us 
money towards costs of this issue, and to
wards issue three. Send cheques, cash, 
stamps, etc to The Agitator, at Haringey 
Solidarity Group, PO. Box 2474, London, N8. 
Cheque payable to "H.S.G." Cheers.

National Groups 
BRITAIN

ANARCHIST BLACK CROSS (ABC)
c/o 4 Crestway Parade, Hollingdean, Brighton, 
BN1 7BL
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None

Agitators description: Apart from the Brighton 
ABC, most of the other ABC groups around the 
country have ceased - for a number of different 
reasons. ABC groups are very important for both us 
on the inside and outside of prison. It would be great 
to see loads of these groups starting up around the 
country again. If you want to set a group up, contact 
the above address for information. ABC's statement 
is "We are a revolutionary organisation that works 
towards the abolition of the prison system as part of 
the class struggle. We recognise that prisons are an 
integral part of the class system and vital to the 
survival of capitalism and the preservation of the rich/ 
ruling class. Prisons can only be abolished as part of a 
social and economic revolution that destroys 
capitalism. Although we welcome changes in the 
prison system which makes life easier for our 
comrades inside, we know the prison system cannot 
be reformed out of existence. We support certain 
prisoners and distribute information and news.

ANARCHIST FEDERATION (AF)
84b Whitechapel High St, London, El
Pager number: 01523 786692
E-mail: acfia/burn. ucsd edu
Website: http://www. afed org. uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Anything that takes the struggle to the 
boss class' door. Environmental/ecological based 
campaigns; workfare; anti-car campaigns; prison 
issues; anti-consumerism; anti-"celebrity" worship; 
hare coursing & hunting animals abolition; racism; 
sexism; anti-anything that is oppressive to people. We 
also have members throughout England, Scotland and 
wales. Contact the London address for areas not listed. 
We are now affiliated to the International of 
Anarchist Federations.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have some free literature while other stuff will bear a 
small price tag. Contact us at above address for 
details. We will communicate on a personal level. 23

Addresses of their regional groups:
Greater Manchester: P.O. Box 127, Oldham, OL4 3FE 
London: See main address.
Merseyside: P.O. Box 178, Liverpool, L69 6EA
South East: P.O. Box 375, Knaphill, Woking, 

Surrey, GU21 2XL
Tyneside: P.O. Box 1TA, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, 

NE99 1TA
Wales/Cymru: P.O. Box 10, Cwmbran, Gwent, 

Cymru, NP44 7YN
West Midlands: P.O. Box 339, Wolverhampton, 

WV10 7BZ

ACTION AGAINST INJUSTICE
P.O. Box 858, London, E9 5HU
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We campaign for radical change to the 
criminal justice system so it genuinely provides 
justice. We support and advise individual justice 
campaigns and prisoners, trying to link up cases and 
campaigns.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: National - contact the above address 
for details of local groups.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have a number of leaflets and produce a newsletter 
Subs are £5 a year.
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ANTI-FASCIST ACTION (AFA)
BM1734, London, WC1N 3XX
Phone number: 07000 569569
http://www. geocities. com/CapitolHill/senate/5602 

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: AFA is committed to physical & 
ideological opposition to fascism. We say no platform 
for fascists - no meetings, no marches, no paper sales, 
no leafletting - and we mean it, as the fascists know 
only too well. Our aim is to cause the maximum 
disruption to fascist activities. But that doesn't mean 
that AFA only need street fighters. Far from it. 
Everyone has a role to play in AFA, whether they feel 
confident in physical confrontations or not. None of 
our successes in physically confronting the fascists 
would have been possible without the contribution of 
non-combattants. From legal observers to scouts, 
from leafleters to people who can write articles or 
speak at meetings, AFA needs people with a whole 
range of skills.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: See below.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them:We 
produce "Fighting Talk" - £1.50 an issue, or subs £8/ 
individuals £14/groups, for 4 issues. We also have a 
lot of other merchandise and litreature - contact 
London for details.

Addresses of their regional groups:
MIDLANDS & WALES
Cardiff: c/o Wolves AFA
Birmingham: P.O Box 3311,25 Howard Road East, 

Birmingham, B13 ORZ
Leicester: c/o Notts AFA
Nottingham: P.O. Box 192, Nottingham, NG1 1FJ 
Wolverhampton: use Birmingham address

NORTHERN NETWORK
Bolton: c/o Manchester AFA
Lancaster: c/o Manchester AFA
Liverpool: PO. Box 110, Liverpool, L69 8DP
Manchester: PO Box 83, South West PDO,

Manchester, Ml5 5NJ
North East: PO Box ITA, Newcastle, NE99 1TA 
Preston: c/o Liverpool AFA
Sheffield: c/o West Yorkshire AFA
West Yorkshire: P.O.Box 55, Huddersfield, HD1 3XN
Wigan: c/o Manchester AFA

SCOTLAND
Edinburgh P.O. Box 421, Edinburgh, EH 11 1QD 
Glasgow: PO Box 180, Glasgow, G4 9AB

THE SOUTH
Brighton: c/o London AFA
Bristol: c/o London AFA
Colchester: c/o P.O Box 87, Ipswich, IP4 4JQ
Exeter: c/o P.O. Box 185, Exeter, EX4 4EW
Herts: c/o London AFA
Ipswich: P.O. Box 87, Ipswich, IP4 4JQ
Kent: c/o London AFA
London: BM 1734, London, WC1N 3XX
Norwich: c/o Oxford group
Oxford: c/o London AFA
Southampton: c/o London AFA
Surrey: c/o London AFA

IRELAND
AFA (Ireland): P.O Box 3355, Dublin 7, Ireland

CLASS WAR
P.O. Box 467, London, E8 3QX
Phone number: 01582 750601
Fax number: 01737 217599
E-mail: class_waFayhotmail.com
Web: http://www.geocities. com/CapitolHill/9482

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are involved in agitating against 
capitalism, the state, politicians and their followers. 
We are involved in campaigns against the monarchy 
and the Countryside Alliance, prison support work, 
in particular the Mark Barnsley Campaign.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce leaflets on a variety of subjects. 
Subscriptions to Class War is £5 for 5 issues - cheques 
to "London Class War" only. For single copies send 
four 1 st class stamps.

Addresses of their regional groups:
Bristol: P.O. Box 772, Bristol, BS99 1EG
East Anglia: P.O Box 87, Ipswich, IP4 4JQ 
Essex: BM Box 357, London, WC1N 3XX.
Glasgow: c/o London CW
Kent: c/o London CW
London: See above
Manchester: Box 1, Frontline Books, 255 Wilmslow 

Road, Manchester, M14 5LW
Preston: c/o Manchester CW
Surrey: c/o London CW
South Yorkshire: 07932 817156
Class War Hunt Sabs: c/o London CW
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INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD 
c/o Secular Hall, 75 Humberstone Gate,

Leicester, LEI 1WB
Phone number: 0116 266 1835
Fax/E-mail/website: None

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are a grass roots union run by our 
members. We fight for improved wages & conditions 
and for a revolutionary change to a better society 
where all of us are free from the poverty and pain of 
wage labour.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: The IWW organise world wide. 
Branches are organised in Britain in several 
industries and several areas - see below.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce "Bread & Roses" magazine - £1 & postage, 
or UK subs of £4 for 3 issues. We also have a 
selection of leaflets available. We distribute the 
monthly "Industrial Worker" paper, with world wide 
news.

The IWW have groups in the following areas 
(contact the above address for local contacts): 
Swindon; Bournemouth; Dover; London; Leicester.

MOVEMENT AGAINST THE MONARCHY 
P.O. Box 14672, London, E9 5UQ
Pager: 01523 160145
Phone number: 07931 301901 
E-Mail: moveagainstmon@hotmaiL com 
Website: www.geocities. com/CapitolHill/Lobby/ 

1793/index. html

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: TO GET RID OF THE MONARCHY 
We organise local events eg. Southend/Basildon, 
Bristol, where local MA'M groups agitate against a 
Royal visit to their town. We also organise major 
national events and marches, as well as writing 2 TV 
programmes so far (BBC & Channel 4).

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a magazine called "Guillotine" - £2 for a year 
subs. The Channel 4 video "Yes MA'M" and the BBC 
video "Death to the Monarchy" are £7 each. MA'M 
membership, including the newsletter & stickers is 
£5 a year unwaged and at least £10 a year waged.

Addresses of their regional groups: Contact above 
address for details of local groups and individuals 
around the country. We also have a few international 
links. Anybody can set up a MA'M group to 
campaign against a Royal visit - just let us know.

SEXUAL FREEDOM COALITION
P.O. Box 4ZB, London, W1A 4ZB
Info line: 020 7460 1979
website: http://www. sfc. org. uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are campaigning for the abolition of 
the laws that prohibit the activities of consenting 
adults, ie: censorship; anti prostitute/sex workers laws; 
harrassment of gay/lesbian/fetish clubs etc; and to 
promote greater sexual maturity in the media & 
society at large.

Agitator's note-. We asked the SFC about their 
attitude to sexual relationships between adults and 
children. Their response was "briefly, given that adults 
have more power than children, ie. economic, 
physical, experiential, etc any sexual relations 
between the two would, as a result of this power 
imbalance, be exploitative. The SFC is against any 
abusive or exploitative relationship - hence the name 
of our paper is Consenting Adults, and the Sexual 
Freedom Coalition's name implicitly means that we 
are against the restriction of/or impingement upon 
other people's (ie children's) sexuality and liberty". 
Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have a number of leaflets and produce a newspaper 
called "Consenting Adults" which is £1.50.

Addresses of their regional groups: They are based 
in London, but have contacts in the rest of the UK

SOLIDARITY FEDERATION
P.O. Box 29, SWPDO, Manchester, Ml5 5HW
Phone number: 0161 232 7889
Fax/E-mail: None
Website: http://www.gn. ape. org/SolFed

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: The Solidarity Federation is a new 
solidarity movement. Formed in 1994, it consists of a 
federation of groups and individuals across England, 
Scotland & Wales. The basic foundation of the 
Solidarity Federation is the local. These are 
organising or getting involved in local campaigns 
across a wide range of issues - both in the community 
and in workplaces. Solidarity Federation members who 
work in the same work sectors have also formed 
"networks". Their purpose is to promote solidarity 
amongst workers. Networks also use all the tools of 
Direct Action at their disposal, to fight for better pay 
& conditions and spread anarcho-syndicalist ideas in 
the workplace. The Sol Fed is the British section of 
the International Workers Association - an 
international anarcho-syndicalist association.
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IRELANDThe "SelfEd" (Self Education) collective runs 
internal education, both political and practical skills 
based, within the Sol Fed. Courses are open to 
non-members, a number of whom are currently 
participating in a correspondence courseon the 
history of anarcho-syndicalism. For details contact the 
Manchester address.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
"Direct Action" - quarterly mag of the Sol Fed - £1.50 
per issue; £5 basic yearly subs; £12 yearly supporters 
subs. "Out of the Frying Pan" - a critical look at works 
councils (booklet) - £1.50. "Health & Safety at Work: 
An Anarcho-Syndicalist Approach" - booklet - £1. 

Addresses of their regional groups:
North & East London: P.O. Box 1681, London, 

N8 7DN. 0181-374-5027

South East London: P.O. Box 17773, London, SE2 
4WX. 0171-358-1854

South Herts: P.O. Box 493, St. Albans, AL1 5TW 

South West: P.O. Box 741, Swindon, SN13UG 

West Midlands: P.O. Box 6705, Redditch, Worcs, 
B97 6SQ

West Yorkshire: PO Box 5, Hebdon Bridge, HX7 
8YN

Norfolk & Norwich: P.O. Box 487, Norwich, NR2 
3 AL

Manchester: P.O Box 29, SW PDO, Manchester, 
Ml 5 5HW. 0161-232-7889

Sheffield: P.O. Box 1095, Sheffield, S2 4YR

For the following groups contact the Manchester 
address. Preston; Liverpool; Kent; Middlesborough; 
Chester-le-Street; Edinburgh; Glasgow; 
Aberystwyth; Cambridge; Newcastle; Nelson; Stoke; 
Warrington.

NETWORKS
Education Workers: P.O. Box 29, SW PDO, 

Manchester, Ml5 5HW

Public Service Workers: P.O. Box 1681, London, 
N8 7DN

Communication Workers: c/o Manchester

5TH MAY GROUP
Turkish & Kurdish anarchists in exile
P. O. Box 2474, London, N8
Phone/fax/E-mail/Website: None, but can be 
contacted via Haringey Solidarity Group
See under "local groups" section of this directory 
for a fuller description of the group.

GIROS/THE CENTRE/WARZONE
3-5 Donegal Lane, Belfast
Phone number: 028 902 44640
Web: http://www. martinx. demon, co. uk

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are an altemative/anarchist space in 
Belfast providing a number of facilities. We are against 
all types of intolerance.

Other groups active from this address: Belfast Hunt 
Sabs; Food Co-op; Belfast Musicians Colective.

IRISH MEXICO GROUP
5 Merrion Row, Dublin 2.
Phone number: 00 353 1 6760435
Fax: 00 353 1 6621784
E-Mail: lasc@iol.ie
Web: http://flag.blackened net/revolt/mexico. html 
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are a solidarity group supporting 
the zapatista's struggle for autonomy in Chiapas, 
Mexico.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a "Zapatista" newsletter (£5 a year) and a 
calendar.

Addresses of their regional groups: Contact the 
above address for list of local groups.

SIPTU FIGHTBACK
22 Melrose Avenue, Dublin 3
Phone/fax/E-mail number: None
Web: http://flag. blackened net/Revolt/siptu. html

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Activists, including anarchists, inside 
Ireland's largest Trade Union.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a bulletin which you can get from us for a 
donation.

Addresses of their regional groups: Contact the 
above address for list of local groups.

UNITED CAMPAIGN AGAINST PLASTIC
BULLETS
92 Stewartstown Park, Belfast, BT11 9EN
Phone number: 01232 622854
Fax/E-mail/website: None

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: The complete ban on plastic bullets

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: As 
above - booklets costs £2 each plus p&p.

Addresses of their regional groups: Contact the 
above address for list of local groups.

WORKERS SOLIDARITY MOVEMENT
P. O. Box 1528, Dublin 8, Ireland
E-Mail address: wsm_ireland@geocities.com
Web: http://flag. blackenednet/revolt/wsm. html

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Specifically: wages; union solidarity & 
recognition; abortion & equal rights for women; end 
of British presence in Ireland.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Workers Solidarity - £4 for 3 copies a year. Red & 
Black Revolution - £1.50 for one issue a year. 
Anarchism & Ireland - a pamphlet - £1 each. Other 
pamphlets - send for list.

Addresses of their regional groups: Mainly Dublin 
& Cork. Contact the above address for details of 
regional groups.

SCOTLAND
The Scottish Anarchist Network is not meeting 
regularly at present but there is still informal contact 
between anti authoritarian revolutionaries around
Scotland - contact Clydeside Anarchist Circle or 
Autonomous Centre of Edinburgh (0131 557 6242) - 
details in Local Groups section.

WALES

CYMRU GOCH (WELSH SOCIALISTS)
P.O. Box 661, Wrecsam, Wales, LL11 1QU
Phone number: 01222 830 029
Website: mw.fanergoch. org

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We campaign for a Welsh Socialist 
Republic through community control. At present the 
campaigns we are involved in are: Anti-Opencast 
Mining; Fighting for “pro-democracy” (as in 
smashing quangos & multinationals.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce "Y Fancr Goch", the only political monthly 
paper in wales - now 20 years old. £6 gets you a years 
subscription We also produce a pamphlet called “Ex- 27 

treme Democracy” - an introductory pamphlet to Welsh 
Socialists, which costs £1.50. Both available from the 
above address. Other Groups in the same area; Wales 
Against Opencast; Reclaim The Valleys; Welsh Water 
Rights Campaign; Friends Of Cardigan Bay.

Addresses of their regional groups: Contact above 
address for a list of regional groups.

WELSH COMMUNITY RESISTANCE
P.O. Box 26, Caerffili, CF83 4YD
Phone number: 01222 830 029
Fax/E-mail: None
We bsite: h ttp ://www.fan ergoch. org

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Welsh water rights; Anti-opencast; Free, 
socialist Wales.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: Wales.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
are involved in "Y Faner Goch" the monthly Welsh 
Socialist paper, mainly in English. £6 for 12 issues 
from P.O. Box 661, Wrecsam, LL11 1QU.

Addresses of their regional groups: Branches and 
individuals in all parts. Contact the above address for 
list of local groups.
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National Networks
We have separated National Networks from National Groups. The reasoning for this is that, national groups have 
a set of aims/principles which all of the local/regional groups agree to. Groups in the National Networks section are 
more loosely connected. They generally agree about what they believe in and what they are working towards, but 
do not have an agreed set of aims or principles they must abide by to be included in their network.

DIRECT ACTION NETWORK (DAN)
3 Crawley Road, London, N22 6AN
Phone number: 020 8889 1361
Fax/E-mail/website: None given

Agitator’s description:
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: DAN is a Direct Action group of 
people with disabilities and their supporters. Their 
main campaigning activity is for accessible public 
transport for ALL people., although they are also 
involved in other issues that affect people with 
disabilities.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: They have a network of groups and 
individuals around the UK. Contact them for the 
nearest group to you.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
Not sure - contact them for details.

EARTH FIRST! (EF!)
P.O. Box ITA, Newcastle-1)pon-Tyne, NE99 1TA
Phone number: 079479 1841
E-mail: actio nupdate@gn. ape. org
Website: http://www. eco-action. org/efau

Earth First! is not a cohesive group or campaign, 
but a convenient banner for people who share 
Similar philosophies to work under. The general 
principles behind the name are non-hierarchical 
organisation and the use of direct action to 
confront, stop and eventually reverse the forces that 
are responsible for the destruction of the Earth and 
its inhabitants. The Newcastle address also produce 
"Earth First! Action Update", which is a monthly 
round-up of ecological direct action news & events 
in Britain. The Action Update also contacts a list of 
autonomous groups that consider themselves to 
share the above principles. You can get one issue of 
the "Action Update" free if you send a stamped 
addressed envelope. Year's subs (12 issues) costs 
£5. It's free to subscribe to the e-mail edition of 
Earth First! Action Update.

Groups:
Bath EF!, c/o PO Box 426, Bath, Somerset, BAI 
Bristol EF!, c/o Box 51, Greenleaf Bookshop, 82 

Colston St., Bristol, BS1. 0117-939-3093 
Cambridge EF!, Box E, 12 Mill Road, Cambridge 
Cheltenham EF!, 16 Portland Street, Cheltenham,

Gloucester, GL52 2PB. E-mail:
hq@chelt-ef.freeserve. co. uk

Exeter Env. Network, P O. Box 185, Exeter, EX4 
4EW

Fife EF!, c/o 91 South St., St. Andrews, Fife, 
KY16 9Q. 01334-477411.

Guildford EF!, P.O. Box 217, Guildford, GUI
1WS. Fax 01438-203212

Gwynedd & Mon EF!, The Greenhouse, 1
Trevelyan Terrace, Bangor, Gwynedd, LL57 
01248-355821. E-mail: fu01b@bangor.ac.uk 

Hull On Earth, c/o P.O. Box 43, Hull, HUI 1AA. 
LEAF, Box Z, 13 Biddulph St., Leicester, LE2

1BH. 0116-210-9652
Leeds EF!, c/o Cornerstone Resource Centre, 16

Sholebroke Ave, Leeds, LS7 3HB. 0113-262-
9365. Web: www.leedsef.ukf.net. E-mail: 
leedsef@ukf. net

Liverpool EF!, 96 Bold St., Liverpool LI
Lune EF!, Lancaster. 01524-593878. E-mail: 

luneac@joymail. com
Manchester EF!, Dept. 29, 255 Wilmslow Road, 

Manchester, M14 5LW. 0161-226-6814. E- 
mail: mancef@nematode.freeserve. co. uk 

Mid-Somerset EF!, P O. Box 23, 5 High St., 
Glastonbury, Somerset, BA6 9PU

Norfolk EF!, Norwich Direct Action Forum, PO 
Box 487, Norwich, NR2 3 AL. 07931- 
308091. Directactionforum@egroups.com

Nottingham EF!, c/o Rainbow Centre, 182
Mansfield Road, Nottingham, NG1 3HW. 
0115-958-5666

Oldham EF!, PO Box 127, Oldham, OL4 3FE 
Oxford Community Action, Box E, 111

Magdalen Road, Oxford, OX4 IRQ
Reclaim The Streets, P O Box 9656, London, N4 
Reclaim the Valleys, c/o Environmental Centre, 

Pier St., Swansea, SAI 1 RY
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EF! Groups cont...
Reading Roadbusters, RIS Centre, 35/39 London 

St., Reading Berkshire RG1 4PS. 0118-954- 
6430

Sheffield EF!, c/o Brambles Resource Centre, 82 
Andover St., Sheffield, S3 9EH. 0114- 
2797164

South Devon EF!, c/o PO Box 77, Totnes, Devon, 
TQ9 5ZJ. 01803-840098

EF! South Central, www.mindstar.freeuk.com/ef. 
E-mail: ef@mindstar.freeuk. com

Swansea People EF!, c/o Green Action, Swansea 
Uni SU, Swansea

Tyneside Action for People & Planet, Box ITA, 
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, NE1 ITA. E-mail: 
tapp@new castle 54.free serve, co. uk

Warwick EF!, c/o Green Society, Warwick Uni
SU, Coventrry, CV4 .
suuad@csv. warwick. ac. uk

Wildfire Collective, PO Box 3249, Brighton, BN1 
Wolves Eco Action, c/o Wolves Hunt Sabs,

Wolves Uni, Wulfruna St., Wolverhampton 
York EF!, c/o York LEAF, P.O. Box 323, York.

FREE INFORMATION NETWORK (FIN's)
FIN's are activists working locally to produce & 
distribute lists of useful free information. Although 
they are not groups, as such, individuals who 
produce FIN's are quite often involved in local 
activities and groups. Always enclose a stamped 
addressed envelope when asking for details from
FIN's as they are normally financed out of the 
individuals own pockets. Some of the more active 
FIN's are also included as "local groups" to give 
you more information about them.

Aberdeen FIN, 174 Deeside Gdns, Mannofield,
Aberdeen, AB1 7PX

Brighton FIN, P.O. Box 2786, Brighton, Sussex 
Camfin, c/o Arjuna, 12 Mill Rd, Cambridge CB1 
CAFIN, c/o P.O. Box 257, Sittingbourne, Kent, 

ME10 1PN. 01227 280512. E-mail:
archangel99@ukonline.co.uk. See also 
their separate entry under "local groups".

Castle FIN, c/o 17 Moira Dale, Castle Donnington, 
DE74 2PG

Eflin, Bob, c/o 87 Debden, Gloucester Road,
Tottenham, London, N17

Fish FIN, c/o 1 Cottage Walk, West Bromwich, 
West Midlands, B70 6BL.

Free Information Network, (stall), 50 Claywood 
Drive, Sheffield, S2 2TU

Free infonet, Free Future Foundation, P.O. Box
9228, London, NW 10 5WB 29

Guilfin, P.O. Box 217, Guildford, Surrey, GU2
1WS. FINformation faxline 01483
203212. See also separate entry under 
"local groups" section of this directory.

Huckleberry FIN (Leeds & Bradford), c/o Green 
Action, P.O. Box 157, Leeds LSI IUH.

Isis Bexhill FIN, 33a Western Rd, Bexhill on Sea, 
East Sussex, TN40 1 DU.

Kebelian Voice, Box 51, 82 Colston St, Bristol. 
Tel 0117 939 9469.

Kernow FIN, c/o P.O. Box 19, Main Post Office, 
Penzance, Cornwall.

London FIN, c/o 99 Torriano Ave, London, NW5 
Mobile FIN, c/o P.O. Box 9384, London, SW9 

7ZB. Tel 0585 620714. 
Moorfin, 3 Church St., Calstock, Cornwall.
Never Never FIN, 8 Campbell Rd, Southsea, 

Hants.
Nottfin, Box FIN, 180 Mansfield Rd, Nottingham, 

NG1 3HW.
Ratfink, c/o Rising Sun, 30 Silver St, Reading, 

RG1 2ST.
Sheflin, c/o RECYC, 54 Upperthorpe Road, 

Sheffield, S6 3EB
Walsall FIN, c/o 17 Newhall House, Newhall 

Street, Caldmore, Walsall, WS1 3DY
Wolfin, c/o Hunt Sabs Box H, UWSU, Wulfruna 

St., Wolverhampton.
York FIN, c/o York Green Action, P.O. Box 323, 

Leeman Road, York, YO1 1RR

Info on FIN's taken from December 99 issue of 
Stonehenge Campaign newsletter.

GENETIC ENGINEERING NETWORK (GEN) 
Contact: P.O. Box 9656, London, N4 4JY
Phone: 020 8374 9516
E-mail: genetics@gn. ape. org
Website: www. dmac. co. uk/gen. html 
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are against GE foods and crops. We 
are for more debate and information on medical uses 
of GE. We are against corporate control. We are for 
sustainable community based agriculture.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: National & International 
networking done by G.E.N. and can give out resource 
list of local groups.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce "Genetix Update" a bi-monthly newsletter 
providing info for action. Suggested annual donation 
of £5 (if you can afford it). Lots of other information 
available also including an introductory info pack.

mailto:fu01b%40bangor.ac.uk
http://www.leedsef.ukf.net
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GENETIX SNO WBALL
One World Centre, 6 Mount St, Manchester, M2 5NS
Phone: 0161-834-0295 Fax: 0161-834-8187 
E-mail: genetixsnowball@onet. co. uk
Website: www.gn.apc.org/pmhp/gs

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: The genetic engineering of food is our 
main campaign area - so fighting against it and the 
multinational companies who are promoting it. We 
are currently embroiled in injunctions, but trying to 
get a full trial. Two actions so far this year (both 
injunction breakers). Inspired actions in Croatia and 
USA. Can do talks/workshops about GE and/or 
taking open & accountable action against GE crops. 

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: National & International.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
produce a "Handbook for action" for £3.50. Also 
newsletters & leaflets for donations/stamps.

HUNT SABOTEURS ASSOCIATION (HSA)
HSA, P.O. Box 2786, Brighton, BN2 2AX
Phone/fax number: 01273-622827
E-mail: hsa@gn. arc. org
Web: http://envirolink. org/ours/HSA/hsa. html

Agitator’s description:
The HSA has been in existence for over 30 years 
and is dedicated to saving the lives of hunted 
animals directly - including hunting, shooting and 
fishing. Hunt saboteurs use non-violent direct 
action to effectively prevent the horrific deaths of 
1000's of hunted animals every year. For details of 
your nearest group contact address above.

Regional groups: Dublin; Belfast; Borders; 
Edinburgh; Stirling; Strathclyde; Clydeside; Dundee; 
Cardiff; West Wales; Swansea; Newcastle; Bolton; 
Carlise; Cheshire; Darwen; Lancaster; Liverpool; 
Wigan; Manchester; Stoke-on-Trent; West Cumbria; 
Hull; Leeds; Sheffield; York; Pickering; Pocklington; 
Grimsby; Birmingham; Coventry; Wolverhampton (see 
separate entry in "local groups"); Derby; Leicester; 
Nottingham; Kettering; Peterborough; Kings Lynn; 
Norwich; Waverney; Essex & Suffolk; Colchester; 
Basildon; East London; North London; West London; 
Brixton; Chiitems; Oxford; Basingstoke; Reading; 
Three Shires; Bath; Bristol; Cornwall; Cotswolds; South 
Devon; South Dorset; Exeter; Pewsey Vale & Wilts; 
Plymouth; Isle of Wight; Bournemouth; Chichester; 
Fareham; Portsmouth; New Forest; Southampton; 
Ashford; Brighton; South Downs; Croydon; Guildford, 
Kingston; Tunbridge Wells; West Kent; Worthing; 
Dover.

IN CAPA CITY A CTION
- P. O. Box 27726, London, E5 9FG 

Phone: 01227276159

Agitator’s description:
Incapacity Action are a network of groups and 
individuals around the country who are fighting 
against the discrimination in the benefits system faced 
by those of us with disabilities . Their main focus of 
campaigning is Incapacity Benefit and the "all work 
test". The group is mainly made up of people with 
disabilities, but would welcome support from 
non-disabled people as well. They have a network of 
activists around the UK. They produce a regular 
newsletter. Contact them for details. They are always 
in need of financial help, and more people.

MUMIA MUST LIVE!
c/o BM Haven, 2 7 Old Gloucester Road, London, 

WC1N 3XX
E-mail: mumia@callnetuk.com
Website: www. callnetuk. com/home/mumia

Agitator’s description:
What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We campaign to stop Mumia Abu-Jamal's 
death sentance and get his release from prison 
Radical black journalist and activist Mumia Abu-Jamal 
has been on death row in Philadelphia USA since 
1982, on a completely fabricated charge of killing a 
policeman. Mumia is an outspoken journalist and 
activist who has spent his life fighting racial 
discrimination and oppression. His trial was a farce 
It disregarded the forensic evidence, and relied on 
phoney and perjured testimony from intimidated 
witnesses. A former Black Panther, and supporter of 
the black radical MOVE organisation, Mumia has 
been targeted by Philadelphia police and the FBI since 
he was a teenager. In 1995 an international outcry 
against this racist travesty of justice led to his 
execution being postponed - 10 days before it was 
due to be carried out. In October 1999 the 
Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled against his appeal 
for a retrial. Pennsylvania Governor Tom Ridge is 
poised to sign a new death warrant, while a vicious 
media campaign, backed by the Philadelphia police, 
escalates calls for Mumia’s death.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: We know of groups in London, 
Bristol, Newcastle and Brighton. There are more - 
we just don't know where. Contact the above address 
for groups in your area, or to start one up.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
They have info & litreature - from above address.

NATIONAL COALITION OF ANTI
DEPORTATION CAMPAIGNS (NCADC)
110 Hampstead Road, Birmingham, B20 2QS
Phone number: 0121-554-6947
Fax number: 0870 055 4570
E-mail: ncadc@ncadc. demon, co. uk
Website: http://www. ncadc. demon, co. uk/

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: We are opposed to all deportations and 
will support any individuals, families or groups 
resisting deportation. NCADC calls for the repeal of 
all immigration laws.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: We have a network of activists 
around the UK and anyone facing deportation will be 
put in contact with the nearest group or individuals 
to their area.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: 
They produce a regular newsletter. Contact them 
for details.

RADICAL ROUTES
16 Sholebroke Avenue, Chapeltown, Leeds LS 7
3HB
E-mail: radical@globalnet. co. uk

Agitator’s description:
Radical Routes is an independent network of radical 
workers and housing co-operatives. It aims to 
promote mutual aid, people taking control over their 
own lives and social change. Radical Routes runs an 
ethical investment scheme to finance loans for 
member co-ops. They have a network of groups 
throughout the country, although the majority are in 
the Midlands, Wales and Southern England. They 
publish a number of leaflets/pamphlets. We know of 
"how to set up a workers co-op" and "how to set up 
a housing co-op" - both £5 each. Contact them for 
other literature.

RECLAIM THE STREETS (LONDON) 
("ontact: P. (). Box 9656, London, N4 
Phone eV Lax number: 020 7281 4621 
E-mail: rts@gn. ape. org
Website: http://www.gn. ape. org/rts/

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: Direct Action network seeking the 
rediscovery & liberation of the city streets and public 
spaces, whether by challenging the car system, 
subverting billboards, sabotaging surveillance 
cameras, or organising alongside striking workers.
RTS aims to help catalyse basic social change

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: London, although there are 
autonomous groups organising RTS actions across 
the UK and increasingly around the world.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them: We 
have basic information on RTS; Agitprop; irregular 
mailouts. Address as above & donations welcome.

Note: To get involved in RTS actions in your area 
contact the London address for your nearest group.

THE LAND IS OURS (TLIO)
16b Cherwell Street, Oxford, 0X4 1BG
Phone number: 01865 432920
Fax: None
E-mail: office@jtlio. demon, co. uk
Website: http://www. oneworld. org/tlio/

What the Group does, or campaigns they are 
involved in: TLIO is a land rights movement, 
campaigning peacefully for access to the land, its 
resources, and the decision making processes 
affecting them, for everyone. We are also networking 
activists across the country.

Parts of the Country the group cover, or where 
they are active: We are a national organisation with 
local groups throughout the country. Contact the 
above address for the nearest group to you.

Leaflets or Magazines you can get from them:
Contact above address for a copy of our publications 
list. Also: quarterly newsletter - free/donations; 
quarterly magazine "Land Essays" - £ 1.50 each or £5 
for years subscription.
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Local Alliances
In a number of parts of the country various groups and individuals are coming together to swap information about 
what they are doing. They are also trying to bring some unity amoungst the different strands of non-hierarchical 
groups within a certain area. Most of these alliances seem to meet on a fairly regular basis. Discussion seems to be 
more about letting each other, and anybody new, know what they are all doing, rather than trying to work together 
around a certain issue - although that will be happening either formally or informally where such alliances are 
formed. Those listed below are the ones we have heard of, by March 2000. We are sure there are more we have not 
heard of. Also, more will form - we hope!

BRIGHTON
Rebel Alliance

This is a forum for direct action groups in the Brighton 
area. We meet on the last Wednesday of each month 
at the Hobgoblin pub, London Road, starts 7pm.

LONDON
London Underground

London Underground is about direct action, 
autonomy and solidarity. It is a non-hierarchical 
network ofgroups and individuals who have a monthly 
get together to report on their work, make 
announcements for future activity and to get to know 
each other. Each meeting is called by a different group. 
There’s a space for leaflets and booklets. The 
meetings are split into two - first the announcements 
and then the socialising. Each group/individual has 
two minutes to speak. Agitators note: for details 
of meetings try RTS - in local groups section .

MANCHESTER
Riotous Assembly
c/o 0161 226 6814

Come to the Riotous Assembly for direct action, 
campaigns, resistance, defending communities, earth, 
animal rights, and fun! It’s a chance to meet and chat. 
Bring ideas and events. Riotous Assembly is a monthly 
forum for diverse activists to meet up. At the time of 
publication (March 2000) Riotous Assembly meets 
at 7.30pm on the first Tuesday of each month at the 
Yard Theatre, 41 Old Birley Street, Hulme, 
Manchester Call for details.

NOTTINGHAM
■

Agitators note: We understand there is a group in
Nottingham I lowever because we were manic to get 
The Agitator out in time for May Day, we could/did 
not get the details. We suggest you try the Rainbow
Centre for details (in "('ent res" bit of Agitator) 32

NORWICH
Direct Action Forum

P.O. Box 487, Norwich, NR2 3AL
Phone: 07931 308091
E-mail: dafialists, tao. ca

Norwich Direct Action Forum is a monthly open 
meeting for Norfolk based non-hierarchical groups 
and individuals using or interested in Direct Action 
This is a network meeting, rather than somewhere 
stuff actually gets organised and covers a broad range 
of issues like environmental, worker organisations, 
animal rights, peace, anti-capitalist, housing/squatting 
etc. We aim to be sociable rather than dry, and 
hopefully catalyse the enthusiasm and friendships that 
make things actually happen. We also run an e-mail 
list (above) which circulates a regular “what’s on” 
bulletin plus stuff people send in. Ring for each months 
venue.

SHEFFIELD
c/o 82 Andover Street, Pits moor, Sheffield, S3

Agitator*s note: We don’t know too much about this 
alliance, except that it is a grouping of greens, 
socialists and anarchists. Contact them for details.

TYNESIDE
c/o Tyneside Action for People & Planet
P.O. Box 1TA, Newcatle, NE99 1TA

TAPP is really a forum allowing people with different 
political views, but with a belief in direct action to 
come together over certain issues Whilst there is no 
single ideology for the group, it does operate in an 
anarchist way - no hierarchies, collective decision 
making etc etc.

Autonomous Centres
Listed below are all the autonomous centres within Britain and Ireland we know of. Where centres have also 
given a description of themselves, as a local group, they are also listed separately in the "local groups" section.

1 IN 12 CLUB
21/23 Albion St, Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD1 
Phone number: 01274-734160
E-mail: 1 ini 2@go-legend. net
Website: http://www. legend, otg.uk/~linl2

Anarchist collective run social club, venue, library, bar 
and cafe. Their main "political" campaign over the last 
year has been around CCTV. They organise a week's 
events around May Day in Bradford. Main priority & 
objectives of the club are to promote and sustain all 
activities based on mutual aid, co-operation & 
solidarity. Also produce a magazine called KDIS (Knee 
Deep In Shit). See local groups section.

56A INFOSHOP
56 Crampton St, London, SEI 7
Phone/fax/e-mail: None
Website: www.safetycatorg/56A
Open Thurs/ Fri 2-8pm.
Publications, records, archives, tea & action. For more 
in-depth details about 56A. See their entry under 
"local groups".

ANARCHIST TEAPOT COLLECTIVE
c/o Box B, Public House Bookshop, 21 Little 

Preston St, Brighton, East Sussex. 
E-mail: savage@easynet co. uk

Squat for reading, drinking tea & creating anarchy. 
Presently without a centre. See local groups section.

A-SPIRE
c/o Cornerstone Resource Centre, 16 Sholebroke

Avenue, Chapeltown, Leeds, LS7 3HB
E-mail: A-Spirefageocities. com
Web: www.geocities. com/CapitolHill/Parliament/
3344

We are a collective that squats buildings to set up 
temporary autonomous zones, providing space for 
political agitation, food on donation, library, info shop 
and the odd medieval banquet! See local groups.
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A UTONOMOUS CENTRE OF EDINBURGH 
17 West Montgomery Place, Edinburgh, EH7 5HA 
Phone number: 0131 557 6242
E-mail: lothian(aburn. ucsd. edu
Website: http://burn. ucsd. edu/~lothian/

or: http://www.autonomous.org.uk
Open Tues 12 - 4pm, Sun 2 - 6pm. Call first.
Claimants' struggles & struggles for social justice. We 
have a resource centre with information shop, book & 
magazine library, computers, internet & e-mail access. 
We hold discussion meetings & video showings. Our info 
shop stocks publications from many groups including free 
leaflets plus mags, pamphlets & books for sale. We 
welcome exchanges of publications. Send SAE for info 
or to add to mailing list.

CORNERSTONE RESOURCE CENTRE
16 Sholebroke Ave, Chapeltown, Leeds, LS7 3HB 
Phone number: 0113 262 9365
Fax: 0113 262 9365
E-mail: Cornerstone@gn. ape. org
Web: www. cornerstone, ukf. net/crc/crc. htm 
The Cornerstone Resource Centre plays host to a wide 
variety of groups, and are a contact address for many 
others. This has the added advantage that if the forces 
of darkness decide to take interest in their activities 
then we don’t know where they live or who they are. 
Other groups and individuals use the office facilities 
as a vital part of their operations.

KEBELE KULTURE PROJEKT
14, Robertson Rd, Eastville, Bristol, BS5 6JY.
Phone number: 0117-939-9469.
E-mail: kebelefafnarsbard com
Website: http://marsbard.com/kebele/
Kebele Cafe: vegan and organic/fair trade (as much 
as possible). Thursdays: 7 -11 pm Sundays: 2-11 pm. 
Kebele Cyber Cafe: Tuesdays from 6.00pm. £1 per 
session. Bike workshop: Wednesdays 2pm - 5pm 
(advice, fixing, supervision, help and spares. 
Donations and retail costs). Womens’ cafe: last 
Wednesday of every month.

Cont OVER PAGE....
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Vegan cafe Thu & Sat. Community and campaigning 
space, squat info, library. They support collective, 
non-profit making activities and DIY culture. They 
also run talks, videos and distribute info.

RAINBOW CENTRE
180-182 Mansfield Rd, Nottingham NG1 3HW. 
Phone number: 0115-958-5666.

Open Mon to Sat 10am-5pm. Library, shop, recycling, 
videos, exhibitions, speakers. Provides resources for 
local groups and individuals campaigning for human 
and animal rights, the environment, peace and co
operation world wide. It works independantly of, but 
in co-operation with, other groups both locally and 
nationally. They have a wide range of facilities 
available to both individual users and affiliated groups.

RISING SUN INSTITUTE
30 Silver St, Reading, RGI2ST.
Phone number: 01734-866 788.
Arts centre, veggie cafe, recording studio, food co-op. 

TEMPORARY RESISTANCE CAMPS
There are several "temporary resistance camps" where 
people are stopping anti social developments such as 
roads, quarries, supermarkets, etc - or opposing 
weapons manufacture/military bases. They need 
people, money and resources to keep the sites going 
strong. These camps change too often for us to list 
here but an updated monthly list is published in "Earth 
First! Action Update" (from EF! Action Update - 0797 
4791841, ore-mail actionupdate@gn.apc.org). There 
were 11 such camps listed in the January 2000 issue.
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Distribution Services
A CTIVE DISTRIBUTION
B.M. Active, London, WC1N 3XX
Phone/fax: 020 8533 4200
E-mail: jon@active.free-online. co. uk
Website: None

We do mailorder, stalls and wholesale of all things 
anarchist and related as long as stuff is not "too 
expensive". We are a non-profit distro of the DIY *
design. We've been running (some may say crawling) 
now for 10 years. Recently we've started to publish 
pamphlets and release cd's and records. Best way to 
contact us is by e-mail.

ANARCHIST DISTRIBUTION SERVICE
P.O. Box 446, Sheffield, S3 8YG

Currently inactive - but may be revived later this year 
or early next year.

A.K. PRESS & DISTRIBUTION
P.O. Box 12766, Edinburgh, EH8 9YE 
Phone number: 0131 555 5165
Fax number: 0131 555 5215
E-mail: general info - ak(aakedin. demon, co. uk 

orders - orders@akedin. demon, co. uk 
catalogues- catalogue@akedin. demon, co. uk 

Website: http://www. akuk. com

We publish and distribute 1000's of anarchist and other 
radical books, mags & pamphlets. Based in Edinburgh 
but will distribute anywhere in the world. Contact us 
for a free catalogue packed full of interesting reading 
stuff, or get this from their new website listed above. 
Probably the largest selection of alternative literature 
anywhere.

A. DISTRIBUTION/REBEL PRESS/SPEC
TACULAR TIMES
84b Whitchapel High St, London, El 7QX 
E-mail: m.peacock@unl.ac.uk
Website: freespace. virgin, net/anarchist. bookfair/ 

adistrib. htm

They publish and distribute anarchist and situationist 
books. Based in London but will distribute anywhere 
in the world. Contact them for titles they have and 
distribute.

BLACK BAT
c/o Cornerstone Resource Centre, 16 Sholebroke 
Avenue, Chapeltown, Leeds, LS7 3HB
E-mail: blackbat@iname. com

Black Bat is an anarchist publishing collective comprised 
of a few sketchy characters intent on disrupting the flow 
of capital across the globe, and destroying patriarchy and 
civilisation at the weekends. See "fuck the civil let's get 
disobedient" on the Leeds EF! website address.

FREEDOM PRESS
Angel Alley, 84b Whitchapel High St, London, El 
Phone number: 020 7247 9249
Fax: 020 7377 9526

For over 100 years we have been a publisher & 
distributor of anarchist & alternative social & political 
litreature. We have over 80 titles in print, covering the 
history & development of the anarchist movement, as well 
as its philosophy and its practical application to the 
problems of modern society. We are also wholesalers & 
distributors of many small press publications, with 100's 
of titles on radical social & political questions. Contact 
us for our latest booklist, free sample copy of Freedom, 
plus flyer for the Raven.

INK
87 Kirkstall Road, London, SW2 4HE
Phone number: 020 8671 7920
E-Mail address: ink@pro-net. co. uk
Website address: http://www.ink.uk.com

They are an umbrella group for radical magazines. They 
were set up by many of the UK’s best known alternative 
publications. They have 150 retail outlets selling these 
publications and hope to raise this to 500. They will send 
concerned journalists in the mainstream media regular brief 
summaries of articles in INK titles. They distribute 
nationally. Send a stamped addressed envelope and they 
will send you a list of their titles.

PLAIN WORDZ
P.O. Box 381, Huddersfield, HD1 3XX
Phone/fax/e-mail/website: None

They are an independent distributor of: books, pamphlets, 
magazines, postcards, T/shirts, tapes, records, patches, 
CDs, posters and other info. All proceeds from sales are 
donated to prisoner support campaigns. For a free cata
logue please send a S AE or stamps to the above address.
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Useful Website addresses
There are a large number of anarchist, libertarian and non-aligned groups and individuals with web sites, most 
linked to each other. A decent number of the groups, centres and magazines listed in this directory also have their 
own websites which you could visit. Most of these will have links to other sites they think are of interest. Those 
listed below are sites which are not connected to groups etc, but are solely there as internet websites to spread 
information to other web users. Some like Spunk Press you can get involved with - try contacting any of them if the 
inclination takes your fancy. At best they will welcome any help - at worst they would love to hear from you. Lastly, 
if you haven't been on the internet yet - beware. There is also a lot of crap out there - a lot of it claiming to be 
anarchist. The ones below are the best we found - you may know of others.

A-INFOS NEWS SERVICE
Address: http://ainfos.ca/
A multi-lingual news service by, for, and about 
anarchists. In the struggle for a free society, it 
distribute news and articles. Includes workplace, 
environmental and anti-imperialist struggles as well 
as the fight aganist racism, sexism and homophobia. 

THE ANARCHIST ORGANISATION
Address: http://www.tao.ca/yin.html
A beautiful site which includes @-infos anarchist news 
mailing list archive.

ANARCHIST ARCHIVES
Address: http://www.pitzer. edu/~dward/

Anarchist_Archives/archivehome.html
An online research centre on the history & theory of 
anarchism. Contains all the classics.

ANARCHIST FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
A ddress: http://flag. blackened net/intanark/faq/ 
As well as answering your questions and also 
answering the ones you may not have even of thought 
of yet, it also has a huge list of links to other good 
sites.

ANARCHIST YELLOW PAGES 
A ddress: http://www. tao. ca/lake/ayp. html 
Just what it claims to be. A list of anarchist groups 
around the world.

ENVIROLINK
A ddress: http://www. envirolink. org/
One of the best environmental sites we found and a 
good place to start for links to other similar sites. 

INFOSHOP CONTACT LIST
A ddress: http://www. radicalfluff demon, co. uk/ 

infoshopsnetwork/contacts. html
This website, upkept by the Anarchist Teapot 
Collective in Worthing, lists infoshops and centres 
around the world. 36

GLOBAL GRASSROOTS RESISTANCE
DIRECTORY
Address: http://geocities. com/CapitolHill/Lobby/ 

5217/ggrd htm
The directory contains information on groups 
associations & organisations that: struggle against 
exploitation or oppression of people, communities or 
the environment, and for solidarity, co-operation, 
grassroots democracy, decentralised forms of social 
organisation, and ecological sustainability; seek to 
resist capitalsm and oppressive power structures; 
maintain and value grassroots based forms of 
organisation.

SCHNEWS DATABASE
Address: http://www. schnews. org. uk/database/ 

index, htm
This site lists over 500 groups. It's for linking people/ 
groups up and as a source of information. This 
database will also be published as a "yellow pages" 
for those without web access.

SPUNK PRESS/ARCHIVE
Address: http://www.spunk.org
This site is a huge library of anarchist books, etc. The 
library is maintained by an international collective of 
individuals who believe it's important to have these 
publications freely available. You can "download" any 
of the books on their site for free.

URBAN 75
Address: http://www. urban 75. com/main. html
In their words: "Urban 75 is one of the UK's busiest 
underground websites featuring direct action, rave, 
drugs info, unpublished stories, photos, rants and 
more". Last time we looked it also had loads of useful 
contacts both on the web and normal old postal 
addresses as well.

Radical Bookshops 
around the Country

BL A CKCURRENT BOOKS
4 AllenRoad, Abington, Northampton, NN1 4NE 
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None given

Open: At the moment opening times are Friday 
1.30pm to 4pm and Saturday 3pm to 5.30pm. 
However, the shop is moving soon to the town 
centre, and hopes to open on a more regular basis. 

CENTERPRISE BOOKSHOP
136/138 Kingsland High Street, London, N8
Phone number: 020 7254 9632
Fax/E-mail/website: None given

Open: Mon-Sat 10am to 5pm (we think).

COMPENDIUM
234 Camden High Street, London, NW1 8QS 
Phone number: 020 7485 8944
Fax/E-mail/website: None given

Open: Mon-Sat 10am to 6pm. Sunday 12 to 6pm 

FREEDOM PRESS BOOKSHOP
Angel Alley, 84b Whitechapel High St, London,

El 7QX
Phone number: 020 7247 9249
Fax: 020 7377 9526
Website/e-mail: None
See also their entry under "Distribution Services" 
in this directory.

Open: Mon-Fri 10.30am to 6pm. Sat 1 lam to 5pm. 

FRONTLINE BOOKS
255 Wilmslow Road, Rusholme, Manchester, Ml4 
Phone number: 0161 249 0202
Fax number: 0161 249 0203 
E-mail: frontline-books(dmcrl.poptel. org. uk

Open: Mon-Fri 10am to 7pm. Sat 10am to 5pm. 
Sunday 1pm to 5pm

GREENLEAF
82 Colston Street, Bristol, BSl 5BB 
Phone number: 0117 921 1369

Open: Mon-Fri 9.30am to 5.30pm. Sat 10am to 5pm

HOUSMANS
5 Caledonian Road, London, N1 9DX
Phone number: 020 7837 4473
Fax number: 020 7278 0444
E-mail: housmans@housmans.free-online. co. uk 

Open: Monday to Saturday 10am to 6.30pm 

LITTLE THORN BOOKS
73 Humberstone Gate, Leicester, LEI 1WB 
Phone number: 0116 251 2002

Open: Mon-Thus 9.3O-5pm. Fri 9.30-6. Sat 10-5pm 

MUSHROOM BOOKS
12 Heathcote Street, Nottingham, NG1 3AA
Phone number: 0115 958 2506 
Fax number: 0115 959 0971

Open: Monday to Saturday 10am to 6pm

NEW BEACON
76 Stroud Green Road, London, N4 3EN
One of the largest selection of black radical 
litreature in London.

Open: Monday to Saturday 10.30am to 6pm

NEWS FROM NOWHERE
96 Bold Street, Liverpool, LI 4HY
Phone number: 0151 708 7270

Open: Monday to Saturday 10am to 5.45pm.

OCTOBER BOOKS
4 Onslow Road, Southampton, SO2 0JB
Phone number: 01703 224489
Fax number: 01703 223916

Open: Monday to Saturday 9am to bpm.

WORD POWER
43 West Nicolson Street, Edinburgh, EH8 9DB 
Phone number: 0131 662 9112

Open: Mon-Fri 10am to 6pm. Sat 10.30am to bpm
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Also check out the ’’centres” section of this 
directory, as many of them also stock 
books, magazines and other stuff.

http://ainfos.ca/
http://www.tao.ca/yin.html
http://www.pitzer
http://flag
http://geocities
http://www.spunk.org


Miscellaneous
This is the bit where we put all the groups, activities, and events which we feel should be mentioned and given a 
voice, but do not easily fall into any of the other sections we decided on. So, enjoy and support.

ANARCHIST BOOKFAIR
84b Whitechapel High Street, London, El
Phone: 020 8533 6936
E-mail: m.peacock@unl. ac. uk
Web: http://anarchist. bookfair@virgin. net

We organise the annual Anarchist Bookfair, which 
takes place in London each October. It's the largest 
gathering of anarchists and anarchist groups to take 
place in the UK. The bookfair aims to act as a 
meeting place for everyone interested in anarchist 
ideas. Details of the bookfair are available from us/ 
our website (address above) and other anarchist 
groups

LONDON ANARCHIST FORUM
4 Copper Beeches, Witham Road, Isleworth,
Middlesex, TW7 4AW
Phone: 020 8847 0203
Fax/E-mail/website: None

Editors description: The London Anarchist Forum 
is not as such a group. Individuals meet every Friday 
in Conway Hall at 8pm, to discuss subjects chosen in 
advance. Anybody is welcome to attend and 
participate in any weeks discussion. Admission is free 
but a collection is made at each meeting to cover the 
cost ofthe room They welcome individuals who want 
to give a talk or lead a discussion - contact the above 
to discuss this more. A programme of discussions for 
the next few months is produced regularly and again 
you can get a copy of this from the above address - 
but they ask for a SAE. Meeting in the first three 
months of 2000 were "Anonymity - the use of 
pseudonyms and initials in anarchist discourse and the 
tyranny of box numbers", "anarchism and trade 
unionism", anarchy, psychotherapy & psychological 
well being", "what is situationism?", "effective 
action what do you think we should do on May Day?".

ANARCHIST YEARBOOK
c/o Phoenix Press, P.O. Box 824, London, N1 9DL 
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None to our knowledge

Editors description: Phoenix Press compiles the 
Anarchist Yearbook, which includes anarchist 
organisations, distros, periodicals and new titles. 
Phoenix Press also publishes other anarchist pamphlets 
and books.

CRITICAL MASS
Contact: None
Website: http://come.to/londoncm
Phone/fax/E-mail: None
Cyclists meet once a month at a prearranged spot and 
move off together. Numbers can range from 5 to 500 
cyclists. The aim is for radical cyclists to meet up, to 
transform the nature of the street through direct 
action, and to bring issues affecting cyclists and 
issues of car use/public transport/the environment, to 
the public's attention. There are no leaders of Critical 
Mass and individuals at the event decide where that 
month's cycle ride will go.The Critical Mass website 
also links Critical Mass sites around the world. There 
are Critical Mass events throughout this country and 
the world. Contact your local activists, cycle shop, 
or radical cyclists for details of one near you. Or, 
start one in your area.

HAVEN DISTRIBUTION
27 Old Gloucester Street, London, WC1N 3XX 
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None

Haven Distribution provide free radical & 
revolutionary, class struggle and alternative books, 
pamphlets, magazines and more, to prisoners we 
support. We also provide educational books, 
especially for prisoners on Open University & NVQ 
courses. We would welcome books to send to 
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prisoners. We will send books, etc to prisoners 
anywhere in the UK. Donations are always welcome 
(and much needed - editors} Contact us for more 
details and how you can help out.

INTERFERENCE FM
Box 6, 82 Colston Street, Bristol, BS1 5BB 
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None

Interference FM - the political pirate radio station. 
As an article of theirs said "Firstly we wanted to 
demonstrate the capabilities of radio as a campaign 
resource, as a communication tool and as a means of 
disseminating information. Secondly we planned to 
take the equipment and our experience on the road in 
Britain, to encourage similar regional initiatives. 
Finally, we hoped to build a network based on 
mutuality and radicalism."

KATE SHARPLEY LIBRARY
B.M. Hurricane, London, WCIN 3XX
E-mail: kar98@diakpipex com
Web: //members, aol. com/wellslake/Sharpley. htm 
Phone/fax: None

What the group do: The library comprises thousands 
of pamphlets, books, newspapers, journals, posters, 
flyers, unpublished manuscripts, monographs, tapes 
and videos in over 20 languages, covering the history 
of our movement over the last century. It is the 
largest collection of anarchist material in England. 
Visitors are welcome. The K.S.L. website contains 
an online edition of our quarterly bulletin, or you can 
get a copy for 5Op per issue - subs £3 for individuals. 
Please write for overseas/institutional rates. Topics 
covered - anarchism, council-communism and a bit 
of situationism. We welcome enquiries and donations.

MONKEY WRENCH GRAPHIX
c/o 56Crampton Street, London, SEI 7 5AE 
Phone/fax/e-mail/website: None

What the group do: We are a DIY not-for-profit 
collective working alongside a number of campaigns 
and struggles for social justice. We print T/shirts and 
custom design graphics for different campaign groups 
and info-shops. If you'd like to use any of our designs 
please write first. We don't copyright anything, but 
commercial bootlegging for profit of any of our 
designs will be considered an act of aggression.

SPLURGE
c/o DAAA, Green Action, QUBSU, University

Road, Belfast, Northern Ireland, BT7 INF 
E-mail: s_plurge@hotmail.com

Splurge is a regular events calendar of up and 
coming actions, gatherings, meetings, talks, gigs, tree 
and bunny hugging sessions, and such like that we 
produce. You can receive it by e-mail (above) or in 
return for stamps.

Please note: DAAA and Splurge are in no way 
associated with Queens University Belfast. We use 
the Green action address for convenience and 
because we 're too cheap to pay for a P.O. Box.

UNDERCURRENTS
16b Cherwell street, Oxford, OX4 1BG
E-mail: underc@gn. ape. org
Website: www.undercurrents.org
Phone: 01865 203662
Fax: 01865 243562

Founded in 1993 by activists and disillusioned 
television producers, we have produced and 
distributed 100's of quality video features made by 
environmental & social activists. We have released 
10 alternative news videos, each containing 12-15 
short, radical features directed by video activists 
involved in direct action campaigns.This is the news 
you don't see on the news - ranging from road 
campaigns and police brutality to corporate greed and 
animal rights.To order call 01865 203662.
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Magazines & Periodicals 
These are basically magazines or periodicals that are entities in their 

own right Where a publication is a voice of a specific group it is listed 
under that group.

We have tried to list the current price of these magazines and periodicals. However prices change, so it may be 
worth contacting the magazine first for up to date prices. Most of the bookshops listed and some distros will also 
stock them. We have tried to get the people involved to give a brief description of their publication. Where they 
have not done this we have given a summary - and have stated it's our description. Most of these publications would 
very much welcome others to get involved with helping out, writing articles, distribution, etc. Contact them if you 
want to get involved - don't just consume the information. For a more detailed selection of magazines, periodicals, 
books etc, contact A.K. Distribution or Freedom Press - see "Distros" section of this directory.

ANIMAL
P.O. Box 467, London, E8 3QX 
Phone number: 07931 301901 
E-Mail address: animal_niagazine@hotmail.com 
News and views from the frontline of modem 
politics with an historical outlook. We report on the 
politics of animal rights, the Countryside Alliance, 
football, crime and other sites of class struggle. 
Hopefully producing the popular theoretical 
approaches to everybody's liberation.Cost is £1.20 
each, or 4 issue subs of £5 - supporting subs are 
£10. Leave cheque blank or send postal orders or 
stamps.

ARKANGEL
BCM 9240, London, WC1N 3XX
Agitators description (via AK) : Still the biggest 
and best of the animal rights magazines, despite all 
attempts by the state to destroy it. Contains reports 
from across the whole of the scene. If you want to 
know what's really going on and where, in the 
animal rights movement, this is the mag for you. £2 
an issue.

AVFHEBEN
c/o 4 Cresway Parade, Hollingdean, Brighton, BN1 
Phone/fax number: None
E-mail: Aufheben99@yahoo.co.uk
Website: http://lists, village. Virginia.EDU/ 

-spoons/authtml/aufedit htm
Annual magazine with detailed and in depth articles. 
£2 per issue, or £7 subscription for 3 issues.

BLA CK FLAG
B.M. Hurricane, London, WC1N 3XX
Phone/fax: None
E-mail: blak.flag@dircon. co. uk
Website: http://flag. blackened, net/blackflag/
Agitator's description: One of the better known an
archist periodicals. Not connected to any anarchist 
group, although has an anarcho-syndicalist slant. It 
covers info about anarchist resistance throughout the 
world. Has a lot of short bits of news as well as longer 
articles. £1.50 per issue or £6 subs for 4 issues.Send 
stamps for free back issues.

BLACKSHEEP
46 Kentish Town Road, London, NW1 9PU
Phone/fax/e-mail/website: None we know of.
Agitator’s description: We saw issue one which was 
the October 99 pilot issue. We are not sure why there 
is a London address when it deals with issues in Wales. 
From them: We want Black Sheep to be a fully 
fledged magazine telling it like it is in Wales. We're 
not just interested in gossip & scandal. We'll be 
looking in-depth at the politicans, quangocrats, 
bureaucrats, media-ocrities and Taffia running our 
country. We want to develop to handle investigations, 
improve our arts, listings, cartoons, contacts, and 
humour. 12 monthly issues cost £18 (£12 unwaged).
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BRISTLE
Box 25, 82 Colston Street, Bristol, BS1 5BB
Phone/fax/E-mail: None
Bristle is an alternative publication for Bristol aiming 
to provide a space and information for local groups 
and activists. Bristle extends an invitation to every
one campaigning for different issues to send us your 
stuff. Bristle is self funded and distributed for free, 
but we appreciate donations. Bristle is independent 
and doesn't belong to any party, current or group. 
Bristle is committed to create an alternative media to 
the local and national brainwashers and manipulators. 
Bristle is committed to inform, to creating revolution 
and anarchy, from Bristol to the galaxy.

BUILDING WORKER
c/o 2 Bitten Court, Lumbertubs, Northampton
A magazine "produced by and for rank and file 
workers in the building industry". Articles, letters and 
donations welcome.

CAMPAIGN A GAINST RA CISM & FASCISM
BM Box 8784, London, WC1N 3XX
Phone number: 020 78371450
Fax: 0870 052 5899
E-Mail address: info@carf. demon, co. uk
Website: http://www. carf. demon, co. uk
A magazine against racism & fascism - especially 
miscarriages of justice; black prisoners; immigration; 
detainees; asylum; racial violence; police racism; 
fascist politics; etc. Subscriptions are £7.50 a year (6 
issues) or send a stamped addressed envelope for a 
free sample.

global finance and other sectors. We produce 
"Corporate Watch" a quarterly magazine, on 
corporate power & social & environmental impacts. 
Subscribe for 4 issues - £8 unwaged/£12 waged/£20 
organisations. We also have a publications list 
available on request.

COUNTER INFORMATION
c/o 17 West Montgomery Place, Edinburgh, EH7 
Phone number: 0131 557 6242
E-Mail address: lothian@burn.ucsd.edu
Website: http .'//burn, ucsd edu/~lothian/ci

or: http://www.autonomous.org.uk
It's a news-sheet reporting on struggles for social 
justice world wide. We are for grass roots collective 
direct action leading to revolutionary change. 14,000 
copies of each issue of C.I. are distributed round the 
planet. Produced 2/3 times a year by a collective based 
in central Scotland, including Glasgow. Distribution 
in the north of England is handled by "CI, PO Box 
HP171, Leeds, LS6 1XX". Otherwise contact the 
Edinburgh address to: get on the mailing list; order 
bulk copies for local distribution; send us news; offer 
translating skills; exchange publications. Free but 
donations helpful.

COUNTERPOISE
Address: See below
Phone/fax/e-mail/weebsite: none we know of.
"Counterpoise" quarterly review journal of 
alternative & radical publications is available from 
Charles Willett, 1716, S.W. Williston Road, 
Gainesville, FL32608-4049, U.S.A

CORPORATE WATCH
16 B Cherwell Street, Oxford, OX4 1BG.
Phone number: 01865 791391
Fax: None
E-mail: mail@corporatewatch. org
Website: www. corporatewatch, org

We exist to support activists fighting large 
corporations and corporate power generally (eg free 
trade agreements, deregulation, government 
collusion). If you want infomation on a company start 
with our website. We have produced activist 
briefings on genetics companies, the oil industry, 

CRUELTY FREE LIVING
c/o Peace & Justice Centre, St. John's Church,
Princes Street, Edinburgh, EH2 4BJ
Phone: 0131 441 1665
E-mail: cfg@mulvenna. demon, co. uk
Website: http://www. mulvcnna. demon, co. uk/cfg/
We report on and promote networking between 
groups involved in animal rights, human rights and 
the environment.We are based in Edinburgh and 
mainly report on issues around Edinburgh & 
Scotland. There is a large contact list of groups in 
Scotland and a large diary of events and meetings. 
Free but donations/stamps appreciated.
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DEFEND COUNCIL HOUSING
c/o Haggerston TA, 179 Haggerston Road,

London, E8 4JA
Phone: 020 7254 2312 or 020 7538 2113 
Fax: 020 7254 0924
Agitator’s description: This is a broadsheet 
produced by council tenants. In their words "our only 
aim is to stress the urgency of locally based tenants 
campaigns getting organised to fight the 
privatisations."

DO OR DIE - VOICES FROM THE ECOLOGI
CAL RESISTANCE
C/o Prior House, 6 Tilbury Place, Brighton, East
Sussex, BN2 2GY
E-mail: doordtp@yahoo. co. uk
Website: mw. eco-action. org/dod/
We are an annual journal crammed with reports and 
analysis from the worldwide ecological frontline. From 
Tribal resistance against Indonesia to the festive 
attack on the financial heart of London on June 18th 
these are the voices, not of outsiders, journalists or 
academics, but of those involved in the struggle 
themselves. In these times of concrete alienation these 
voices shine hope from movements that aim to 
defend nature, create revolution & re-wild humanity. 
For a copy send £5 (£6 outside UK) cheque or Postal 
Order made to "Do or Die".

ECHANGES
Echanges. BP 241, 75866 Paris, Cedex 18, France 
Agitator’s description: Reports, analysis and debate 
on class struggle world wide. In English, but only 
postal address we have is in France (although we think 
there is an address in the UK). They also produce & 
distribute various pamphlets. 80+ pages (A5). Subs - 
£7 for 4 issues, inc pamphlets during that period.

EARTH FIRST! ACTION UPDATE (EF!AU) 
P.O. Box 1TA, Newcastle, NE99 1TA
E-mail: tapp(a Newcastle 5 4.freeserve. co. uk
EF! AU is written by activists for activists. If you have 
done an action, set up a new group, or want to tell 
people about a campaign, then send us an article (max 
150 words). It doesn't matter if it seems small to you; 
stories of 3 people sitting on a digger are sometimes 
the most inspiring especially to people who aren't part 
of a large group Subs cost a minimum of £5 (more if 
you can afford it) for 12 issues. Free to prisoners.

FESTIVAL EYE
B.M. 2002, London JVC IN 3XX
Phone/fax: 0870 7371011
E-mail: festivaleye@stones. com
Website: www.dicenews.com/fe
The aim of the magazine is to be the definitive listing 
of festivals, camps and similar events and to promote 
a platform for the experiences of ordinary festival 
goers. Each edition we review a number of events. 
Hopefully this information will help you to make an 
informed choice about which events are right for you. 
Comes out once a year. Send A4 SAE with 45p stamp 
plus £2.50 for 2000 copy. £10 gets you next 2 mags 
plus 6 updates. Has large contacts list & events.

FREEDOM
Angel Alley, 84b Whitechapel High St., London,

El 7QX
Phone: 020 7247 9249
Fax: 020 73 77 9526
Editorial copy to: freedom/a tao.ca
We bsite: www. tao. ca/~freedom
Freedom is the longest running anarchist paper in 
Britian, founded in 1886 by Peter Kropotkin and 
Charlotte Wilson. Contains domestic & international 
news, commentary, analysis, features, reviews, 
letters, Wildcat cartoons, events, meetings and more. 
Fortnightly. 50p an issue; 24 issues - claimants £10 - 
regular £ 14 - institutions £22. Contact them for over
seas rates. Free back copy on request.

FIGHTING PO VERTY PA Y
P.O. Box 14, Accrington, Lancs, BBS 1GG
Agitator’s description: Newsletter of the "Fight 
Poverty Pay Campaign". Reports on, and involved 
in, struggles against low pay and dole harrassment, 
especially in the Blackburn area. Heavily influenced 
by Fight Racism, Fight Imperialism/Revolutionary 
Comunist Group,but the newsletter is informative and 
encourages direct action.
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67GLSW ROOTS
Dept Z, Little Thorn Books, 73 Humberstone

Gate, Leicester, LEI 1WB
Phone number: 0116 2440956
E-Mail address: tjh 5@le. ac. uk
Produced by the Leicester Radical Alliance this is a 
four x A4 newsheet. Grass Roots is a monthly 
bulletin for everyone interested in the environment, 
social justice, anti-racism and all other forms of 
radical political and non-political activity. Our aim is 
to foster a sense of community between the hundreds 
of activists, community groups, trade unionists and 
progressive societies that exist in Leicester. 
Subscription = £5 (cheques to "ILN").

GUILFIN
P.O. Box 217, Woodbridge Meadows, Guildford,

Surrey, GUI 1WS
Phone number: 01483 203245
Fax number: 01438 203212
E-Mail address: guilfin@quarks
Web address: http://guilfin. quarks, co. uk/
We are against (and report on) injustice, covering 
environmental issues, human rights, animal rights, 
non-violent direct action, and encouraging DIY 
culture. Cover the South East and beyond! GUILFIN 
is a monthly publication and costs £5 for an annual 
subscription, from address above.

GUILLOTINE
P.O. Box 14672, London, E9 5UQ S 
Phone number: 01523 160145
E-Mail address: moveagainstmom@hotmail. com 
Web: www.geocities.com/capitolhill/lobby/1793/

index
Agitator’s description: Newsheet of the Movement 
Against the Monarchy (MA'M). We saw the October 
99 issue - 1 side of A4. Costs 50p from above 
address. It reports on activities of MA'M and other 
anti royals stuff.

LIB ED
157 Wells Road, Bristol, BS4 2BU
E-mail: editors@)ibed. demon, co. uk
Website: http://www.libed.demon.co.uk (up soon)
Lib Ed examines positive alternatives to the present 
authoritarian system of education and how we can 
change what it is into what it might be. For a sample 
copy send a large (A4) stamped addressed envelope 
to above address. 43

LOBSTER (Robin Ramsey)
214 Westbourne Avenue, Hull, HU5 3JB
Phone/fax/E-mail/website: None
Agitator’s description: Lobster is an investigative 
research magazine into the secret state (MI5, MI6, 
CIA, etc), the far right, and lots more. Comes out 
twice a year (June & December), & a yearly subs is 
£5 (inc p&p). Cheques payable to "lobster".

THE LOOMBREAKER
c/o Manchester EF!, Dept 29, 255 JVilmslow

Road, Manchester, Ml4 5LW
Phone: 0161 226 6814
E-mail: loombreakerQdnematode.freeserve. co. uk 
The Loombreaker is a newsletter about the action 
people are taking in and around Manchester to 
defend and create what is important to us, so 
reclaiming control of our lives. We produce 
Loombreaker monthly and if you live outside 
Manchester subscription is by stamps for each issue. 
Inside Manchester pick it up from Frontline Books 
or other distribution points.

OXYACETYLENE
Box G, 111 Magdalen Road, Oxford, OX4 IRQ 
Phone: 07970 343486
E-mail: oxyace@Jiotmail. com
Web: http://www. oxford-city, demon, co. uk/oxyace/ 
Oxyacetylene is a newsletter for and about 
community action in Oxford and beyond. Every two 
weeks we'll be bringing you the real news affecting 
us all. We're not here just to report, but to raise 
support for all the campaigns and projects aiming to 
make Oxford a better place to live. It only costs £10 
a year to receive Oxyacetylene by 1 st class post every 
fortnight. E-mail subscription is free

As long as Workers are 
exploited and oppressed 

there will

WORKING CLASS 
RESISTANCE!
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THE PORK-BOLTER
P.O. Box 4144, Worthing, BN14 7NZ
E-mail: porkbolter@worthing. eco-action. org 
Website: mw. worthing, eco-action. org/porkbolter 
The Pork-Bolter is a totally independent newsletter 
produced by and for ordinary residents of Worthing. 
Our name comes from an ancient and deliciously 
obscure nick-name for Worthing people dating back 
to fishing village days. We tend to get excited about 
minor, unfashionable causes like freedom, justice and 
nature. In the light of this, it should come as no 
surprise to learn that we have got nothing to do with 
any political party of any persuasion. Our message is 
100% organic, grown in the soil of our own local 
history, and have neither been genetically modified 
by sinister american corporations or chemically 
sterilised by corrupt centralised political parties. For 
one copy send SAE. For next 6 copies send £2 made 
payable to "The Pork Bolter".

QUIDNUNC
c/o P.O. Box 87, Ipswich, Suffolk.
We are a free information news sheet designed to link 
people involved with, and outside of, the direct 
action, anti-fascist and class struggle movement, both 
locally and nationally. We attempt to publish an issue 
at least 4 times a year. Send stamps for copies. 
Donations welcome - leave cheque payee blank.

SCHNEWS
P.O. Box 2600, Brighton, East Sussex, BN 12 2DX 
Phone & fax number: 01273 685913
E-Mail: schnews@brighton. co. uk
Web: http://www.schnews.org.uk/
This is a free weekly direct action newletter produced 
by Justice? (see under local groups)in Brighton. We 
report and support direct action campaigns, etc. 
Stamps for single issue or £15 for a year subs. Also 
website and e-mail subs available. Free to prisoners. 

THINK GLOBALLY ACTLOCALLY
P.O. Box 1TA, Newcastle on Tyne, NE99 1TA
www. newcastle54.freeserve. co. uk/thinkindex. htm 
Agitator’s description: Monthly newsletter, reports 
on enviromental and other direct action from Tyneside 
to east Timor, future events listings, contacts for local 
groups involved in direct action.

TIDE RISING!
c/o P.O. Box 19, Penzance, Cornwall, TRI8 2YP 
A new magazine for women in West Cornwall. The 
magazine was created out of a desire for a space where 
women could share and discuss information, opin
ions, events, etc. Agitator: includes phone contact 
list for useful groups in Cornwall.

REBEL CITY
58A Evergreen Street, Cork,
Newsletter of the Cork City Unemployed & Workers 
Action Group. The winter issue had 8 pages and 
articles on Ireland's nurses dispute, local councillors 
being stupid, protests against the Royal Navy in Cork, 
and Britain out of Ireland. 3 Op or donation for a copy. 

RED SOUTH WEST
1 Blake Place, Bridgewater, Somerset, TA6 5AU 
E-mail: davep@exeterleftfreeserve. co. uk
Website: www. exeterleftfreeserve. co. uk
Red SW has come about through co-operation 
between socialists and anarchists, individuals and 
groups across the South West including: the Exeter 
left group; the former Somerset Socialists/Somerset 
Clarion; Bristol Marxist Forum; and Anti-Fascist 
Action. The aim of Red SW is to encourage dialogue, 
debate and active co-operation throughout the region. 
Our pages are open to all. Subs: £5 for 4 issues. 
Autumn 99 issues was 16 x A4 pages.

TOTAL LIBERTY
Box EMAB, 88 Abbey Street, Derby, DE22 3SQ. 
Website: http .’//freedom, tao. ca/totlib/index. html 
We are an evolutionary anarchist magazine, 
produced quarterly. Send cash/postal orders - subs 
£8/£5 low/unwaged.

TROOPS OUT OF IRELAND
P.O. Box 1032, Birmingham, Bl2 8BZ
Phone: 0121 643 7542
Fax: 0121 643 7681
E-mail: TOM@sparklel 23.freeserve. co. uk 
This is the magazine of the Troops Out Movement, 
which is made up of people who believe that the 
cause of all conflict in the North of Ireland is the 
continuing British presence there, both military and 
political. They believe that the British troops are in 
Ireland not as a peacekeeping force, but in order to 
maintain British rule. Britian's presence in Ireland is 
the most serious obstacle to a lasting peace with 
justice. Yearly subs for the magazine are £8 in the 
UK - more abroad. Contact them for Troops Out 
membership rates.
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VARIANT
1A Shamrock Street, Glasgow, G4 9JZ 
Phone: 0141 333 9522
E-mail: variant(andirect, co. uk
Variant is a magazine of cross-currents in culture: 
critical thinking, imaginative ideas, independent mdeia 
and artistic interventions.

ACTION SOUTH WEST
Box 80, Green Leaf Bookshop, 82 Colston Street,

Bristol, BS1 5BB
Phone: 07931 268966
E-mail: WCA@conk. com
Agitator’s description: This is a free newssheet (Feb 
2000 was issue 17) produced by activists in the West 
Country to give information to local people. There 
are about 20 groups involved from hunt Sabs, to 
anarchist groups, to environmental groups all linking 
up and seeming to work together - yes! Issue 16 had 
articles on the RTZ, Zapatistas, Mumia, RTS, 
Animal Rights events, and much more. Similar in 
format to "Schnews". To subscribe send them 10 x 
2nd class stamps for 5 issues.

WEST PAPUA ACTION UPDATE
43 Gardner Street, Brighton, E. Sussex, BN1 1UN 
Phone/fax: None
E-mail: opmsg(a/eco-action. org
website: http://www. eco-action. org/opm/ 
l;or many years people in the radical ecological/ 
anarchist movement have been inspired by the 
tenacity of the West Papuan tribal resistance against 
the destruction of the land and their assimilation into 
civilsation. In such a story, where the forces of 
monoculture and profit move against those of 
freedom and wildness, it is not our place to be 
passive spectators. We act in solidarity with the 
Papuans both because they are our brothers and 
sisters in struggle and because they are in many ways 
our elders. This newsletter has been set up as a 
networking tool for those of us who want to take 
direct action. We realise that their enemies are our 
enemies and their future ours. We will print 
communiques from those fighting in the forest and 
will report on news of solidarity actions and events in 
West Papua.

WHERE'S MY GIRO?
4 Crestway Parade, Hollingdean, Brighton, BN I 
Iyhonefax e-mail'website: None
This is the newsletter of Brighton Against Benefit Cuts 
(BABC) - between 4 and 8 pages x A4 It follows 
the line of BABC which is "we are involved in 

organising resistance to the New Deal, workfare and 
other attacks on benefits. We are both claimants and 
workers. We support autonomous action by 
claimants and resistance by Job Centre staff. We see 
links between claimants and workers as critical; 
attacks on benefits undermine the floor of workers' 
wages. We need to unite to resist these attacks. Send 
us stamps or an e-mail address for copies of the 
magazine. It can also be read on line at 
"www.muwc.demon.co.uk/

WOMENS NEWS
30 Donegall Street, Belfast 1, Northern Ireland
Phone: 01232 322 823 •
Fax: 012322 438 788
E-mail: womensnews@dnet co. uk
Website: www. d-n-a. net/users/dnetWeZM
Agitator’s description: Irish Feminist monthly maga
zine. "We are a feminist collective which produces 
and provides a forum for communication between 
women, for women". Has an extensive contact list of 
women's groups throughout Ireland.

Z MAGAZINE
Available from AK Distribution
Phonefax/e-mail/we bsite: None
From AK’s Catalogue: Probably the best
independent anarchist/left magazine around today. 120 
pages with articles, news, reviews, essays and 
analysis. Monthly - £3.95.

YEAR ZERO
P.O. Box 26276, London, W3 7GQ
Phone/fax: None
E-mail: yearzero(aflashmail, com
Website: http://users. SOmegs. com/yearzero
YearZero is a magazine set up by a group of 
professional journalists and photographers, many of 
whom were at Loaded Magazine in its early days, 
others who were at the Face, GQ and so on (editors 
note - but don't let that put you off its good). YearZero 
will enable us to do the sort of work that we are 
generally excluded from in the mass media. Work that 
involves such subjects as the effects of Globalisation, 
serious political debate, pollution, corruption and the 
way subjects such as these interact with ordinary 
people's lives. People like us. It is also intended to be 
a popular magazine. It contains a strong sense of 
humour. Issue 3 out soon - £1 a copy.
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Leaflets
Below are just a few leaflets which we think are worth reading. This section is purely a personal 
choice from the editors. It is also, by no means complete. It is just a few we wanted to add, 
which we thought might be of interest, and because we have space left over. Where we have not 
given addresses for leaflets, you can get single copies from HSG, P.O. Box 2474, London, N8 - 
by sending a stamped addressed envelope

CASTORS, COPSAND CHAOS!
Box B, 21 Little Preston St, Brighton, BN1 2HQ 
Phone, etc: See "Anarchist Teapot"
Size - 4 x A 4 pages
In their words "In March 1998 a number of us who 
are involved in the ecological, anarchist, and 
anti- nuclear direct action movements in the UK 
travelled to Ahaus, Germany to take part in the 
resistance to the transportation of nuclear waste. After 
our return a number of us wrote this leaflet; and its 
primary aim is to inform people and provoke thoughts 
on the events at Ahaus. With its publication we hope 
to continue to play a small part in helping to increase 
the effectiveness of our actions and campaigns here 
in the UK - whether of an anti-nuclear focus or not." 
They ask for donations to cover the cost - eq's to 
"Earth First!"

many long-time revolutionaries and activists we have 
talked to, feel the need to point out actions and 
behaviour which we see as pointless and destructive, 
and the need for tactics and imagination when it comes 
to fighting the coppers and the state apparatus 
behind them.......It is important to state here that we
are totally in favour of class violence, as one of many 
tactics against the state, the rich and powerful who 
run our lives, and the coppers, screws and other 
lackeys who defend them.” A common phrase 
amongst groups now days is “non-violent direct 
action”. This leaflet looks at why violence should not 
be discarded as a tactic. It also mentions a number of 
points people should remember when attending 
livelier events, or as the leaflet states “some helpful 
tips for a good day out”. This leaflet is still as 
relevant today as it was in 1997 when it was written.

RECLAIMING OUR LIVES AND OUR WORLD - 
HOW CAN PEOPLE MAKE IT HAPPEN?
London Greenpeace, 5 Caledonian Rd, London N1 
Size 4 x A 5 pages

This excellent leaflet covers why social revolution is 
necessary, and equally importantly, how it could 
actually happen in practice. It describes the many 
“empowering events that have occurred in recent years 
and which can re-occur, spread and develop”, and 
describes how this kind of resistance could develop 
into a revolutionary situation.

WHAT DO WE WANT?

SOME THOUGHTS ON VIOLENCE ON DEMOS. 
Size - 4 x A 4 pages

As the leaflet states “this leaflet was written after 
attending the ‘Social Justice’ demo in support of the 
sacked Liverpool Dockers on April I2lh 1997. But it 
comes out of things the authors have seen on demo 
after demo, over many years of involvement in local, 
national and international class struggles.......We, and

VAMPIRE ALERT!
Size - 1 x A 5 pages
This leaflet is written by people in the direct action 
movement who are pissed off with the Socialist 
Workers Party sniffing around the scene for no other 
reason that trying to pick up a few new members. We 
have all seen it before, from the Poll Tax campaign 
and well before and after. This leaflet put what we all 
feel about the SWP very nicely. Worthwhile addition 
to any mailout or stall.

THE STORMING OF THE CITY
REMEMBER JUNE 18, 1999
Size - 4 x A 4 pages
His leaflet is in comic sheet style and reprints “quotes” 
from the media and observers along with its own 
comments about the actions on the day alongside a 
very funny cartoon strip. As one quote states “five 
activists are reported to have shaved the head of a 
besuited city type while pinning him against 
Freshfield’s Wall - The Lawyer”.46

Further information
sources

In the first edition of The Agitator we knew there were groups active around other issues - one obvious example 
being groups in the animal rights movement - which we could not, or did not include. We knew most of these 
“movements” have their own contact lists etc. Also, we produced The Agitator from our own funds and the little 
we could raise from sales and donations. We therefore had to keep in mind costs etc. After producing Edition 
One of The Agitator however, we were critised for not including a number of other such groups. Although we 
have raised a bit more money to be able to produce this, the second edition, we are still fairly hard pressed for 
cash. Further, we still feel it would be a duplication to reproduce information and contacts others can do better 
than us. After discussion, we felt that rather than duplicate this work, we would include this section which gives 
you a starting point to get information on different “movements” and “issues”. Further places of contact are also 
included in the “Websites”, “National Networks” and “National Groups” sectons of this directory.

/Lv/ama Contacts Directory

c/o Veggies Catering Campaign
ISO Mansfield Road, Nottingham, NG1 3HW
Phone: 0115 958 5666
E-mail: veggies@veggies. org. uk
The Animal Contacts Directory aims to encourage 
mutual support and communication between the many 
groups and individuals working for the rights and 
welfare of animals, as well as those working to 
protect the environment which we share with them. 
The directory provides a co-ordinated means for 
groups to contact one another with details of their 
work, with news of campaigns or to request support 
or information. Concerned individuals will find it an 
essential guide to every aspect of animal rights and 
welfare. Costs: 1999/2000 edition - £4.95

Biack & Ethnic Groups

c/o Campaign Against Racism & Fascism
BM Box 8784, London, WC1N 3XX
Phone: 020 7837 1450
Fax: 0870 052 5899
E-mail: info/acarf. demon, co. uk
Agitator’s description: Although there does not 
seems to be one directory of black and/or ethnic 
minority group there are a number of groups who 
have lists of such groups. If you want to get involved 
with any or offer support or solidarity, we suggest 
you try CARF at the above address, or The 
Monitoring Group, 14 Featherstone Road, Southall, 
Middlesex, UB2 5AA (020 8843 2333), or National 
Civil Rights Movement on 020 8574 0818.

Housmans Peace Diary

5 Caledonian Road, London, N1 9DX
Fax: 020 7278 0444
E-mail: diary@housmans. idps. co. uk
The 2000 diary was the 47th edition of the peace diary, 
a non-profit making service to movements around the 
world working for peace, social justice and the 
preservation of our ecosystems. Our aim is to 
empower people - both in their communities and 
internationally - and to provide them with a useful 
tool for their work. The directory lists 2000 national 
and international peace, environmental and human 
rights organisations in 170 countries. Cost: 2000 
edition - £6.95 which includes postage & packing.

Incapacity A ction

104 Cornwallis Circle, Whitstahle, Kent, CT5 1AT 
Phone: 0122 276159
Fax/E-mail/wehsite: None
Agitator’s description: This is a good place to start 
to find out how to get involved in issues effecting 
people with disabilities. However the group is very 
under resourced both in terms of money and people - 
so only contact them if you can put something back 
in.
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National Coalition of Anti-Deportation

Campaigns (NCADC)
110 Hampstead Road, Birmingham, B20 2QS 
Phone number: 0121-554-6947
Fax number: 0870 055 4570
E-mail: ncadcffncadc. demon, co. uh
Website: http://www. ncadc. demon, co. uk/
Agitator’s description: NCADC has up to date 
details of all anti-deportation campaigns around the 
country and a contact for other groups working 
around issues of immigration and deportations.

Queer Press Guide 2000 
http://hometown. aol. com/qpgy2k/myhomepage/ 
business, html
Distributed by: LPC Group, Baker & Taylor and 
Ingrams. ISBN no: 1-891305-17-4
The book lists the gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgender publications world wide. The listings 
come from every continent except Antarctica and tell 
the reader the phone & fax numbers, e-mail and 
website addresses as well as the names of the key 
personnel at each publication, together with the needs 
that they have from potential contributors and 
freelancers.

Women Making a Difference

A DIRECTORY FOR CHANGE
Central Books, 99 Wallis Road, London, E9 5LN 
Phone: 020 8986 4854
Fax: 020 8533 5821
Women Making a Difference has been compiled so 
that as many people as possible are aware of the work 
being done by thousands of women across the 
country. Its existence is proof that feminist activism 
is far from dead and that it can be found in numerous 
guises. Activism can be as obvious as joining a march 
or running a campaign, or it can take the form of 
visiting your local women’s centre, choosing to use a 
women-run business or taking a Gender Studies 
course. All these activities amount to doing 
something to make a difference and their existence 
gives lie to the belief that feminism is past its sell-by 
date, has already done its work or was a huge error 
of judgement for which women are now suitably 
apologetic. Women Making a Difference has been put 
together by a co-op of four women on a very tight 
budget. The contents is not perfect and lack of space 
has meant excluding many smaller and more local 
groups. But even with inevitable ommissions the 
co-op is confident that the directory includes 
information which will inspire every woman to get 
involved in some form of women’s activism.
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WICKED ANARCHIST MASK!

Groups, Networks, Centres &
Bookshops listed Geographically

Below we have listed, as far as possible, all the entries in the following sections - Local Groups (including local 
groups of national groups and networks), Local Alliances, Autonomous Centres, Distro Services, 
Bookshops,Miscellaneous, Mags & Periodicals from Ireland and Britain - arranged geographically. If we have put 
anyone in the wrong place, or missed them out, our apologies. This listing does not include the Hunt Sabs groups 
or the Free Information Networks, for which please see their entries in the National Networks.section. To make it 
easier to find the groups, we have indicated which section of the Agitator they are listed under.

IRELAND
Local groups section 
Dublin Abortion Rights Group 
Workers Solidarity Movement 
Anti Racism Campaign (all Dublin) 
Justice for Mark Barnsley
Direct Action Against Apathy 
Warzone (all above Belfast) 
Immigrant Solidarity (Cork)
Mid West Against Racism 

(Limerick)

National groups section 
AFA
Irish Mexico Group 
SIPTU Fightback
United Campaign Against Plastic

Bullets
Workers Solidarity Movement

Miscellaneous section
Splurge, Belfast

Magazines section
Rebel City/Womens News

SCOTLAND
Local groups section

Autonomous Centre of Edinburgh 
and Edinburgh Claimants

Broughton Spurtie (Edinburgh)
Edinburgh Friends Against

Capitalism
Womens Information Collective
E1S Rank and File (all above 

Edinburgh)
Clydeside Anarchist Circle
JAM 74 (Glasgow)
Faslane Peace Camp

Hiddin Kulturz (Aberdeen) 
Scottish Opencast Action Group 

National groups section 
AFA

Edinburgh & Glasgow
Class War Glasgow
Anarchist Fed

contact via London
Solidarity Fed

Edinburgh & Glasgow

National Networks section 
Fife Earth First!

Distro Services section 
AK, Edinburgh

Radical Bookshops section 
Word Power, Edinburgh

Magazines section 
Cruelty Free Living/Variant

WALES
Local groups section 
CARE

National groups section
AFA, Cardiff
Anarchist Fed, Gwent
Solidarity Fed, Aberystwyth
Cymru Goch
Welsh Community Resistance 

National Networks section 
Earth First!

Gwynedd and Mon/Swansea

Magazines section

Black Sheep 
NORTH EAST 
ENGLAND
Local groups section
Leeds May Day Discussion Group 
Leeds Anti Fascist Fed
Leeds Claimants Union 
A-Spire
Earth Liberation Prisoners 
Justice for Mark Barnsley 
(all above Leeds)
Bradford 1 in 12 Club
Hull Syndicalists
Sheffield Anarchist Group
Tyneside Action for People and 

Planet

National groups section 
AFA

North East/West Yorks/Sheffield
Class War, South Yorks
Anarchist Fed, Tyneside
Solidarity Fed

Sheffield/West Yorks/
Middlesborough/Newcastle

National Networks section 
Earth First!

Hull/Leeds/Sheifield/Tyneside/
York

Radical Routes

Local Alliances section

Sheffield
Tyneside

Autonomous Centres 
Cornerstone, Leeds
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Distro Services section 
Anarchist Distribution, Sheffield 
Black Bat, Leeds
Plain Wordz, Huddersfield 

Magazines section
Think Globally Act Locally/ 
Lobster/Earth First Action Update 

NORTH WEST
ENGLAND
Local groups section 
Eddie Gilfoyle Campaign
Innocent (Manchester)
Manchester Earth First
Lancaster Anarchist Group
Liverpool Anarchists
Fighting Poverty Pay 
AFA

B olton/Lancaster/Li verpool/
Manchester/Preston/Wigan

Class War
Manchester & Preston

Anarchist Fed
Gt Manchester/Merseyside 

Solidarity Fed
Manchester/Preston/Liver
pool/Chester-le-Street/
Nelson/Warrington

Education Workers Network 

National Networks section 
Earth First!

Liverpool/Lune/Manchester/
Oldham

Genetix Snowball, Manchester 
Nat Coalition of Anti Deportation 

Campaigns (NCADC)

Local Alliances section

Riotous Assembly, Manchester 

Radical Bookshops section 
Frontline, Manchester
News from Nowhere, Liverpool

Magazines section
Loombreaker

MIDLANDS
Local groups section 
Birmingham Racial Attacks

Monitoring Group

Free Satpal Campaign,
Birmingham

Veggies
Revolutionary Socialist Network 
CAGE (above two - Notts) 
DELTA (Leicester)
Leicester Ind. Labour Network 
Leicester Radical Alliance 
East Midlands Anarchists 
NCADC
Traveller Advice Team
West Midlands Anti Deportation

Campaign
Wolves Hunt Sabs

National groups section 
AFA

Birmingham/Leicester/
Notts/Wolverhampton

Anarchist Fed
West Midlands

Industrial Workers of the World
Leicester

Solidarity Fed
West Midlands & Stoke

National Networks section 
Earth First!

Leicester/Notts/Warwick/
Wolves 

NCADC

Local Alliances section 
Nottingham

Autonomous Centres 
Rainbow Centre, Nottingham 

Radical Bookshops section 
Mushroom, Nottingham
Blackcurrent, Northampton 
Little Thom, Leicester

Magazines section

Building Worker/Grass Roots/ 
Total Liberty/Troops Out

EAST ANGLIA
Local groups section 
East Anglia Anarchist Network 

National groups section 
AFA - Ipswich & Norwich

Class War East Anglia (Ipswich) 
Solidarity Fed - Norfolk, Norwich 

National Networks section 
Earth First! - Norfolk EF!

Local alliances section
Direct Action Forum, Norwich

Magazines section 
Quidnunc

LONDON
Local groups section
5 th May Group
56a Infoshop 
Advisory Service for Squatters 
Anarquist
ALF Supporters Group
Assoc of Autonomous Astronauts 
Between the Lines
Campaign against the Arms Trade 
Campaign Against the Child

Support Act
Crossroads Womens Centre
Ecotrip
Food not Bombs
Groundswell Project
Hackney Solidarity Group
Haringey Solidarity Group 
Homeless Info Project
Legal Defence and Monitoring

Group
Lesbian Avengers
London Anarchist Forum
London Greenpeace 
Merton Claimants Action Group 
National Campaign against CS

Spray
Newham & District Claimants Union 
Newham Monitoring Project 
No Opencast
Older Feminist Network
Reclaim the Streets
Red and Black Club
Southall Black Sisters
Stonehenge Campaign
Values and Visions
West London Anarchists and

Radicals
Womens Action Group

National Groups section 
Anarchist Fed
Action against Injustice
AFA
Class War
I ndustrial Workers of the World 
Movement against the Monarchy 
Sexual Freedom Coalition
Solidarity Fed
Public Service Workers Network

National Networks section 
Direct Action Network
Genetic Engineering Network
Incapacity Action
Mumia Must Live!
NCADC
Reclaim the Streets

I jOcal Alliances section 
London Underground

Distro Services section
Active
A Distribution
freedom Press 
Ink

Radical Bookshops section 
("enterprise
Compendium
freedom Press
I lousmans
New Beacon

Miscellaneous section
Anarchist Bookfair
London Anarchist Forum
Anarchist Yearbook
I laven Distro
Kate Sharpley Library
Monkey Wrench Graphix

Magazines section

Animal/Arkangel/BlackFlag/ 
( ARF/ Defend Council Housing/ 
Festival Eye/Freedom/Guillotine/
Year Zero

SOUTH EAST 
ENGLAND
Local groups section
Anarchist Graphics

Anarchist Teapot - Brighton and 
Worthing

Brighton Against Benefit Cuts 
Brighton Unemployed Centre 
Friends Families and Travellers 

(Brighton)
Justice (Brighton)
Simon Jones Memorial Campaign 
CAFIN (Kent)
Kent Socialist Alliance 
CAMFIN
Corporate Watch 
Voices in the Wilderness
Oxford Unemployed Workers and 

Claimants Union
Dover Residents against Racism 
Equi-Phallic Alliance
Incapacity Action (Kent) 
Information for Social Change 
Portsmouth Anarchist Network 
Portsmouth Mayday Collective 
Proles for Modernism 
TAPOL
Third Battle of Newbury

National groups section
ABC
Anarchist Fed 
AFA

Brighton/Colchester/Herts/Kent/
Oxford/Southampton/Surrey

Class War
Essex/Kent/Surrey

Industrial Workers of the World 
Dover & Bournemouth 

Solidarity Fed
South Herts/Kent/Cambridge

National Networks section 
Earth First!

Cambridge/ Guildford/
Oxford/Reading/Brighton

The Land is Ours, Oxford

Local Alliances section 
Rebel Alliance, Brighton area 

Autonomous Centres
Rising Sun, Reading 

Radical Bookshops section 
October books, Southampton

Miscellaneous section

Undercurrents video, Oxford

Magazines section
Corporate Watch/Oxyacetylene/ 
Aufheben/Do or Die/SchNews/ 
West Papua Action Update/ 
Where's My Giro/Guilfin/The 
Pork-Bolter

SOUTH WEST 
ENGLAND
Local groups section
Bristol Housing Action Group 
Chiapas Link 
Earth Circus Network
Lib Ed

«

Bristol Benefits Action Group 
(all above Bristol)

Exeter Left
Catalyst
Penzance Anarchists

National groups section
AFA - Bristol/Exeter 
Class War - Bristol
I. W. W -Swindon
Solidarity Fed - Swindon

National Networks section
Earth First!

B at h/B ri st ol/C helt enham/
Exeter/Mid-Somerset/South
Devon

Autonomous Centres
Kebele, Bristol

Radical Bookshops section
Greenleaf, Bristol

Miscellaneous section
Interference FM, Bristol 

Magazines section

Bristle/Lib Ed/Red South West/
Somerset/Tide Rising/Action 
South West

SOUTH WEST PLUTO
Assoc of Autonomous Astronauts 
East London Psychogeographical

Assoc On Tour
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International
We have tried to give groups & contacts in as many countries as we know of. We would stress that this list is by no 
means complete - far from it. It is a starting point for people who want to make contact with groups abroad, or 
who want more information about a certain country or countries. Some groups have little more than a name and 
contact point. Due to availability of both space and time, the details in this section are pared down to the basics. 
However, it’s what you need to start making contact. Additions, deletions, alterations, etc would be greatly 
welcomed. Even better - somebody to take this job on properly for edition three of The Agitator. Countries are 
listed alpabetically, as show in brief below.

Countries listed
ARGENTINA
A USTRALIA 
A USTRIA 
BANGLADESH 
BELGIUM 
BELIZE 
BELORUS 
BOLIVIA 
BOUGAINVILLE
BRAZIL
BULGARIA 
CANADA 
CHILE 
COLOMBIA
CROATIA

CUBA
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK 
ESTONIA 
FINLAND 
FRANCE 
GERMANY
GREECE 
HUNGARY 
INDIA
INDONESIA
ISRAEL 
ITALY 
JAPAN
KAZAKHSTAN

LEBANON
LUXEMBOURG 
MALAYSIA 
MEXICO 
NEPAL 
NETHERLANDS 
NEW ZEALAND 
NIGERIA 
NORWAY 
PAKISTAN 
PHILIPPINES 
POLAND 
PORTUGAL 
RUSSIA 
SENEGAL

SERBIA 
SLOVAKIA 
SLOVENIA 
SOUTH AFRICA 
SOUTH KOREA 
SPANISH STATE 
SRI LANKA 
SWEDEN 
SWITZERLAND 
THAILAND 
TURKEY 
UKRAINE 
URUGUAY 
USA 
ZIMBABWE

International Contacts

PEOPLES' GLOBAL ACTION, 
c/o Canadian Union of Postal Workers (CUPW),
377 Bank Street, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
E-mail: pga@agp. org
Website: www. agp. org/agp/
Worldwide co-ordination of resistance against the 
multinational global market. Links to anti-corporate 
campaigns worldwide.

INTERNATIONAL OF ANARCHIST FEDERATIONS
IFA international secretariat is
CRIFA, CP 17127, 1-20170 Milano, Italy.
Phone/fax: (39) (0)2-255-1994
E-mail: ifanarch@tin. it
Website: http://flag. blackened, net/liberty/ifa. html

ANARCHIST YELLOW PAGES
see Web section

INTERNATIONAL WORKERS ASSOCIATION 
Apartado de Correos 4141, 18080 Granada, Spain. 
Anarcho syndicalist association - the international 
secretariat.

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD
For IWW sections internationally contact
IWW, PO Box 13476, Philadelphia, PA 19101 USA 
Phone: 215/763-1274
E-mail: ghq@iww.org
Contact addresses listed in bi-monthly Industrial 
Worker, “The Voice of Revolutionary Industrial 
Unionism”.

CENTRE INTERNATIONAL DE RECHERCHES 
SUR L’AN ARCHISME
see Switzerland
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International Contacts Cont....

GLOBAL GRASSROOTS RESISTANCE
DIRECTORY
Under construction (as at March 2000) at
E-mail: tcjohans@hotmail. com
Website: www.geocities. com/CapitolHill/Lobby/
5217/ggrdhtm

Mayday 2000 international contact list. Resource 
list for the international promotion of Mayday 2000. 
Aims at listing all countries in the world, and all local 
groups that we might contact for promoting Mayday 
or any later Global Day of Action against Capitalism 
in any particular country. To get the list as an at
tached Word document, write to the e-mail address 
above, with the subject line: “REQUEST: List for the 
international promotion of Mayday 2000”

Countries
Argintina
FLA/IFA
Brasil 1551, (1154) Buenos Aires
Phone: 305 0307.
E Mail: fla@siscor. bibnal. edu. ar
Argentinian Libertarian Federation, belonging to the 
International Anarchist Federation (IFA). Publish El 
Libertario magazine.

A DESALAMBRAR
Casilla de Correos 18, CP 1871, Buenos Aires 
Anarchist journal

BIBLIOTECA Y ARCH IVO HISTORICO 
Alberto Ghiraldo, Paraguay 2212, 2000 Rosario
Anti-authoritarian archives and library, receive mail 
at CC 984, 2000 Rosario

FORA
c/o Coronel Salvadores, 1200, 1167 Buenos Aires 
Phone: (54) 128-3472
Argentinian section of the anarcho syndicalist IWA

BIBLIOTECA POPULAR
Jose Ingenieros, J. R. de Velasco 958, 1414 Buenos 
Aires
Anarchist library, publisher and distributor

G.E. A.
C/C 31, Sue. 27, 1427 Buenos A ires
Coalition of 4 magazines including La Burra and 
Agitacion

LA PROTESTA
Daniel Ferro, Casilla de Correo 20, 1439 Buenos 
Aires
Anarchist tabloid

UTOPIA
Diagonal 80.740, 1900 La Plata
Anarchist magazine

GRUPOIMPULSO A UTOGESTIONARIO . 
C Solero, C.C. 984, 2000 Rosario
Distributors of libertarian publications

Australia

LIBERTARIAN WORKERS
PO Box 20, Parkville 3052, Melbourne, Victoria 
Libertarian Workers for a self-managed society. The 
Anarchist Age review available from this address.

ANARCHIST BLACK CROSS BULLETIN 
PO Box 558, South Brisbane, Qld 4101
Prisoner solidarity.

ANGRY PEOPLE
PO Box 108, St Peters, NSW 2044
Working class revolutionary direct action, publish 
Angry People magazine.

DIRECT ACTION
PO Box 78, Beilingen, NSW 2454

Magazine/ periodical
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RANK AND FILE NEWS
PO Box 103, West Brunswick, Vic. 3055
Magazine/ periodical.

REBEL WORKER/SPARKS
PO Box92, Broadway, NSW2007
Magazine! periodical.

RED AND BLACK
PO Box 12, 1 Cobardo Rd, Quaama 2550 NSW 
Long-running anarchist journal, around 40 pages and 
published about twice a year.

BARRICADE BOOKS
115 Sydney Rd, Brunswick, Melbourne
Anarchist I radical bookshop

A USTRIA

LOM
Entfesselt, Postlagernd, A-6024 Innsbruck 
Magazine

Bangladesh

NA TIONA L GA RMEN T WORKERS 
FEDERATION AND DOMESTIC WORKERS 
ASSOCIATION,
GPO, BOX 864, Dhaka
Phone: 88-019 340268 fax 88 02 9562562 
E-mail: unity@bdmail.net
In contact with the anarcho syndicalist IWA.

Belgium

NABATE
BP 92, 4000 Liege 1
Magazine (we think)

APAC INFO
PO Box 6, St Gilles 1, 1060 Bruxelles
Mail order

BROB
Tennisbaanstraat 85, 9000 Gent 
TILT mail order

CAT COORDINATION AUTONOME DES 
TRAVAILEURS
(Friends of the IWA), Centre Libertaire, 65 Rue du 
Midi, B-1000 Bruxelles

ALTERNATIVE LIBERTAIRE 
Boite Postale 103, B-1050 Bruxelles 1
Phone: (32) 2-6479801
E-mail: Alfcuskynet. be
Website: http://users.skynet.be/AL
Anarchist monthly paper

Belorus
CRAS-IWA, (no name on envelope!)
PO Box 88, 246028 Gomel
Belorussian Anarchist Federation,

Belize

ARA BELIZE
c/o Center For Cultural Exchange, PO Box 2364, 
Belize City

Bolivia

GRUPO DE TRABAJO SINDICAL
c/ Castilla 333, LA PAZ

Bougainville

BOUGAINVILLE FREEDOM MOVEMENT
P.O.Box 134, Erskineville, NSW2043 20, Australia 
Phone: 612 9558.2730
E-mail: v.john@juts. edu.au
Web: http://www. eco-action. org/bv/bvupdate. html
Organising protests over the years to expose the 
death and suffering of the Bougainville people 
blockaded on their island without food and basic 
medicine since 1988. Publish a newletter, “Garamut”. 

Brazil

ANA
Rede Libertaria, ULBS, Moesio Rebougas, CD 78, 
CEP 11525-970, Cubato, Sao Paulo
E-mail: fahs/afractal. com. br
Groups spreading anarchist news.
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BulgariaFAG
CP 5036, CEP 90041-970 Porto Alegre, Rio
Grande do Soul
Anarchist Federation.

LETRALIVRE
CP 50083, 20062-970 Rio de Janeiro
Magazine/ periodical.

LIBERA
A more mio, CELIP/RJ, CP 14576, 22412-970 Rio 
de Janeiro
Magazine/ periodical.

MO VIMENTO SEM TERRA
E-mail: semterra@maiL sanet. com. br
I endless Peoples Movement, mass movement 
involved in occupations of land. Messages may need 
Io be sent in Portugese, or at least Spanish.

( OB (CENTRAL OPERARIA BRASILEIRA) 
( aixa Poxtal 2082, Capitol Cep, 0160-970, Sao Paulo 
Eax: (55) 112976630
Workers organisation

MAP-SP
( P3204, CEP 01060-970, San Paulo - SP 
Movimento Anarco Punk

M4P-&4
( X. Postal 146, CEP 40001, 970 Salvador a Bahia 
Website: http://www. azul. net/m31/map/index. html

UTOPIA
(no name on envelope!)
( P15001, CEP 20155-970, Rio de Janeiro - RJ 
Anarchist Magazine

ORGANIZACAO AUTONOMIA
CP 758, CEP 88010-970, Desterro SC

REVISTA LIBERTARIAS
Revista Novos Tempos, Av. Pompeia, 2549, c. 01, 
05023-001 Sao Paulo

ARQUIVO DE HISTF3RIA SOCIAL EDGAR 
RODRIGUES
Website: http://www. ceca. org.br/edgar/anarkP.html 

LA LU TA CONTINUA
www. angelfire, com/ok/markoajdaric/index. html

BKT - IWA
Jksvtrojca, bll45B, ap 110, Sofia 1309
Bulgarian section of IWA

FAB AND/OR SVOBODNA MISL 
Sofia, Z-k. Mladost-2, pos. klon 1199, pos. kutija 1 
FAB (Anarchist Union of Bulgaria), Svobodna Misal 
(Free Thought)

FAM - FEDERATION OF ANARCHIST YOUTH 
Antonio Grozdev, 18 Nikola Slavkov St, Ell Ap.6, 
Sofia 1463 (no name on envelope!)

Canada

KICK IT OVER
POB 5811 Ta. A, Toronto, Ontario M5W1P2 
Anarchist magazine

BLACK CROW BOOKS
POB 414, Stn E, Toronto ONTARIO M6H 4E3 
Anarchist publishers

ONTARIO COALITION AGAINST POVERTY 
E-mail: ocap@jtao.ca
Direct action to combat homelessness and welfare
cuts.

/?£/) AND BLACK NOTES
POB 47643, 939 Lawrence Ave East Don Mills, 
Ontario M3C 3S7
Revolutionary journal.

PRO-IWA
388 1/2 Kent St., Ottawa, Ontario K2P 2A9 
Anarcho syndicalists.

ADBUSTERS
The Media Foundation, 1243 West 7th Ave,
Vancouver BC V6H1B7
Phone: (604) 736 9401 / 737 6021
E-mail: adbusters@adbusters. org
Website: www.adbusters.org
Subverting the advertising industry.

LIBRAIRIE ALTERNATIVE
2035 Boulevard Saint Laurent, Montreal NTX 2T3 
Anarchist/ radical bookshop.
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CANADIAN UNION OF POSTAL WORKERS
377 Bank St, Ottawa, Ontario K2P1Y3 
Phone: 613 236 7230 x 7953 
E-mail: dbleakney@cupw-sttp. org
Active in Peoples Global Action

Chile

AIT CHILENA
7 de Octubre No.399, Villa Jose Cardin Comuna, 
Estacion Central, Santiago
E-mail: evelyn@infovia. cl
Chilean section of the anarcho syndicalist IWA

FANZINE RE/E VOL UCION
(no name on envelope),
OEHM, Apart ado Postal 3001, Correo Mall
Mirage, Temuco, IX Region 
E-mail: ko@mailcity. com 
Website: http://come. to/re-evolucion

Colombia

JUSTICE AND PEACE
E-mail: justypafaandinet. com
Cacarica: communities in Return to Carica, Self 
Determination, Life and Dignity! Peoples Global 
Action contact

zlLAV DE XUE
(no name on envelope!)
Amadeo Clavijo, AA 72455, Bogota
(Friends of the IWA)

RASH BOGOTA/RESISTENCIA KEDSKIN 
El Perro Rojo, AA 56385, Bogota 2DC 
Website: http://members, tripod com/~Pakito
Skinhead anti fascist/ anti racist group

SHARP/ARA BOGOTA
AA 58344, Bogota 2
E-mail: sharphgtfajhotmail. com
Skinhead anti fascist/ anti racist group

Croatia

ZAP C/O ARK
Gajeva 55, 10000 Zagreb
E-mail: zapzgfa geocities. com
Web: www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/Senate/3 707 
Anarchist / anti war group

Tkaleiceva 38, 41000, Zagreb
Anti war campaign Croatia, co-ordinating office

Cuba

FRANK FERNANDEZ
POB 1525, Jose Marti Sta., Miami, Fl 33125-1525, 
Florida, USA
Contact for Cuban anarchists

Czech Republic
CAR BUSTERS
Kratka 26, 100 00 Praha 10
Phone: + (420)2781 0849
E-mail: carbusters@wanadoo.fr
Magazine, mainly in English

CZECH REPUBLIC EF!
Zeme Predevsim!, PO Box 237,16041 Prague 6 
E-mail: zemepredevsim@ecn. cz
Website: http://www. ecn. cz/zemepredevsim
Earth First!

FSA FEDERATION OF SOCIAL ANARCHISTS 
PO Box 5, 15006 PRAHA 56
Phone: 420-(0)602-224747 or 420-(0)602-828361 
E-mail: fsa-praha@volny. cz
Web: www.geocities. com/CapitolHill/Lobby/1211/ 
Czech section of anarcho syndicalist IWA

CSAF CENTRAL CZECH REGION 
Existence
PO Box 587, 17006 PRAGUE 7
E-mail: csaf-pr@usa.net
Czechoslovak Anarchist Federation

CSAF MORAVIA REGION
PO BOX 169, 79640 Prostrjov
& PO Box 19, 62500 Brno

SOLI DA RITA
PO Box 13, 67921 Cerna Hora
Libertairan socialists

A UTONOMIE
PO Box 223, 11121 Praha 1
E-mail: autonom@jusa.net
Contact for anarchist & autonomist groups,
also anarcha-feminist group Luna: lunacz(a>usa. 
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SQUAT LAD RON KA
Tomanova 1, Praha 6 Brevnov
mailingaddress: PO Box 223, 11121 Praha 1

Box 449, Tartu jk., EE 2400
Anarcho-communist Federation

Denmark

SYNDIKALISTINITIATIVET
Box 578, 2200 Copenhagen
E-mail: syndikalisterne@hotmaiL com

UNGDOMSHUSET
Jagetvej 69, 2200 Copenhagen N 
Fax: (45) 35-824311
Autonomist Youth Centre, with concerts, bar etc..

REBEL
Griffenfeldsgade 41, 2200 Copenhagen
A political group

INFO-CAFE RAMA,
Libertart Socialistisk Forlag
Kayeradsgade 10, stth., DK-9000 AAlborg
Phone: (45) 98-161904

KA FA X INFOSHOP
Blagardsgate 12, DK-2200 Kobenhavn N
E-mail: propaganda@props. dk
Website: http://www.props, dk
Propaganda (autonomous magazine), Slamm (weekly 
newsletter)

A UTONOMT INFO 
Elmegade 27, DK-2200 Kobenhavn N
Phone: +45-31-351-212
Fax: +45-3582-4311
Infoshop, also for infocafe Demos & Demos 
newsletter.

E4&4SL4
Finlandsgade 65, 6 700 Esbjerg
Phone: (45) 75-120112
Open weekdays 17-19

Estonia

MAL
Vilja 8a-55, EE 2710 Voru 
Estonian Anarchist League

Finland
SAL (SVOMEN ANARKISTILIITTO) 
International Secretariat: julaitin@cc.joensuu.fi 
Website: http://www. dlc.fi/~ravelre/contact htm
Finnish Anarchist Federation

SOLIDARITY
PL 102, 00811 Helsinki
Finnish Anarchists/ Syndicalist Action

FINLAND EARTH FIRST!
Viivinkatu 17 AS 17, 33680 Tampere

MUUTOKSEN KEVAT 20
PL 847, 33101 Tampere
E-mail: skvila@uta.fi
Web: http://www. saunalahti.fi/~blindeye/mkevat/ 
Eco-revolutionary magazine

KAPINATYF6LE4INEN (REBEL WORKER)
PL 302, 00811 Helsinki
E-mail: kapis@tao.ca
Website: http:http://www. dlc.fi/~ravelre
Anarcho-syndicalist magazine

ANARKISTINEN MU STA RISTI
PL 367, 40251 Jyvaskyla
E-mail: anarkistinen_mr@hotmaiL com
Website: http://www. saunalahti.fi/~ravelre/amr/
Anarchist Black Cross in Finland

France

OCL
Egregore, BP 1213, 51058 Reims Cedex 
E-mail: ocl_relex@hotmail com
Organisation of Libertarian Communists. Produce the 
magazine Courant Alternatif.

COLLECTIF DES SANS PAPIERS
Vai de Marne, 11-13 Rue des Archives, 94000 
Creteil
Collective of immigrants, resisting deportations and 
racism.
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COLLECTIF ANTI-EXPULSIONS DE PARIS
37, Rue Des Maraichers, 75020, Paris
E-mail: caeparis@wanadoo. Fr
Collective opposing deportations and racism

COLLECTIF ANTI OGM
Maison du Peuple, Place Salvador Allende, 44600 
St Nazaire
Group of peope concerned about environmental 
issues, fighting in particular against GMO food and 
its importation into France

LE MONDE LIBERTAIRE
145, Rue Amelot, 75011 Paris
Phone : 01 48 05 34 08
Fax: 01 49 29 98 59
Weekly paper of the French Anarchist Federation.
Plus the address of the Monde Libertaire bookshop, 
also venue for regular discussion meetings.

CNT
33 Rue des Vignotes, 7502 Paris
Phone /fax: 01 43 72 95 34
E-mail: cnt@cnt-f.org
Website: http://cnt-f.org
Anarcho-syndicalist union. Produce the monthly 
magazine Combat Syndicaliste, which lists contacts 
throughout France.

NRVPROD
BP 193, 42005, St Etienne Cedex
E-mail: tranzo@Iedynamo.com
Contact for 4 DIY collectives occupying a centre in 
St Etienne. Music, meetings, art, weekly cafe, distro. 
Threatened with eviction, solidarity
needed.

THE ONE WHO REFUSES TO BE A MASTER 
WILL NEVER BE A SLAVE
c/o Nick Latol, 7 Rue du Mugeit, 33000 Bordeaux
Paper about prisons and political prisoners.

LIBRAIRIE LA GRYPHE
Rue Sebastien Gryphe, 69007 Lyon
Anarchist and autonomist bookshop

CNT-PTT
BP 2600 - 69218 Lyon cedex 02
Postal workers section of the anarcho syndicalist 
CNT union

Germany

RADIO LIBERTAR
c/o Libertares Kultur Und Aktionszentrum, 
Thadenstrasse, 118, 22767Hamburg
Broadcast anarchist news from round the world once 
a month on a free radio station. Welcome 
international communication, especially in English.

SCHWARTZMARKT
Kleiner Schaferkamp 46, 20357 Hamburg
Left bookshop

DIE AKTION
Ed Nautilus, Am Brink 10, D-21029 Hamburg 80, 
Germany
Magazine

ROTE HILFE
Bundesvorstand, Postfach 3255, D-3 7022
Gottingen
Solidarity news/network

ANTIFASCHISTISCHE AKTION
Engeldamm 68, 10179 Berlin

A KU RIER
c/o El Loco, Kreuzbergstr. 43, D-10965 Berlin
Magazine

GRAZWURZELRIVOL UTION
- Schillerstr. 28 D-69115 Heidelberg
- Gravelottestr. 6, D-81667Munchen
Magazine

FAU
D.Neu, HH-Quergeb, Oderbergerstrasse 27,
D-10435, Berlin
E-mail: fau@anarch.free. de
E-mail: fau-internat@anarch.free. de
German section of the anarcho syndicalist IWA

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU I-AFD/IFA 
c/o El Jour, Brunnenstr. 5, 40223 Duesseldorf
E-mail: i-afd@anarch.free. de,
Website: http://www. tao. ca/~i-afd
1-AFD - Initiative for an Anarchist Federation in 
Germany
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A-INFOS GERMANY
E-mail: i-afd@anarch.free, de

Greece

A-NEWS
PO Box 30557, 1003 Athens
E-mail: news_@yahoo. com
Website: www.anarchy.gr
Publish a quarterly news summary in English of 
struggles and actions in Greece.

A UTONOMEDIA
Panayotis Kalamaras, Panepistimiou 64,
GR-10677 Athens
Magazine

PO Box 1456, Kavala 65110
Activity includes prisoner support

EXEYERSI (INSURRECTION)
PO Box 30658, Athens 10033
Monthly tabloid with anarcho syndicalist tendencies

J18 HELLAS
E-mail: jl 8hellas@hotmail. com
Website: www.geocities, com/jl Sheilas

Hungary

HAT- BUDAPESTAUTONOM TARSULAS
If 1704, 1465 Budapest
E-mail: drifter@freeside. elte. hu 
Website: http://www. biosys. net/bat

GONDOLKODO A UTONOM ANTIKVARIUM
VI. 0 utca 40, Budapest
Anarchist bookstore

SZAK - SZABAD ANARCHISTA KOZOSSEG
If. 310, 2401 Dunaujvaros
E-mail: idegbeteg@hotmail. com
Website: www.geocities, com/rainforest/vines/86 71

India
KRSS
2111, 7-A Cross, 3rd Main, Vijayanagar 2nd Stage
Bangalore 50 040
E-mail: swamy. krrs@aworld. net

Karnataka State Farmers Association. Involved in 
grass roots organisation and direct action resistance 
to multinationals and government authorities.
Involved in Intercontinental Caravan and June 18th
1999 International Day of Action.

KAMUNIST KRANTI/ COLLECTIVITIES 
Majdoor Library, Autopin Jhuggi, NIT, Faridabad
121001
Some of their texts available at:
http ://www. geocities. com/CapitolHill/Lobby/23 79
Anti authoritarian revolutionary group involved in 
struggles in local workplaces and in developing 
theory/practice - have published pamphlets including 
“a ballad against work” (in english).

NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF PEOPLES MOVEMENTS 
57D VPradhan Rd, Near Tilak Bridge, Hindu 
Colony, Dadar (East), Mumbai, 400014 India 
Phone/fax: +91 471 50 1376
Website: www. south-asian-initiative. org/wff
Active in Peoples Global Action

Indonesia

PO Box 1853, Bandung 40018, West Java.
Front Anti Fascist, involved in insurrectionary 
resistance to the repressive regime - please do not 
mention Front Anti Fascist on the envelope.

NORTH SUMATRA PEASANTS UNION
Jl. Karya Jasa 58, Pangkalan Masyhur, Medan,
North Samatra, Indonesia 20143
Phone/fax: +62 61 7862073
E-mail: putratan@indosat. net. id
Peoples Global Action contact

Israel

Matspen - The Socialist Organisation of Israel
E-mail: gshalifanetvision. net. il
Libertarian Communists

GREEN A CT ION ISRA EL 
PO Box 4611, Tel-Aviv 61046
Phone: +972 (0) 3 516 2349
E-mail: greenman@sltani. net

r

A contact of Earth First!
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WORKERS ADVICE CENTRE
Fax: +972 6 6462152
E-mail: wacnas@jnternet-zahav. net
Independent centre involved in unemployed 
struggles.

THE OTHER ISRAEL
pob 2542, HOLON, 58125 Israel
Anti militarist, anti war publication, in English.

Italy

UMANITA NOVA
Corso Palermo 46, 10152 Torino
Phone/fax: (Oil) 857850
Mobile: 0338 6594361
E-mail: fat@inrete. it
Website: http://www. ecn. org/uenne/
Weekly paper of the Italian Anarchist Federation
(FAJ), who have affiliated groups throughout the 
country.

VILLA OCCUPATA
via Litta Modignani 66, 20100 Milano
A self-managed anarchist squatted centre.

COM1TATO CONT RO A VIANO 2000
Liber Aria, cp 311, 33170 Pordenone
E-mail: giademic@fin. it
Committee against the Aviano 2000 giant military base 
in north Italy. During the Balkans war planes flew from 
the base to bomb Serbia, and the Committee were 
involved in organising anti war direct action and an 
attempted occupation of the base.

USI-AIT
commissione relazioni internazionali, via dei
Cunicoli 11, 34126 Trieste
Phone: 040 567220
E-mail: careri@jibero. it
Website: hw. ecn, org./usi-ait
The Italian Syndicalist Union (Unione Sindicalista 
Italiana). Publish Lotta di Classe (Class Struggle).

DIEGO NEGRI
CP 640, 40124 Bologna
Contact point for several groups, including
PRECARINATI:
E-mail: til4264@iperbole. bologna, it
“network of workers’ counter information in 
Bologna”.

DI BASE:
E-mail: rattazzi@iol. it
Magazine on workers grassroots struggles.
COLLEGAMENTI WOBBLY
Journal - 100 or so pages - theoretical analysis. 
Write to the appropriate group c/o Diego Negri...., 
or for general contact just Diego Negri.
IMPORTANT On 7 December 1999 Police raided 
Diego Negri's flat. He has been charged with 
“subversive association" and “belonging to an 
armed group ”. Solidarity needed.

FEDERAZIONE DEI COMUNISTI AN ARCHICI, 
Commissione Relazioni Internazionali, c/o Romito 
CP 144, 61100 Pesaro
Website: http ://www. pandora. it/fdca
E-mail: didero@gostec. it
Federation of Anarchist Communists.

BIBLIOTECA FRANCO SERANTINI
CP 247, 56100 Pisa
Phone/fax: 050 570995
E-mail: biblfser@jnboxpisoft, it
Website: http://www.imprese.com/bfs/
Anarchist library.

GRUPPO ANARCHICO GERMINAL E CENTRO 
STU DI LIBERTARI
Via Mazzini 11, 34121 Trieste
Phone: 040 368096
Centre of Libertarian Studies open tuesdays and
Fridays 6-8pm. Germinal is a substantial anarchist 
magazine published 3-4 times per year.

VINCENZO ITALIANO
CP 391, 80100 Napoli
Comidad magazine, magazine of debate within the 
anarchist movement.

EL PASO
via buole 47, 10127 Torino
Anarchist action/info centre

ANARCHISMO
cp 61, 95100 Catania, Sicily
Monthly anarchist magazine, of the insurrectional!st” 
tendency.
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Japan

RRU
Koshigaya PO Box 19, Saitana
Japanese section of the anarcho syndicalist IWA

ARP
PO Box 57, Sakyo yubinkyoku, J-606 Kyoto 
E-mail: arpic@mbox. kyotoinet or.jp
Anarchist Federation

Kazakhstan

ALMA-ATA ANARCHIST ALLIANCE (AAA)
PO Box 48, 480070 Alm-Ata

Lebanon

AL BADIL AL TAHAROVR1
c/o Alternative Libertaire, BP 177, 75967, Paris 
Cedex 20, France
Anarchist group based in Lebanon, due to repression 
contact is via France.

Luxembourg

SELBSTVERWALT JUGENDZENTRUM
I, Place des bains, L-1212 Letzebuerg
Phone: 461186
Fax/answer machine: 474087/474102
Self managed youth center

Malaysia

MUHAMAD KAMAL BIN ISHAK DRATSAB 
RECORD AND DISTRIBUTION
No 2a, Jln.Kg.Chachar, Kuala Jempol, 72100 
liahav, N.Sembilan DK, West Malaysia
Distributes anarchist and anarcho punk material such 
as newsletters, pamphlet, fanzines, books, vinyl, 
cassettes etc..

NATION ON RAGE
E-Jump/ Harris, no 20 Jin. 30/10, Tmn. Koperasi
Polis, Fasa 2, 68100 Kuala Lumpur, West Malaysia 
E-mail: nationon_rage@yahoo. com
E-mail: peacepunk 78@hotmail.com
A political anarcho punk info zine...covers anarchist 
theory, news of action and personal thought about 
anarchy Request info from round the world.

EDDIE
Lot 2341-D Offjalanl, Green Wood Park, 68100
Gombak, Selangor, Malaysia
E-mail: XXXEVXXX@hotmail.com
DIY distro including anarchist zines.

»

Mexico

GERMEN
APDO Postal 1597, Centro 76001 Queretano
Libertarian group

BIBLIOTECA SOCIAL RECONSTRUIR
Av Morelos 45 - Desp 206, Apdo 9090, Mexico D. F. 
Radical library.

MARGEN
Ap. 21-011, CP 44241 Guadalajara, Jal.
periodical.

ZAPATISTA WEBPAGES:
EZLN: http://www. ezln. org/
FZLN: http://spin. com. mx/~floresu/FZLN/ 
2nd Encounter: h ttp ://www.pangea. org/en cu en tro/ 
North-East Zapatista Network: http://wwyv.tao.ca/ 
-zapne

ZAPATISTA EMAIL-LISTS:
Chiapas 95: Zapatista news list.
To join send an e-mail to:
majordomo@eco.utexas.edu with the words “sub
scribe Chiapas95” in the body of the message.

Nepal

INHURED
PO Box 2125, New Plaza, Kathmandu
Phone: 0977-1-429741
E-mail: inhured@change. wlink. com. np
Peoples Global Action contact

Netherlands

KLEINTJE MUURKRANT
Postbus 703, 5201 As Den Bosch
Phone: 00 31 613 6927
E-mail: kleintje@stelling. ul
Website: http://www. stelling. nl/kleintje/
Independent magazine. “Kleintje Muurkrant” wants 
to make public data and facts, give background 
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information and publish articles for discussion, in 
order to encourage resistance to the wrongs in 
society.

PARIA COLLECTIVE
PO Box 1332, 3500 BH Utrecht
New infoletter, in English, wanting to bring about 
actions, support and solidarity through spreading 
information.

DWARS ANTIFA
Postbus 267, 1000 A6 Amsterdam
Anti fascist group.

INFORMATIE/ACTIE CENTRUM ASS ATA 
Begijnen Straat 34, 6511 WP Nijmegen
Information/ action centre.

FORT VAN SJAKOO
JodenBreeStraat 24, 1011 NK Amsterdam
Independent bookshop.

BUITEN DE ORDE
Postbus 1338, 3500 BH Utrecht
Phone: 00-31-294 54 38
E-mail: egbertwe@antenna. nl
Quarterly magazine of De Vrije Bond (the Free 
Union), a grassroots organisation for autonomy/ and 
syndicalism.

EURODUSNIE
PO Box 2228, 2301 CE Leiden
Phone/fax: ++31 (0)71 5136955
E-mail: EuroDusnie@dsL nl
Website: http://www. stad dsl. nl/EuroDusnie
Anarchist collective. Squats 3 buildings in which 10 
different anti capitalist initiatives are organised, 
including a radio station, a free monthly paper 
Dusnieuws, a vegan restaurant, infoshop, Freeshop, 
etc..

ROOIERAT
Oudegracht 65, 3511 AD Utrecht
Anarchistic bookshop

SOLIDARITEITSGROEP POLITIEKE
GEVANGENEN
PO Box 3762, 1001 AN20
Amsterdam info/ action group giving solidarity to 
political prisoners.

GROENE FRONT!
Postbus 85069, 3058 AB Utrecht 
E-mail: groenfr@dds. nl
info and direct action around ecology.

New Zealand
FREEDOM BOOKSHOP/STATE ADVERSARY 
PO Box 9263, Wellington

WELLINGTON @ COMMITTEE FOR THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF CIVILISATION 
PO Box 9263, Te Aro, Wellington, Aotearoa 
Anarchist umbrella group for Wellington. Has also 
been contact address (and may still be) for Anarcho 
Feminist Federation.

ANARCHIST ROUND TABLE
Thr@ll, PO Box 22-076, Christchurch 
E-mail: cybersmog@geocities. com

Nigeria

A WARENESS LEAGUE
PO Box 1920, Enugu State
Nigerian section of the anarcho syndicalist IWA. 
They ask for anarchist pamphlets, books and zines.

OILWATCH
Phone/fax: +234 84 236365 
E-mail: oilwatch@jnfoweb. abs. net
Contact for the June 18th 1999 day of action

Norway
NORSKSYNDIKALISTISK FORBUND - IWA 
Boks 1977 Vika, N-0121 Oslol
Norwegian section of the anarcho syndicalist IWA

FOLKEMAKT
Strandveien 23, N- 7042 Trondheim 
Website: www.geocities. com/CapitolHill/Senate/582 7
Libertarian Socialists

BLITZ BOKKAFE
Pilestredet 30 c, N-0146 Oslo
Phone: (47) 22-110109
Fax: (47) 22-112349
Autonomist Youth Centre. Send mail to next address
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ANTI-FASCISTISK AKSJON
Postboks 6689, St Olavs plass, N-0129 Oslo
Phone: (47) 920336559
Fax: (47) 22- 112349
E-mail: antifa/ariksnett. no
Website: http://www.antifa.org
Also mailing address for Blitz

BOKKAFEEN
Futurum Forlag/Gateavisa, Hjelmsgt3, N-0355
Oslo 3
Phone: (47) 22-691284
E-mail: gateavisa@online. no
Website: http://www. wit. no/doogie/ga
Anarchist bookstore, vegetarian cafe and subcultural 
magazine

Pakistan

ASIF RASHEED
Awami Committee for Developent, PO Box 598,
Multan
Phone: +92 61 539821
Peoples Global Action contact

Philippines

JEROME
Ph 4 Bk 16 Lt 9, Pacita Complex 1, San Pedro, 
Laguna, 4023
Pong, Blk 6 Lt 2, Greatland Village, San Pedro, 
Laguna
Publish Dare to Care newsletter. Non violent direct 
civic action group focusing on human/ animal/ plant 
and tree/ Mother Earth’s welfare. Promotes DIY 
methods.

ANARCHO PUNK FEDERATION
c/o Punks not Thugs Collective, PO Box 148, 
Taguig POM Mia., Kalakasan/FMMA, Bam 
Cabuguang, 7 Emerald St., De-Va Village,
Tambak, 1636 Tagig, M.Mla.

Poland

ABC POLAND
Kolektyw “Rozbrat”, PO Box 5, 60-966 Poznan 31 
E-mail: rozbrat@friko2. onetpl
Anarchist Black Cross & prisoner solidarity

MACPAR1ADKA
PO Box 67, 81-806 Sopot 6
E-mail: macppp@polbox. com
Monthly Anarchist Magazine

GAZETA AN ARCHE
Box 636, 40958 Katowice 2
Magazine

POLAND EF!
PO Box 40, 43304 Bielsko-Biala 4
Phone: +48-33 183153 
E-mail: wapienica@pnrwi.mostorg.pl
Earth First!

IWW POLSKA
PO Box 47, 04-520 Warszawa 106

FEDERACJA ANARCHISTYCZNA
Website: http://www. most org.pl/alter/fa
FA is a federation of autonomous groups and 
individuals from all over Poland

ANTI-FASCIST A CTION
PO Box 45, 02792 Warszawa 78

EMANCYPUNX
Vacula, PO Box 145, 02-793 Warszawa 78
E-mail: katiusha@/nail. id uw. edu.pl
Anarcho-feminists

Portugal

A BATALHA
Rua Marques de Ponte de Lima, 37,2 Dt, P-1100-
33 7 Lisbon
Magazine/ periodical.

SINGULARIDADES
Apartado 13117, P-1019-502 Lisbon
Magazine/ periodical.

ASSOCIACAO CULTURAL VIDA
Apdo 2537, P-1113 Lisbon
Libertarian association, Utopia periodical available.
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Russia

CRAS
13 Kv24, 107258 Moscow, Russia, CIS
Russian section of the anarcho syndicalist IWA

ECODEFENCE!
Moskousky Prospekt, 120-34236006, Kalingrad/ 
Koenigsberg
E-mail: ecodefence@glas. ape. org
Contact of Peoples Global Action

INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY WITH
WORKERS IN RUSSIA
E-mail: Antek5@aol.com

BALACLAVA CLUB, NEWS & VIEWS,
IWW RUSSIA
PB 500, Moscow 107051
E-mail: cube@glasnet.ru, or
E-mail: akai47@hotmail. com

ALEXEI BOROVOI GROUP
E-mail: koalahear@glasnet. ru

ASSOSIA TSIID VIZHENLI ANA RKISTO V 
ALLIANCE OF ANARCHIST MOVEMENTS
Poetitseskij Bulvard d-11, kor4, kv2, 194291 St 
Petersburg

AKA
PO Box 132, 420059 Kazan
E-mail: german@sokol. ken. ru
E-mail: anarch@mi. ru
Website: ltttp://www. mi. ru/~aka
Website: http://www. mi. ru/~anarch
Kazan Anarchist Alliance

SI Bl RISK AYA KONFEDERACIA TRUDA
PO Box 19, Seversk 13, Tomskaya Oblast 636070
Siberian Confederation of Labor

Senegal

CONCEPT
3 Cite Jardiparc x Camherene, BP 21.014 Dakar, 
Senegal
Contact of Peoples Global Action

Serbia

WOMEN IN BLACK, BELGRADE
Womens anti war group
Can be contacted via Women In Black (London), 
c/o The Maypole Fund, PO Box 14072, London 
N16 5WB
E-mail: jane@gn. ape. org
Website: www. chorley2. demon, co. uk/wib. html

CENTAR ZA LIBERTERSKE STUDIJE 
Krarja Petra 87, 11000 Beograd, Serbia
Contact of the Anarcho Syndicalist IWA

Slovakia

FSA-IWA BRATISLAVA
E-mail: fsa-ba@mailexcite. com

SLOVAKIA ANARCHIST FEDERATION
Marek Dolnik, Poste Restante, 85000 Bratislava

Slovenia

SKRA TI
c/o Retina, Metalkova ulice 6, 1000 Ljubljana 
(mailing address)
E-mail: skrati@kudfp.si
Skrati is an eco-anarchist direct action initiative, 
based in the social/cultural centre metelkova, whose 
address is:
METELKOVA MESTO,
masarykova 24, Ljubljana
Phone: +386 61 13 444 02
E-mail: anarhiv@mail. ljudmila. org
Website: http://www. ljudmila. org/anarhiv
Includes a reading room, concert hall, recording 
studio, etc..

South A frica

BIKISH A MEDIA COLLECTIVE
Suite no 153, Private Bag X42, Braamfontein 
201720
E-mail: bikisha@hotmail. com
Formerly part of the now dissolved Workers 
Solidarity Federation, they are continuing their 
revolutionary activity and welcome international 
contact.
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ZABALAZA BOOKS
PO Box 18969, Dalbridge, Durban 4014 
as above

LA LLETRA A
APDO 314, 43280 REUS
Magazine from the libertarian youth (FFLL)

PO Box 61853, Bishopsgate, Durban 4008,
KwaZulu - Natal
Anarchist group

CNT GRANADA
AC 4040, 18080 Granada \
Phone: 958 203 370
Fax: 958 202 246

South Korea
Anarcho syndicalist union, publish monthly CNT 
paper

FAK/CIRA KOREA
KPO Box 1938, Kwanghwamoon, Post Office,
Seoul
Federation of Korean Anarchists

CNT COMITE REGIONAL
Fragua Social, Ate neo Libertario YJJLL, c/o
Ateneo Lihertario El Cabanaz, c/ Cuenca 80-2,
46007 Valencia
(or write APDO 46080 Valencia)

POLICY AND INFORMATION CENTRE FOR IN
TERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY
2nd Floor, 696 Shindaibangl-dong, Dongjatku,
Seoul
Phone: +82 2 8348335
E-mail: picis@jinbo. net
Website: http://picis.jinbo. net
Peoples Global Action contact

Anarcho syndicalist CNT / newsletter / social centre •

A TENEO LIBERTARIO ALBORADA
APDO C. 2, 19240 Jadraque, Guadalajara
Social centre.

A TENEU LIBERTARIESTEL NEG RE 
c/ Palau Reial, 9-2 on, Ciutat de Mallorca, Illes

Spanish State
Baleares
(or APDO 1566, 07080 Ciutat de Mallorca)

(included here are groups in Euskadi - the Basque 
country - and Catalonia)

Phone: 0034 971 726461
Social centre, fanzine, base for CNT.

ALBOR
APDO 699, 01080 Gasteiz, EH
Anarchist news-sheet

Sri Lanka
MOVEMENT FOR NATIONAL LAND AND
AGRICULTURAL REFORM

EKINTZA ZUZENA
APDO 235, 48080 Bilbo, Bizkaia, E.H.
Social centre.

43 Wanatha Road, Gangodawila, Nugegoda 
Phone $ fax: 94 74 302311
E-mail: monlar@sitnet Ik
Peoples Global Action convenors for Asia

NO PASARAN/AENA
APDO 22067, 08080 Barcelona
Anti fascist magazine

Sweden
SYNDIKALISTEN

ETCETERA
APDO 1363, 08080 Barcelona
Magazine with revolutionary theory and analysis

Andra Langg.20, 2tr., S-413 28, Goteborg
Magazine

RADIKAL DISTRIBUTION
FUN DA CION SAL VADOR SEGUI, 
c/Sagunto 15-1, 28010 Madrid
Anrcho publishing house, write for catalogue.

Box 4181, S-203 13 Malmo
Website: www.geocities. com/CapitolHill/3658/ 

rdbase. htm
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SAC SVERIGES ARBETARES 
CENTRAL ORGAN ISA TION
Box 6507, S-113 83 Stockholm
Street address:
Sveavagen 98, S-113 50 Stockholm
Phone: (46) 8 673 52 72
Fax: (46) 8 673 03 45
E-mail: international, committee@sac.se
We bsite: h ttp ://www. sac.se
Syndicalist union, publish weekly “Arbetaren” Also 
contact address for SUF (Young Syndicalists)

DI REKT AKTION
Box 6507, S-113 83 Stockholm
E-mail: direkt. aktion@usa. net
Website: http://www. dir ektaktion. home. ml. org 
SUF’s magazine, shares office with SAC

ANTIFASCISTISK A CKTION MALMO
Box 17597, 20010 Malmo

ACTION FOR SOCIAL ECOLOGY
Box 34089, 10026 Stockholm

STOPPA RASISMEN
Box 4002, 10261 Stockholm

RSM
Lundagatan 41, Stockholm
Phone: (46) 8-843569
Anarchist center, send mail to Brand - below 
“Revolutionary Supermarket”, base for Food Not 
Bombs. Womens Groups. Animal Rights Group.

BRAND
Box 15015, S-104 65 Stockholm
E-mail: brand(amotkraft. net
Website: http://wwxv.motkraft net/brand
Anarchist magazine, also for A-Infos, RSM, Frescati 
Anarkistiska Sammanslutning (anarchist students), 
INFOrm newletter, and women’s cafe Antippa) 

Switzerland

CENTRE INTERNATIONAL DE RECHERCHES 
SUR L’ANARCHISME
Avenue de Beaumont 24, CH -1012 Lausanne 
Phone & fax: (+4121) 652 48 19/652 35 43 
Website: http://www. anarca-boto.ch./cira/
Anarchist library and research centre Publishes

CIRA bulletin. No 56 includes names and addresses 
of around 180 magazines/ journals/ news-sheets.

A-INFO
Postfach 580, 8037 Zurich
Spreading news from an anarchist perspective

INFO CAFE KASAMA
PF 334, CH 8026 Zurich

DIRECT!
CP 2254, CH-121, Genevez
Anarcho syndicalist IWA contact

REBELLION
OSL, Case Postale 687, CH-1000 Lausanne 9 
Magazine, probably Libertarian Socialist.

UTOPIA
Postfach 6172, CH-6000 Luzern 6

Thailand

E-mail: robinhd@toxinfo. co. th
June 18th International day of action contact. 
Magazine

DEMOCRA TIC ORG AN ISA TIONS AND PEOPLE 
ORGANISA TIONS NETWORK
409 Soi Ratchadapisak 14 Ratchadapisak Rd,
HauyWang, Bangkok, 10320
Phone: 66 2 6910820
E-mail: cpd@email. ksc. net
Website: http://xvwyv.go. to/unctadx

Turkey

kkd
1438 SOK NO. 12/3, Alsancak- Izmir
Izmir War Resisters Association

A TES HI RSIZI
Klodfarer Caddesi, Dr Serki Bey Sokak no 4/2, 
Sultanhamet, Istanbul
Anarchist mag - The Fire Thief

KARASIN ANARCHIST COLLECTIVE 
Website: http://www.come.to/karasin, or 
WWW. geocities. com/CapitolHill/Senate/74 7920
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Ukraine

Hi VOLUTION ARY CONFEDERATION OF 
IA i RCHO SYNDICALISTS

(no name on envelope!)
\crgei Shevchenko, ul. Rosa Luxemburg 3OB-25, 
Donetsk 340050

Uruguay

fau
Ma Gallanes 1764, 11800 Montevideo
I Iruguayan Anarchist Federation

MIL FUEGOS
(iisilla De Correos 141, 11000 Montevideo
I Ibcrtarian group

f/S/4
/ II I'll ESTATE
in 12 Second Avenue., Detroit MI 48201 
rhoite: 313 831 6800
I* • \ <>liitionary journal with news, analysis and theory. 

I A DUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD
101 West Michigan Ave, Ypsilanti 48197
I lit Wobblies”, grassroots revolutionary “one big 
ttiii m Publish Industrial Worker.

\l INGSHOT
il 24 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley,, CA 94705

M evolutionary publication

Illi UTOPIAN
DOB 387, New York NY 10030
'.nine of the former Love and Rage people.

A AC
I10 Layfayette St, Rm 202, New York NY 10012
Phone: (212) 979 8353
/ mail: majordomo@tao.ca
wild message <subscribe AAC>
Atlantic Anarchist Circle - network of anarchist 
groups

( Ol LECTIVE ACTION NOTES
roil 22962, Baltimore MD 21203
I u client journal with reports and analysis of class 

I niggle, particularly around the workplace.

WOODEN SHOE BOOKS
112 S. 20th St, Philadelphia, PA 191903
Long standing alternative bookshop

ALTERNATIVE PRESS REVIEW/ANARCHY 
CAL Press, POB 1446 Columbia, MO 65205-1446 
E-mail: jmcquinn@maiL coin, missouri. edu
Anarchy : “A Journal of Desire Armed”, around 
twice a year. Alternative Press Review: “Your guide 
beyond the mainstream”, quarterly publication.

LORENZO KOMBOA ERVIN
Concerned Citizens for Justice, c/o the Rest of the 
News, 2014 CiticoAve., Chattanooga TN 37404 
Phone: (423) 622 7614
E-mail: komboa(afocketmail. com
Long standing black anarchist activist Lorenzo 
continues to stand with his community against racism 
and oppression. In early 2000 he and 2 other 
activists were facing serious charges following their 
arrest at a demo against police brutality.

ANARCHO SYNDICALIST REVIEW
PO Box 2824, Champaign IL 61825
Published quarterly, grassroots workers’ struggles 
around the world, plus historical analysis.

FRIENDS OF BBB
3288 21st#92, San Francisco CA 94110
Phone: 415-626-4942
E-mail: bbb_apple@hotmail. com
Biotic Baking Brigade - throwing pies in the faces of 
oppressors everywhere..

THE LEVELLER 
POB 712191, Los Angeles CA 90071
For class war anarchism

BLACKOUT BOOKS
New York
Website: www.panix. com/blackout/index. html

Zimbabwe
STUDENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
5 Abel Rd., Athlone, Greendale, Harare
E-mail: katikiti@compcentre. uz> ac. zw
Contact of Peoples Global Action
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